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Preface
This thesis deals with train scheduling problems with an emphasis on public rail transport. In partic-
ular, we assume a periodic schedule and a fixed railroad track network, which is common for public
rail transport.
The fundamental mathematical model discussed here is the Periodic Event Scheduling Problem (PESP)
introduced by Serafini and Ukovich in 1989. In a few words, the PESP is the problem of finding a
feasible schedule for some periodically recurring events subject to certain constraints. The PESP is
known to be NP-complete and therefore belongs to a class of problems assumed to be very hard.
We will analyze different existing algorithms for solving PESP instances. Based on this investigations,
we modify these algorithms to achieve a much better performance for problem instances from practice.
Furthermore, we discuss polyhedral aspects of a mixed integer programming (MIP) formulation of
the PESP, thereby deriving valid inequalities and proving some properties of these inequalities. We
combine existing algorithmic ideas with new ideas from these polyhedral investigations in order to
obtain a new algorithm that can be successfully applied to PESP instances.
There are many criteria for evaluating schedules. The PESP itself is a feasibility problem. We extend it
by an objective function representing the operational costs of realizing a schedule. The cost approach
is based on a model suggested by Claessens. The resulting model is called minimum cost scheduling
problem (MCSP).
The decision version of the MCSP is shown to be NP-complete. We present a MIP formulation of
the problem. With the help of polyhedral methods like preprocessing techniques, valid inequalities,
a specific relaxation, a branch-and-bound and a cutting plane procedure, we are able to solve real-
world instances of the MCSP, which is not possible within a reasonable amount of time when using
the direct MIP formulation and a commercial MIP solver.
The mathematical models and algorithms introduced in this thesis are tested on practical instances
obtained from the railroad companies of Germany (Deutsche Bahn AG) and the Netherlands (Neder-
landse Spoorwegen).
The cost approach of the MCTP belongs to the strategic planning methods, i.e. it is used to evaluate
possible scenarios 5–15 years ahead in the future. Our experiences show that it is possible to produce
solutions of the MCSP for practically relevant problem sizes in a few minutes, which is acceptable for
strategic planning. Moreover, our algorithm determines lower bounds on the costs and thus enables
us to give bounds on the quality of the solutions (if we are not able to solve the problem instance
exactly).
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An important point is the transfer of mathematical models / ideas into practice. Mathematical ideas
tend to be abstract and non-intuitive and are therefore disregarded by practitioners if they are not care-
fully introduced. In order to overcome these obstacles, the German Federal Ministry of Education and
Research funded a series of projects on Mathematical Methods for Solving Problems in Industry and
Business. In these joint projects, mathematicians, engineers and software developers work together,
transferring mathematical ideas into practical software. Application fields are, for example, traffic,
logistics, medicine or finance. This thesis emerged from the project Train Schedule Optimization in
Public Transportation.
The thesis is organized as follows: In chapter 1, we give an introduction to traffic planning in general
and with respect to schedules. Chapter 2 provides an overview of existing models for train scheduling
and includes some extensions of the models. In particular, the PESP and the MCSP are described.
Furthermore, we discuss computational complexity aspects of the PESP and the MCSP. In chapter 3,
the PESP is investigated in detail. We present existing algorithms for solving PESP instances and de-
velop modifications and new algorithms that allow a much faster solution of such instances. We also
give theoretical results on the polyhedral structure of the PESP. In chapter 4, we introduce algorithms
for solving MCSP instances. With the help of a decomposition idea, we develop a relaxation iteration
and a branch-and-bound approach for the MCSP. Both methods require the solution of certain sub-
problems, which are also examined. Chapter 5 contains computational results for our real-world test
instances, and the last chapter deals with conclusions and suggestions for further research.
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Chapter 1
Public Rail Transport Planning
Nowadays, public rail transport planning is a highly complex task. Too many objects interact with
each other to be manageable simultaneously (cf. table 1.1, details are found in the Gescha¨ftsbericht
der Deutschen Bahn [20]). Various subproblems of different nature like network design, scheduling
or routing occur, and the solutions of most of those subproblems depend on the solutions of the other
subproblems. Due to severe competition from other transportation modes, the rail industry is eager to
improve its operational efficiency and rationalize its planning decisions. Analytical models get more
and more important in supporting managerial decision-making. The process of privatization of public
transportation companies enforces the efficient utilization of resources.
38000 km of network
40000 trains per day
66 billion traveler kilometers
15 billion gross investment (in DM)
250000 employees
130 license agreements with other railroad companies
Table 1.1: Reference numbers of the German railroad company Deutsche Bahn AG (1998)
Different demands on the transport service come from the different departments of a railroad company.
The marketing departments request taking care of the passengers’ wishes like minimization of travel
time, pleasant changes from one train to another (short waiting time, opposite platforms). The logistic
departments pay attention to the cost aspects. They are responsible for the efficient usage of rolling
material and personnel. Available rolling stock has to be considered as well as crew rulings. The
departments maintaining the network take care of operational constraints occurring, for example,
for concurrent use of critical points (single tracks, stations, switches, signals). All these, usually
conflicting, demands are shown in figure 1.1.
Apart from economical aspects, political decisions and prestigious investment projects influence the
planning process. In 1995, Baron [3] describes the situation of public transportation in Germany, con-
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Operational
Constraints
Marketing Cost
?
Figure 1.1: Conflicting demands
cluding that transport policy and planning will remain a playing field of scientists, lobbyists, politi-
cians, gurus, fanatics and concerned citizens for many years to come, and it will keep generations of
journalists busy.
Due to the tremendous size of the public rail traffic system, the planning process is divided into several
steps (also see [10]). A diagram of this hierarchical decomposition is given in figure 1.2.
Crew Management
Planning of Rolling Stock
Train Schedule Planning
Line Planning
Analysis of Demand
Figure 1.2: Hierarchical planning process
In a first step, the passenger demand has to be analyzed. As a result, the amount of travelers wishing to
go from certain origins to certain destinations is known. As a subsequent task, lines are determined,
i.e. routes where trains run. Also, the frequencies for the lines are determined. Afterwards, in the
train schedule planning step, all arrival and departure times of the lines are fixed. This has to be done
subject to the periodicity of the system (the German railroad train schedule operates with a period of
one hour, for example). Now engines and coaches have to be assembled to trains, which are assigned
to lines. This is called planning of rolling stock. A similar task is the crew management, which means
3the distribution of personnel in order to guarantee that each train is equipped with the necessary staff.
Every single step in this process is a difficult task. We will discuss these steps further in section 1.1.
A problem of the decomposition is that the optimal solution for one part serves as fixed input for the
subsequent problem. One cannot expect an overall optimal solution in the end. It is even possible
that at some point, former decisions have to be changed, and a part or the complete process has to
be repeated. Nevertheless, this hierarchy provides a partition of the traffic planning problem into
manageable tasks.
Another classical point of view [2, 33] is the partition of the planning process into strategic, tactical
and operational planning level, table 1.2.
Planning level Time horizon Goal
Strategic 5–15 years Resource acquisition
Tactical 1–5 years Resource allocation
Operational 24 h – 1 year Day-by-day decisions
Table 1.2: Planning levels
On the strategic planning level, possible infrastructure investments are examined. The goal is to decide
about resource acquisition (i.e. building new traffic links etc.). Such projects may have a duration of
5–15 years, and thus the view of the future plays an important role. The analysis of passenger demand
and the design of line plans belong to this planning level. It is also possible to examine train schedules
at this point of time, e.g. in order to examine the effect of a certain infrastructure proposal on the travel
time.
The tactical planning level focuses on resource allocation in the medium term. Here, the general
pattern of traffic flow is derived from invariable infrastructure and customer demand data. More
detailed line plans and train schedules are developed, as well as general patterns for rolling stock
circulation and crews.
Day-by-day decisions constitute the operational planning level. Here, due to unexpected events like
breakdowns, special trains or short term changes in the infrastructure caused by construction sites,
parts of a schedule or rolling stock and crew assignment patterns have to be rearranged.
During the last decade, the use of mathematical optimization models for rail transport planning and
thus the automatic computation of line plans, schedules, crew patterns etc. has increased significantly
(for an overview we refer to [18]). In the eighties, the application and development of mathematical
models was hindered by insufficient computational capabilities and the problems of collecting and
organizing the relevant data, which many railroad companies could not afford.
The situation has changed remarkably during the last years. Increasing computer speed and progress
in mathematical methods enabled the development and solution of problem instances of more realistic
models (for line planning problems, Bussieck [10] discussed these developments). As we have already
mentioned, competition, privatization and deregulation require the efficient use of resources for the
companies. This has affected air transportation companies to an especially large extent.
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In Germany, the winter train schedule 1998/1999 was the first one to be developed with the help
of computers completely (cf. [20]). However, this does not mean that the schedule was generated
automatically, but with the help of decision support systems and graphical user interfaces.
A next step will be the simultaneous planning of several hierarchical levels, in the hope of achieving
better overall solutions. In the Netherlands, the decision support system DONS (Designer of Network
Schedules) assists the planners in routing and scheduling (cf. [38]). The CADANS module of DONS
generates schedules, considering the railway infrastructure only from a global point of view. A second
module, STATIONS, is responsible for checking whether a schedule is feasible with respect to the
routing of trains through the railway stations, i.e. with the track layout. A comprehensive survey of
discrete optimization techniques in public rail transport can be found in [9].
Besides optimization models, simulation tools for traffic planning are widely used to compare different
scenarios for complex problems within short computing times.
1.1 Hierarchical Railroad Planning Levels
We will shortly focus on the different hierarchical planning steps from figure 1.2. Since these steps
influence each other, it is of interest to discuss them and their connection to train scheduling to a
certain extent. Our presentation follows [10] at this point.
Passenger Demand
In order to establish a customer-oriented transportation service, the passenger demand or traffic vol-
ume must be given or estimated. The conventional form of passenger demand data is a so-called origin
destination matrix (OD-matrix). An entry   i  j  of this matrix gives the number of people wishing to
travel from location i to location j.
Sophisticated models and methods have been developed in order to determine OD-matrices. A num-
ber of cost-intensive interviews of customers may form a basis for statistical methods estimating the
overall demand. Another approach are traffic censuses on the network links (like railroad tracks or
streets). Statistical [40] and mathematical programming [58] methods that generate OD-matrices from
such link traffic censuses are available. A disadvantage of this approach is that from the traffic vol-
ume on the links, OD-matrices with differently structured entries can be obtained. An example for
this situation is given in figure 1.3. Another problem is that the routes taken by the travelers remain
unknown. Nevertheless, OD-matrices are widely used in traffic planning models.
There is another general problem concerning the prediction of the passengers’ behavior or wishes:
The demand estimation based on methods like interviews or traffic census only reflects the current
transportation service situation. If the line plan or train schedule is changed, passengers may change
their behavior in an unpredictable way.
The main link between passenger demand and train scheduling is the problem of establishing train
connections with adequate waiting times for travelers without a direct train from the origin to the
destination of their trip. These travelers would like to have enough time to change the train (even in
case of small delay), but of course do not wish to wait for a long time.
When establishing connections from OD-matrix data, one faces two main problems:
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A B
7
2
5
1
6
1
3 0 2 4
A B C D E
A 6
B 4
C 1 7
D 2 1 1
E 1
A B C D E
A 4
B 1
C 4 5
D 1 2
E 1
Figure 1.3: Different OD-matrices for the same link traffic volume
 Choice of routes: As we have already mentioned, the routes of the travelers are not determined
by the matrix. We may rely on the assumption that travelers mostly choose a shortest-path-like
route for their trip. However, a short route concerning length in km may be served by a slower
train or require an uncomfortable train change.
 Choice of location for train change: If passengers need to change between lines running on the
same railroad track for some time, they may do so at several stations.
In these situations, personal preferences of the passengers play an important role, and objective de-
cision criteria cannot be given. For train schedule planning, one should try to establish at least one
“good” connection in this case.
Line Planning
A line is given by a route and a corresponding frequency. The route is given by a path in the railroad
track network. The frequency determines how often this line is served in accordance to the schedule
period. Line planning means to select lines from a set of feasible lines subject to certain constraints
and pursuing certain objectives.
Some possible constraints are that there must be enough lines (or trains respectively) to carry all
passengers, the capacity of tracks must not be exceeded or that the required trains must be available.
Common (and, as always, conflicting) objectives are minimization of costs or maximizing the number
of travelers with a direct connection. Bussieck discusses line planning problems extensively in [10].
We will use and extend some concepts found in [10] in order to establish a new model for cost optimal
train scheduling.
The periodicity of the schedule has to be kept in mind when designing line plans. In general, several
trains (or so-called train compositions) are required in order to serve a line, because normally a train
has not traveled the complete route and back in one schedule period.
Railroad companies usually offer different train service to their customers. In Germany for example,
InterCity and InterCityExpress trains connect principal centers of the country. These trains are fast
and equipped comfortably with dining car, phone or board services. InterRegio trains are slower and
connect principal centers as well as district towns. Additionally, there are regional trains (like the
AggloRegio trains in the Netherlands). All these trains have to share the global network.
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For the planning process, the network is often decomposed into supply networks corresponding to the
different train services (InterCity network, InterRegio network etc.). If a line plan for a single supply
network has to be developed, the global demand information such as given by an OD-matrix has to
be adapted for the supply networks. For example, there are approaches to split an OD-matrix into
different matrices for the supply networks (system split procedure, cf. [50]).
The line plan serves as direct input for the train scheduling problem, where arrival and departure times
for the lines have to be found. Furthermore, the line plan determines which travelers have to change a
train during their trip and thus need acceptable connection times.
Train Schedule Planning
The train schedule constitutes the backbone of public rail transport planning. The generation of train
schedules is the core subject of this thesis. A detailed introduction to train scheduling problems is
given in section 1.2.
A train schedule consists of the arrival and departure times of the lines at certain points of the network.
Depending on the required resolution, these points are stations (low resolution) or even switches and
important signal points (high resolution). For the railroad network of Germany, in the former case
approximately 8000 such points are considered, in the latter case about 27000 points.
In general, schedules for public transport are periodical, i.e. the schedule is repeated after a basic time
period or, for short, period.
The schedule fixes arrival and departure times for lines and thus for all trains of the line. An individual
train corresponds to a trip of the line. The assignment of engines and coaches to these trips (or trains
respectively) is done in a subsequent step.
Planning of Rolling Stock and Crews
The trips established by the train schedule must be performed by some vehicles (motor unit, coaches)
and crews (like engine drivers, conductors etc.). Optimization methods for vehicle scheduling in
public transportation are described in [26, 39]. Since the dispatch of rolling stock and personnel has
the main influence on the overall transport service costs, optimization methods are essential at this
step, and other parts of the planning may have to be revised.
Crew management not only consists of dispatching train crews, but also local staff like cleaning staff
or ticket office staff. Often, there are complex constraint systems for such duties, e.g. due to union
contracts for break regulations or working times. Railway crew management experiences are reported
in [11].
1.2 Train Schedule Planning: An Overview
We will start with a short historical introduction on train schedules (details can be found in [45]).
In 1871, the first train schedule conference in Germany faced the difficult task of coordinating the
schedules of the 80 railroad companies existing in Germany at that time (cf. [22]). The first schedules
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introduced for long distance trains in the world were non-periodic. The reason might be that long
distance trains were scheduled rarely (usually only one train per day), therefore a period would have
been senseless. In highly congested urban areas, periodic or fixed interval schedules were used almost
from the beginning (e.g. underground trains in London 1863, Budapest 1896, Paris 1900, Berlin 1902).
The main advantage of periodic schedules from customers’ point of view is that they are easy to keep
in mind. An example from [45] clearly shows this fact, see figure 1.4.
Schedule 1991/92 Schedule 1995/96
departure for direction Kaiserslautern, Neustadt, Saarbru¨cken
hour
5
6
7
8
9
10


hour
5
6
7
8
9
10


35 52
33 43
21 33 43 58
38 52
30
02 43
25 36 46
06 36 46
06 25 36 46
06 36 46
06 25 36 46
06 36 46
Figure 1.4: Non-periodic and fixed interval schedule at Pirmasens
By introducing periodic schedules for long distance traffic in 1939, the railroad company of the
Netherlands, Nederlandse Spoorwegen, marked a new epoch. Other European countries followed
much later: Denmark in 1974, Switzerland in 1984, Belgium and Austria in 1991. In Germany, a
fixed interval schedule for InterCity trains with a period of one hour was introduced in 1979. Begin-
ning in 1985/86, InterRegio trains step by step were given a period of two hours. From 1992/93, also
regional trains were scheduled in a fixed interval.
A further development is the (perfect) integrated fixed interval schedule (see [27]). This is a periodic
schedule with specific junction points, where all trains serving that point arrive and depart nearly at
the same time. Thus, at the junctions, transfer is possible between any pair of lines. If there is only
one junction, such a schedule obviously always exists.
Traditionally, schedules are visualized by time space diagrams like in figure 1.5. In such diagrams, for
a particular route of the network, all trains serving the route are represented. One can detect critical
points or conflicts simply by looking at such a diagram: The trains speeds are represented by the
respective gradients, and crossings indicate that trains overtake or encounter each other.
Besides the already mentioned train change times there are many other constraints for a schedule: The
most important ones are safety constraints. Trains on the same track have to keep a certain headway
distance. On network links with only a single track, trains must not start from different directions at the
same time. Frequently used objectives for train schedule planning are the minimization of travel time,
which mainly corresponds to a minimization of waiting time for train changes, minimization of certain
costs or maximization of certain profits. A comprehensive introduction to constraints, objectives and
models for train schedules is found in chapter 2.
In the last few years, computer software has been developed that is capable of effectively supporting
the construction of schedules. Software products like ROMAN (ROute MANagement, this is used in
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Time
Groningen
Assen
Zwolle
Amersfort
Utrecht
Gouda
Rotterdam
8:00 8:15 8:30 8:45
Figure 1.5: Time space diagram for a schedule on the route Groningen-Rotterdam
Germany and Austria) store information on track topology, engine and coach properties or available
crews in databases. Thus, the running time of trains can be calculated in advance. Graphical user
interfaces enable schedule planners to construct or edit schedules interactively based on time space
diagrams like in figure 1.5. Conflicts (like missing headway) are automatically indicated on the screen.
After the generation of a schedule, simulations can be performed.
However, with a few exceptions like the DONS system (which is mainly used for strategic planning),
an automatic generation or even optimization of schedules is practically impossible at the moment.
Most of the known algorithms are simply too slow for networks of practical size. Even worse, math-
ematical models for some aspects (like environmental effects, which will be a key aspect in the next
few years, cf. [21]) still have to be developed.
Chapter 2
Models for Train Scheduling
In this chapter, mathematical models for the problems of generating and optimizing train schedules
will be presented. The periodic event scheduling problem (PESP), which is the problem of finding a
feasible schedule subject to a particular class of constraints, forms a central part of the chapter. Several
optimization criteria for train schedules are introduced, and a new model for cost optimal scheduling
is presented. The model can be formulated as a mixed integer program. At the end of the chapter, the
computational complexity of the problem of cost optimal scheduling is analyzed.
2.1 Railroad Networks and Train Schedules
A railroad network is usually represented by an undirected graph G 
 
V  E  , where V is the set
of nodes and E is the set of edges. Depending on the required resolution, the nodes may represent
stations or even switches and important signal points. The edges represent railroad tracks.
A line is modeled as a vector of nodes
 
v1  vn  with vi 	 V for every i 	
 1  n  , vi  v j for
i

 j, and   vi  vi  1  	 E for every i 	
 1  n  1  . We always assume that all lines are served
periodically with the same period T
	
, i.e. we do not consider line frequencies. If there are lines
with different periods, we may use the least common multiple of all periods as our single period, this
will be discussed further below. The set of lines will be denoted by  . Note that the elements of 
are vectors of different dimensions.
Let r 
 
v1  vn  	  be a line. In our models, we assume that trains of this line run from v1
to vn (via v2  ) and back to v1 via vn  1  (this is not true in some real world cases: there exist
lines using cycles instead of one path in both directions). We will use the notation v
	
r if there is
a number i
	

1  n  such that v  vi and the notation
 
v v 
	
r (and also   v  v 
	
r) if there is a
number i
	ﬀ

1  n  1  such that v  vi and v ﬁ vi  1.
In general, the events that have to be scheduled are the arrivals or departures of lines at some locations
represented by nodes v
	
V . We consider periodic events, i.e. arrivals or departures of a line, and
individual events, i.e. arrivals or departures of a particular train of a line. A formal definition is given
now:
9
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Definition: A schedule pˆi for a set of events ˆﬂ is a mapping pˆi : ˆﬂﬃ! . For an event eˆ
	
ˆ
ﬂ
, pˆi
 
eˆ 
is called the event time of eˆ. A periodic event e is a countable set of (so-called individual) events


e " i #%$ i
	'&
 such that the event time pˆi
 
e " i #  is given by pˆi
 
e " 0 # )( T * i.
By defining the event time for an individual event of a periodic event, the event times of all individual
events of the periodic event are defined. For a set ﬂ of periodic events, let ﬂ 0 : 


e " 0 #+$ e
	
ﬂ
 . By
assigning times to each element of ﬂ 0, all times of individual events of the elements of ﬂ are assigned
a time.
Definition: A schedule pi for a set of periodic events ﬂ is a mapping pi : ﬂ,ﬃ- defined by a mapping pˆi
for the corresponding individual events: pi
 
e % x : . pˆi
 
e " 0 # / x for each e
	
ﬂ
.
In our models, we will use the following notation for our periodic events:
avr0 µ arrival of line r, direction µ, at station v
dvr0 µ departure of line r, direction µ, at station v
For simplicity, we will always assume that our graph nodes represent stations. The direction index
may be 0 or 1 and is interpreted as follows: If r 
 
v1  vn  , direction 0 means “on the way from v1
to vn”, while direction 1 means on the way back. The index will be omitted if there can be no misun-
derstanding. The individual events of these periodic events correspond to the arrivals and departures
of individual trains serving a line, i.e. the trips.
Many schedule constraints of practical interest can be formulated as so called periodic interval con-
straints for the periodic events ( [37,48,57] etc.). They have the following form:
pi
 
e  
	
pi
 
e )(21 l  u 3 T : . 4
z 576
pˆi
 
e " 0 # )( l 8 pˆi
 
e 9" 0 # : z * T 8 pˆi
 
e " 0 # )( u (2.1)
with e  e 
	
ﬂ
, l  u
	
 
. We will also use the notation “
 
e  e   l  u  is a periodic interval constraint”
in order to express (2.1). Unions of periodic intervals can be modeled by intersections of periodic
intervals (e.g. 1 10  20 3 60 ; 1 30  403 60 1 10  403 60 < 1 30  803 60).
Some examples for schedule constraints that can be modeled as periodic interval constraints are given
here (cf. [37,48,57]):
 Travel times: Suppose that
 
v v  
	
r and that l is the minimum and u the maximum allowed time
for trains of line r for the way from v to v  . This can be expressed by the following constraint:
pi
 
av =r0 0  	 pi
 
dvr0 0 )(>1 l  u 3 T (2.2)
Note that, depending on the choice of z from (2.1), individual events with different indices for
arrival and departure may belong to the same train. A similar constraint for the other direction
can be given easily. If the travel times are constant, we can set l  u.
 Waiting times: If the waiting time for line r at station v has to be in the interval 1 l  u 3 , the
following constraint has to be satisfied:
pi
 
dvr0 0  	 pi
 
avr0 0 )(>1 l  u 3 T (2.3)
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 Turnaround times: If r 
 
v1  vn  , we need a constraint of this form:
pi
 
a
vn
r0 1  	 pi
 
dvnr0 0 )(>1 l  u 3 T (2.4)
A turnaround time constraint for the other direction is not necessary because it is given implic-
itly by using periodic interval constraints.
 Time for train changes: As we have already discussed in section 1.1, those passengers with
a change from one train to another one would like to have a certain connection time. This is
provided by a constraint of this type:
pi
 
dvr
=
0 µ
=

	
pi
 
avr0 µ )(21 l  u 3 T (2.5)
We have already seen that it is very difficult to determine such stations v and lines r r  . In
section 5.4, we give a heuristic algorithm for determining lines and stations for train changes.
 Headway times: If
 
v v  
	
r1 and
 
v v  
	
r2 for r1  r2 	  and there is only one railroad track
leading from v to v  , the trains of the lines r1 and r2 have to run on this same track. In order
to avoid crashes, they should keep a certain headway distance (which is equivalent to a certain
headway time). If the train speeds are constant (which is normally assumed for strategic and
tactical planning models), the headway times only need to be guaranteed at the stations, leading
to one periodic interval constraint for departure times and one constraint for arrival times:
pi
 
dvr2 0 µ  	 pi
 
dvr1 0 µ )(>1 l  u 3 T
pi
 
av =r2 0 µ  	 pi
 
av =r1 0 µ )(>1 l  u 3 T
(2.6)
An upper bound for the headway time is also necessary, because there has to be a headway time
for preceding and for following trains.
There are cases in which the headway constraints do not have the desired effect. This will be
discussed in detail in section 2.5.
If there are lines r1  rm with periods T1  Tm, one can choose the least common multiple T
of T1  Tm and replace each line ri by a set of virtual lines ri 0 1  ri 0 T ? Ti whose departure and
arrival times are connected by periodic interval constraints like
dvri @ j A 1 0 µ 	 a
v
ri @ j 0 µ (21 Ti  Ti 3 T (2.7)
This procedure presents another problem for the treatment of train changes. It is not known which of
the virtual lines are used for the change. A constraint of the form
4
i 5 1 0 B B BC0 T ? T1
4
j 5 1 0 B B BC0 T ? T2
pi
 
dvr2 @ j 0 µ2  	 pi
 
avr1 @ i 0 µ1 D(21 l  u 3 T (2.8)
needs to be satisfied, but this is not an interval constraint. Only in some special cases the con-
straint (2.8) can be transformed into a set of interval constraints.
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Proposition 2.1 If travelers need to change from line r1 with period T1 to line r2 with period T2 at
station v with time interval 1 l  u 3 (with u  l E T2) and T1  c * T2 with c 	F , then the following
condition is equivalent to (2.8)
G
q 57H 1 0 B B BC0 c I
pi
 
dvr2 @ 1 0 µ2  	 pi
 
avr1 @ 1 0 µ1 )(21 l ( q * T2  u ( T1 (
 
q  1 :* T2 3 T1  (2.9)
Proof: In order to simplify the notation, the indices for directions and stations are omitted. Suppose
that (2.8) is true, i.e. there are i
	F

1  T J T1  , j 	F
 1  T J T2  , z1  z2  z3 	K& and t 	 1 l  u 3 such
that the following conditions hold:
pˆi
 
a "
0 #
r1 @ 1 )(
 
i  1 L* T1  pˆi
 
a "
0 #
r1 @ i : z1 * T
pˆi
 
d " 0 #r2 @ 1 D(
  j  1 L* T2  pˆi
 
d " 0 #r2 @ j L z2 * T
pˆi
 
a "
0 #
r1 @ i )( t  pˆi
 
d " 0 #r2 @ j L z3 * T
With z :  "  z2  z3  z1 #M TT1 (
 
i  1  (note that z
	&
) this can be transformed to
pˆi
 
a "
0 #
r1 @ 1 )( t 
  j  1 :* T2  pˆi
 
d " 0 #r2 @ 1 : z * T1 
Now determine k N :  min


k
	O&
$ k * c 
  j  1 +P q  . It follows that k NQ* c    j  1 +P q, but   k NR 1 )*
c 
  j  1 S8 q  1. Because of
pˆi
 
a "
0 #
r1 @ 1 )( l ( q * T2 8 pˆi
 
a "
0 #
r1 @ 1 D( t (
 
k N * c 
  j  1 :* T2  pˆi
 
d " 0 #r2 @ 1 :
 
z  k N :* T1
 pˆi
 
a "
0 #
r1 @ 1 D( t ( T1 (
  
k NT 1 :* c 
  j  1 L* T2 8 pˆi
 
a "
0 #
r1 @ 1 D( u ( T1 (
 
q  1 :* T2 
the constraint (2.9) can be satisfied for every q
	

1  c  .
Conversely, let (2.9) be true. In this case, we have the following conditions:
pˆi
 
a "
0 #
r1 @ 1 )( t1  pˆi
 
d " 0 #r2 @ 1 : z1 * T1 t1 	 1 l ( T2  u ( c * T2 3
pˆi
 
a "
0 #
r1 @ 1 )( t2  pˆi
 
d " 0 #r2 @ 1 : z2 * T1 t2 	 1 l ( 2 * T2  u (
 
c ( 1 :* T2 3
.
.
.
Let q N :  max


q
	'

1  c  $ t1 P l ( q * T2  . Obviously t1 P l ( q NR* T2 holds. We will now show that
t1 8 u ( q NT* T2 is also true:
If q N+ c, the claim is correct from the discussion above. Let q NUE c. Since the intervals for the ti have
a length E T1, the choice of the ti and zi is uniquely determined. It can easily be seen that zq  z1 for
q 8 q N and that zq  z1  1 for q V q N . Now consider condition (2.9) for q NQ( 1. We have
pˆi
 
a "
0 #
r1 @ 1 )( tq WX 1  pˆi
 
d " 0 #r2 @ 1 : zq WY 1 * T1  tq WZ 1 	 1 l (
 
q N ( 1 L* T2  u (
 
c ( q N :* T2 3Z
Since tq WY 1  t1 ( z1 * T1  zq WY 1 * T1  t1 ( T1, it follows that t1 	 1 l (
 
q N ( 1 :* T2  T1  u ( q N * T2 3 .
Now we have shown that
pˆi
 
a "
0 #
r1 @ 1 )( t ( q N * T2  pˆi
 
d " 0 #r2 @ 1 : z1 * T1 for a t 	 1 l  u 3Z
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0 6 12 21 27 36 42 51 57 60
Valid times t
t
	
1 6  57 3 60
t
	
1 21  72 3 60
t
	
1 36  87 3 60
t
	
1 51  1023 60
Figure 2.1: Valid changing times for T  T1  60, T2  15, l  6, u  12
From this, one can directly find the correct values to satisfy (2.8). [
An example illustration is given in figure 2.1.
There are many other aspects of railway scheduling which cannot be expressed as periodic interval
constraints (for example constraints referring to individual trains). Some of them will be discussed
later in this chapter.
2.2 The Periodic Event Scheduling Problem (PESP)
The problem of finding a schedule for periodic events subject to periodic interval constraints has been
examined by several authors. In [59], Serafini and Ukovich defined the Periodic Event Scheduling
Problem (PESP) similar to figure 2.2.
Periodic Event Scheduling Problem (PESP):
Given: T time period
ﬂ
set of periodic events
\
set of periodic interval constraints for ﬂ
Find: pi : ﬂ]ﬃ^ schedule satisfying all constraints from \
or state infeasibility
Figure 2.2: Periodic Event Scheduling Problem
Serafini and Ukovich proved that the PESP is NP-complete [59]. Odijk [49] proved that the problem
is NP-complete even for fixed T V 2. More details on this can be found in section 2.9.
The PESP has been extensively examined by several authors (for example [42, 49, 57, 59]). Many of
their algorithmic approaches to solve PESP instances will be discussed in chapter 3. Apart from train
scheduling, the PESP has been applied to traffic light scheduling [60] and airline scheduling [30].
Moreover, the PESP is a basis for many schedule optimizing models. Some of them will be presented
in section 2.6.
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2.3 Event Graph Model
Often, the PESP is interpreted as a problem on the corresponding PESP event graph. For a PESP
instance, the directed event graph _`
 
Vab A aS is defined as follows:
 For each e
	
ﬂ
, there is a node ve 	 Va .
 For each
 
e  e   l  u 
	
\
, there is an arc from ve to ve
=
with a corresponding periodic inter-
val 1 l  u 3 T .
An example for a (part of a) network and the event graph to the corresponding PESP instance is
given in figure 2.3. In the example case, only one direction of the lines is considered, so there are no
direction indices.
Network
line 1
line 2
line 3
station A
station B
station C
Event graph
travel / wait
train change
headway
aA1 dA1 aC1 dC1
aA2 dA2 aB2 dB2
aA3 dA3 aB3 dB3
Figure 2.3: Network and event graph to the corresponding PESP instance
In the terminology of [59], a mapping ϕ : Va ﬃc is called potential. Every schedule pi for ﬂ repre-
sents a potential (and vice versa). For a potential ϕ, the corresponding mapping δ : A a ﬃd defined
by δ    v v / ϕ   v e: ϕ   v  for each arc from v to v  is called tension.
A potential ϕ (and the corresponding tension) is called feasible, if for each arc from ve to ve
=
in A a
representing the interval constraint c 
 
e  e X l  u 
	
\
, there exists a zc 	K& such that δ
  
ve  ve
=
f
t  zc * T for a t 	 1 l  u 3 , i.e. the respective schedule satisfies all periodic interval constraints. zc is called
the modulo parameter for that particular arc.
For a  b
	
 
, we define the following notation:
a g b mod T : . 4
z 576
b  a  z * T
2.4 Linear Model with Integer Variables
The PESP can also be interpreted as the problem of finding a solution to a set of linear inequalities
where some variables have to take an integer value. From figure 2.2 and (2.1), one can see that a
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solution for
 Xh
 z  (where h is the vector of pi   e  , e
	
ﬂ
, and z is the vector of zc, c 	
\ ) for the
problem ij
j
k
j
jl
l 8 pi
 
e  : pi
 
e : zc * T 8 u for each c 
 
e  e   l  u 
	
\
pi
 
e 
	
 for each e
	
ﬂ
zc 	 & for each c 	
\
m
j
jn
j
j
o
(2.10)
is a solution for the PESP instance given by T  ﬂ  \ .
Using the event graph formulation of the PESP with pqa as the node arc incidence matrix (see chap-
ter 3 for details), l as the vector of lower and u as the vector of upper interval bounds, the linear system
can be written as ij
j
k
j
jl
l 8 p T
a
h
 Tz 8 u
h
	
 OrV s r
z
	 &
rA s r
m
j
jn
j
j
o
 (2.11)
There are algorithms based on this formulation (an example is Odijk’s algorithm [47], which will be
discussed in chapter 3).
Several constraints which cannot be expressed as periodic interval constraints can be given as linear
constraints and thus can be added to the formulation (2.10) or (2.11). Some are given in section 2.5.
2.5 Extensions of the PESP
In this section we will discuss some extensions to the periodic interval constraint model, which will
enable us to consider other practical schedule constraints.
Single Track Connections
On single track connections (i.e. where the same single track is used for trains of both directions),
trains must not start from different directions at the same time (for obvious reasons). To be exact, if
there is a line l1 running from v to v  and a line l2 running from v  to v on the same track, the following
constraints must be obeyed (direction indices are omitted):
t
pˆi
 
dv = " 0 #l2 uP pˆi
 
a
v =
"
0 #
l1 : z * T z 	'&
pˆi
 
a
v
"
0 #
l2 u8 pˆi
 
dv " 0 #l1 : z * T ( T for the same z v
(2.12)
In other words, a train of line l2 can only start after the arrival of a train of line l1 in v  and must arrive
in v before the next train of line l1 departs there.
These constraints are not periodic interval constraints. Only if the travel times are constant, they can
be transformed into interval constraints:
pˆi
 
a
v =
"
0 #
l1 % pˆi
 
dv " 0 #l1 )( t1
pˆi
 
a
v
"
0 #
l2 / pˆi
 
dv = " 0 #l2 )( t2 vw
pˆi
 
dv " 0 #l1 D( t1 8 pˆi
 
dv = " 0 #l2 L z * T 8 pˆi
 
dv " 0 #l1 )( T  t2
The integer linear formulations (2.10) and (2.11) enable us to add single track connection constraints
like (2.12) to the model by requesting z  z  for the respective pairs of inequalities.
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Representative Trains
Since we have used periodic interval constraints for the travel, waiting and turnaround time of each
line l, the corresponding individual events dv " 0 #l 0 µ or a
v
"
0 #
l 0 µ do not necessarily belong to the same train.
The same holds for different values of v.
Obviously, if there is a solution of a train scheduling PESP, then there is also a solution where all the
individual events with index
 
0  correspond to the same train (one may simply add suitable multiples
of T to the event times). Therefore, we will now always assume that in a PESP solution, individ-
ual events with index
 
0  correspond to the same trains for each line. These trains will be called
representative trains.
Using representative trains can be modeled by requesting z  0 for the periodic interval constraints
for traveling, waiting and turnaround time.
Another Constraint Type for the Headway Problem
As we have mentioned, periodic interval constraints are not sufficient to provide correct headway
times. An example is given now:
Let two lines l1 and l2 run on the same track vom v to v  (line direction indices will be omitted).
Let T  60 and the headway time h  2 for trains of line l2 following those of line l1 and vice versa.
Furthermore, let the travel times be given by pi
 
av =l1  	 pi
 
dvl1 x(1 20  22 3 T and pi
 
av =l2  	 pi
 
dvl2 x(1 16  183 T .
We assume that the trains have constant speed (which we do not know). Following section 2.1, we
should introduce these constraints:
pi
 
dvl2  	 pi
 
dvl1 )(21 2  58 3 T and pi
 
av =l2  	 pi
 
av =l1 )(21 2  58 3 T
This does not lead to the desired result: A feasible schedule is given by
pˆi
 
dv " 0 #l1 y 0  pˆi
 
dv " 0 #l2 / 2  pˆi
 
a
v =
"
0 #
l1 / 20  pˆi
 
a
v =
"
0 #
l2 y 18 
which means that a train of line l2 has overtaken a train of line l1 (remember that representative trains
are considered), which may be impossible on the track from v to v  . Figure 2.4 shows a corresponding
time space diagram.
line l1
line l2
v
v 
10 20
Figure 2.4: Time space diagram: a train passes the other one
With the help of the following proposition, we will derive a new type of constraint that will be helpful
for handling the headway time problem.
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Proposition 2.2 Let l1 and l2 be lines running on a railroad track from v to v  . Assume that train
speeds are constant and the following conditions hold (direction indices are omitted):
pi
 
dvl2  	 pi
 
dvl1 D(21 l  u 3 T with 0 E l 8 u E T
pi
 
av =l2  	 pi
 
av =l1 D(21 l  u z3 T with 0 E l D8 u )E T
Then trains from different lines overtake each other if and only if for these constraints, condition (2.1)
is satisfied for different values of z (with representative trains).
Proof: We assume that it is possible to find a mapping from the railroad track from v to v  to the inter-
val 1 0  1 3 preserving continuity (this is always done when drawing time space diagrams, for example).
Let σ1
 
x  be the time at which the train related to to dv " 0 #l1 passes the point corresponding to x 	 1 0  1 3 .
Let σ2
 
x  be defined analogously for line l2. Set σ
 
x % σ2
 
x L σ1
 
x  . Because of the constant train
speeds, σ is a monotone function on the interval 1 0  1 3 . It is also continous.
Trains from different lines overtake each other if and only if there is an x
	
 
0  1  and a k
	&
for
which σ
 
x y k * T is true (this is obvious, because in this case, trains of different lines are at the same
position on the track at the same time).
Now suppose that (2.1) is satisfied for both constraints with the same value of z, i.e.
pˆi
 
dv " 0 #l2 / pˆi
 
dv " 0 #l1 )( zT ( t with t 	 1 l  u 3 and pˆi
 
a
v =
"
0 #
l2 y pˆi
 
a
v =
"
0 #
l1 )( zT ( t  with t  	 1 l   u  3
for some z
	&
. Then σ
 
0 U zT ( t and σ
 
1 U zT ( t  . Since σ is monotone, there cannot be an
x
	
 
0  1  for which σ is a multiple of T .
Otherwise suppose that the condition is satisfied for different values z and z  , i.e.
pˆi
 
dv " 0 #l2 y pˆi
 
dv " 0 #l1 )( zT ( t with t 	 1 l  u 3 and pˆi
 
a
v =
"
0 #
l2 y pˆi
 
a
v =
"
0 #
l1 )( z  T ( t  with t  	 1 l   u  3
Suppose z E z  (z V z  can be dealt with analogously). Now σ   0 T zT  t, σ   1 Q z  T  t  , and because
of the continuity of σ, there has to be an x
	
 
0  1  with σ
 
x % z * T . [
We may now avoid train overtaking conflicts by demanding that for some pairs of interval constraints,
the values of z in condition (2.1) are equal (and representative trains are used). This leads to an
extension of the PESP called JPESP (PESP with joined constraints), see figure 2.5.
Disadvantages of Feasibility Models
The scheduling models discussed so far only consider feasibility. This leads to two main disadvantages
for the practical use of algorithms based on those models:
 Practical instances may be infeasible. From a theoretical point of view, this does not present a
problem, but in practice a schedule has to be generated. In order to make the instance feasible,
some constraints have to be relaxed. But it is not at all clear which constraints should be relaxed
or how they should be relaxed. A practical algorithm will have to decide that.
 If a schedule has been found, there is no information whether there are “better” schedules. In
practice, there are many criteria for evaluating schedules (some of them will be mentioned in
section 2.6). We will develop a new cost optimization model for train scheduling in section 2.8
(which will be based on a cost optimization model for line planning).
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Periodic Event Scheduling Problem with joined constraints (JPESP):
Given: T time period
ﬂ
set of periodic events
\
set of periodic interval constraints for ﬂ
{|
\F}q\
set of joining conditions
Find: pi : ﬂ]ﬃ^ schedule such that
 travel, waiting, turnaround constraints are satisfied with z  0
 all other constraints from \ are satisfied with arbitrary z
	&

 
c1  c2  	
{
w
zc1  zc2
or state infeasibility
Figure 2.5: Periodic Event Scheduling Problem with joined constraints
2.6 Schedule Optimization Models
Railroad companies have many different (and conflicting) optimization criteria for schedules, includ-
ing:
 Minimization of total travel time for passengers: An important aspect determining the attrac-
tiveness of a schedule is to keep the trip times for passengers short. Since train speeds often
cannot be varied much, the largest optimization potential here comes from the waiting times
for passengers who need to change from one train to another. In case of variable waiting times,
these times should also be kept as small as possible.
Let ¯
\
|
\ be the set of train change time constraints from section 2.1. Suppose that for every
c
	
¯
\
, the number of passengers ωc who need the respective connection is known (as we have
pointed out in section 1.1, it is difficult to determine these numbers). Then the sum of waiting
times for all passengers is given by
∑
~
avl1 @ µ1
0 dvl2 @ µ2 0 l 0 u x c 5
¯

ωc *x pi
 
dvl2 0 µ2 : pi
 
avl2 0 µ2 L zc * T / (2.13)
This is a linear expression in the values of pi
 
e  and thus can be added to the PESP formulation
in order to get a mixed integer linear program (MIP). In [37], Krista solved this MIP (with an
additional cost term for train waiting time very similar to (2.13)) for several real world network
instances with a commercial MIP solver. Nachtigall [41,42] developed a branch-and-cut method
to solve the problem.
An alternative approach for minimizing the train change time is given in [19]. There, Daduna
and Voß used a quadratic semi assignment model and a tabu search heuristic. Kolonko et al. look
for pareto optimal solutions concerning minimum trip time and investment cost for upgrading
the network tracks [36]. In this case, a greedy heuristic and a genetic algorithm are used.
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 Maximization of robustness in case of train delays: In practice, train delays occur very often. In
this situation, other trains using the same track may have to wait, and so the overall system delay
increases in a cascade-like process. Furthermore, if passengers arrive at their train changing
station late, they may lose their connection. Alternatively, other trains have to wait, and again
the total delay increases. To avoid this, one can try to maximize the minimum headway of
trains arriving or departing at the same point in the network. As a consequence, all trains have
a headway that is larger than actually required. In case of delays, the corresponding constraints
may be disobeyed, as long as the actually required headway is guaranteed.
This approach has been followed by Heusch et al. in [31], where a generalized graph coloring
model and a corresponding backtracking algorithm is presented.
 Maximization of profit / minimization of costs: There are several ideas for estimating the profit
/ cost of a train schedule, resulting in different models for schedule optimization:
Bra¨nnlund et al. developed a model for a profit maximizing schedule in [6]. In their model, the
profit depends on the time that certain trains pass certain parts of the network. They formulate a
binary variable linear program and give heuristic solutions by a Lagrangian relaxation method.
In [12, 13], Carey considers a minimal cost scheduling model, where there are trip time costs,
dwell time costs or costs for special arrival and departure times. The model results in a binary
variable linear program, which is treated heuristically.
Another model introduced by Higgins et al. in [32] uses a weighted sum of delay and train
operating costs. On their binary program, a special branch-and-bound method with nonlinear
subproblems is used. The model is only used on single line rail corridors.
In section 2.8, we will introduce a new model for minimal cost train scheduling, which is based
on a cost model for line planning.
 Minimization of the period: There may be situations in which the minimal possible period for a
traffic system is of interest. This approach is somewhat different from the others, since for this
problem, the period is variable. In [7,52], the problem is formulated and solved as an eigenvalue
problem for the maxplus-algebra.
An overview on optimization models for train routing and scheduling can be found in [18].
Another idea for schedule optimization is the “minimization of the infeasibility” of a PESP instance.
Let pi be a schedule (which may be infeasible) for a PESP instance. Then for each c    e  e   l  u 
	
\
,
the constraint violation εc is defined by
εc :  min
zc 56
max


0  pi
 
e  L pi
 
e : zc * T  u  l 
 
pi
 
e  L pi
 
e : zc * T  (2.14)
Some possibilities for “infeasibility minimization” using εc are:
 Find a schedule pi such that the number of constraints c with εc V 0 is minimized.
 Find a schedule pi such that ∑c 5  εc is minimized.
 Find a schedule pi such that maxc 5  εc is minimized.
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2.7 Cost Model for Line Planning
In this section, we will describe a model for cost-oriented line planning. Based on this model, we will
develop a cost-oriented model for train scheduling in section 2.8. The line planning model was intro-
duced by Claessens in [16] in cooperation with the Dutch railroad company Nederlandse Spoorwegen
(NS) and Railned (a Dutch state organization responsible for capacity planning, management of the
infrastructure and for railroad safety). It was further examined and tested on practical networks of the
Netherlands in [17] and [10].
Given a network G 
 
V  E  , a set of possible lines  P and a set of possible frequencies  r for
each r
	

P
, the line optimization is to find a subset  |  P and frequencies fr 	  r for each r 	 
such that certain constraints are satisfied and a certain objective is minimized.
In the model proposed in [16], not only lines and frequencies are determined, but also numbers of
coaches for the trains (i.e. trains do not have a fixed length a priori). The following cost aspects are
considered by the model:
 Fixed cost per schedule period per motor unit and per coach: This includes depreciation cost,
capital cost, fixed maintenance cost or cost for overnight parking.
 Cost per km per motor unit and per coach: Examples are energy and maintenance cost.
In order to determine the cost of a schedule period of a particular line r
	

P
, we need to know the
number of train compositions required for operating the line and the distance the trains have to run.
Let r
	

P
, let fr 	  r be a frequency for r and let tr be the time required by a train to fulfill a
complete circulation. Since this time may depend on the actual schedule and thus is not known
exactly in advance, an estimation tˆr is used. The number of trains required for the line is then given
by
γˆr : 
fr * tˆr
T 
 (2.15)
Let dr be the length of a circulation of line r. During a schedule period, the sum of the distances run
by all trains of line r is dr * fr (which is independent of γˆr, as one can easily verify!).
An example for the calculation of γˆr is given in figure 2.6.
The following types of constraints are considered in [16]:
 Numbers of coaches: For each line r
	

P
, there is a lower and an upper bound for the number
of coaches.
 Line frequency for edges: For each network edge, there is a lower and an upper bound for the
sum of the frequencies of lines running on that edge.
 Traveler capacity: On each network edge, there is a lower bound for the sum of the traveler
capacities of the trains running on that edge in one schedule period.
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station A station B station C station D
station A station B station C station D
20 km 25 km 25 km
20 km 25 km 25 km
fr Ł 1, train speed 60 km/h, waiting and turnaround time ignored  γˆr Ł 3
fr Ł 2, train speed 60 km/h, waiting and turnaround time ignored  γˆr Ł 5
Figure 2.6: Circulation of trains for different frequencies
In [16], a nonlinear integer program is constructed to solve the problem. We will give a slightly
modified version of the formulation here. The variables are:
xr 	  r frequency of line r 	  P
wr 	& number of coaches for the trains of line r 	  P
With the notation of table 2.1 for the input data, the model is given in figure 2.7.
The results obtained with this model and a heuristic solution procedure are reported to be quite unsat-
isfactory (cf. [16]). Better results were produced with two kinds of linearizations of the COSTNLP
model. They will be discussed now.
Instead of using integer variables for the frequency, in [10] binary variables are introduced indicating
that a certain frequency is used or not used. Furthermore, for each feasible frequency for a line, an
integer variable for the number of coaches is used:
xr0 f 	
 0  1  line r 	  P is used with frequency f 	  r
wr0 f 	q& number of coaches in trains of frequency f 	  r for line r 	  P
This substitution leads to a linear integer programming model, figure 2.8. There, some constraints
have to be added to ensure that only one frequency is used for a line and that no coaches are used if
the corresponding frequency is not selected.
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Cfix fixed cost per motor unit CfixC fixed cost per coach
Ckm km cost per motor unit CkmC km cost per coach
dr circulation length of line r tˆr estimated circulation time of line r
W min. # coaches per train W max. # coaches per train
l f r
e
min. line frequency for edge e l f re max. line frequency for edge e
Ne # travelers on edge e  coach capacity
T time period
Table 2.1: Parameters for cost-related line optimization
Nonlinear integer program for cost-related line optimization (COSTNLP):
min ∑
r 5 P 
xr * tˆr J T +*
 
Cfix ( wr * CfixC D( xr * dr *
 
Ckm ( wr * CkmC 
l f r
e
8 ∑
r 57 P 0 r  e
xr 8 l f re for each e 	 E
* ∑
r 5 P 0 r  e
xr * wr P Ne for each e 	 E
W 8 wr 8 W for each r 	  P
xr 	  r for each r 	  P
wr 	 & for each r 	  P
Figure 2.7: Nonlinear integer program for cost-related line optimization
Integer linear program for cost-related line optimization (COSTILP):
min ∑
r 57 P
∑
f 57 r 
f * tˆr J T S*
 
xr0 f * Cfix ( wr0 f * CfixC )( f * dr *
 
xr0 f * Ckm ( wr0 f * CkmC 
l f r
e
8 ∑
r 57 P 0 r  e
∑
f 57 r
f * xr0 f 8 l f re for each e 	 E
* ∑
r 57 P 0 r  e
∑
f 57 r
f * wr0 f P Ne for each e 	 E
W * xr0 f 8 wr0 f 8 W * xr0 f for each r 	  P and f 	  r
∑
f 5 r
xr0 f 8 1 for each r 	  P
xr0 f 	 
 0  1  for each r 	  P and f 	  r
wr0 f 	 & for each r 	  P and f 	  r
Figure 2.8: Integer linear program for cost-related line optimization
For this model, several preprocessing techniques and a cutting plane algorithm have been developed
in [10]. For several practical optimization instances of Nederlandse Spoorwegen, high quality so-
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lutions (i.e. solutions with small MIP gaps or even optimal solutions) could be found by using the
COSTILP model (with preprocessing, cutting planes and the use of the commercial modeling system
GAMS (cf. [23] and [24]) and the commercial MIP solver CPLEX [34]).
Another linearization approach for COSTNLP is found in [17]. In this case, not only binary variables
are used as frequency indicators but also for the numbers of coaches:
wr0 f 0 c 	ﬀ
 0  1  line r 	  P is used with frequency f 	  r and c coaches
This method results in a linear program with (a lot of) binary variables, see figure 2.9.
Binary variable linear program for cost-related line optimization (COSTBLP):
min ∑
r 57 P
∑
f 57 r
W
∑
c  W


f * tˆr J T S*
 
Cfix ( c * CfixC )( f * dr *
 
Ckm ( c * CkmC S* w f 0 r0 c
l f r
e
8 ∑
r 57 P 0 r  e
∑
f 57 r
W
∑
c  W
f * wr0 f 0 c 8 l f re for each e 	 E
* ∑
r 57 P 0 r  e
∑
f 57 r
W
∑
c  W
f * c * wr0 f 0 c P Ne for each e 	 E
∑
f 57 r
W
∑
c  W
wr0 f 0 c 8 1 for each r 	  P
wr0 f 0 c 	ﬀ
 0  1  for each r 	  P, f 	  r and c 	
 W  W 
Figure 2.9: Binary variable linear program for cost-related line optimization
The solutions generated by this model were not as good as those for COSTILP. As reported in [10],
on the one hand the binary variables provided a better LP relaxation, while on the other hand, the
branch-and-bound process for MIP solving was slowed down by the enormous size of the problem.
In [10], COSTILP was extended to cover several supply networks (for example InterCity and Inter-
Regio network) simultaneously. Apart from larger problem sizes, other practical problems may occur
for such models:
 The model may select cheaper, but slower and therefore less attractive train types for many
lines.
 Interactions between the train types are difficult to control (for example train speeds).
2.8 Cost Model for Train Scheduling
We will now assemble the ideas from feasibility models for schedules and for cost optimization for
lines to get a new model for cost optimal scheduling. Suppose that a line plan has been found (i.e.  |

P has been selected). In our model, we assume that the railroad company still is faced the task of
assigning train types to the lines. A train type is characterized by:
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 cost, capacity of coaches, bounds on number of coaches (as in the line planning model)
 speed
The possibility of choosing from a set of train types may result from the fact that the supply networks
for the lines are not fixed in advance (although this may cause difficulties as mentioned at the end
of section 2.7) or that there actually are several motor units and coaches with different properties
available for the same supply network. Let  denote the set of train types.
The choice of train types influences the schedule via the speed. Let  r
|
 be the set of feasible train
types for line r. Then the travel time constraints for line r are relaxed from
pi
 
av =r0 µ  	 pi
 
dvr0 µ )(21 l  u 3 T to 4
τ 57 r
pi
 
av =r0 µ  	 pi
 
dvr0 µ D(21 lτ  uτ 3 T 
Only for some combinations of train types, there will be a feasible schedule. Our model will deter-
mine the minimum cost train type combination (including numbers of coaches) for which a feasible
schedule exists.
Since the COSTILP model gave the best results for the line optimization problem, we will develop a
similar integer linear programming model for the scheduling problem. Our variables are (for a short
notation, we now use a and d for event times instead of events):
xr0 τ train type τ 	  r is used for line r 	 
wr0 τ number of coaches of type τ for trains of line r 	 
avr0 µ arrival time of individual train
 
0  , direction µ of line r in v
dvr0 µ departure time of individual train
 
0  , direction µ of line r in v
z vector of modulo parameters for JPESP constraints
The constants form the line optimization models are given an additional index for the train type if
necessary. The travel time bounds now depend on the train types:
travvv =τ minimum travel time for trains of type τ from v to v 
travvv =τ maximum travel time for trains of type τ from v to v 
wait  wait minimum and maximum waiting time
turn  turn minimum and maximum turnaround time
Of course, the time bounds may depend on other criteria as well. The complete MIP model for the
minimum cost scheduling problem (MIP-MCSP) is given in figure 2.10. Note that:
 in order to avoid a nonlinear model, we still use estimations (depending on the train type) for
the circulation time,
 we assume that  is the set of lines after having introduced a common period (i.e. all lines have
the same frequency),
 in the travel time constraint, µ is the direction in which node v is directly followed by v 
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Mixed integer linear program for minimum cost scheduling (MIP-MCSP):
min ∑
r 57
∑
τ 5 r 
tˆr0 τ J T +*
 
xr0 τ * Cfixτ ( wr0 τ * CfixCτ D( dr *
 
xr0 τ * Ckmτ ( wr0 τ * CkmCτ 
∑
r 57U0 r  e
∑
τ 57 r
 τ * wr0 τ P Ne for each e 	 E
W τ * xr0 τ 8 wr0 τ 8 W τ * xr0 τ for each r 	  and τ 	  r
∑
τ 57 r
xr0 τ  1 for each r 	 
∑
τ 5 r
travvv =τ xr0 τ 8 a
v =
r0 µ  dvr0 µ 8 ∑
τ 57 r
travvv =τ xr0 τ for each r 	  ,
 
v v 
	
r
wait 8 dvr0 µ  avr0 µ 8 wait for each r 	  , v 	 r, µ
turn 8 avnr0 1  d
vn
r0 0 8 turn for each r 
 
v1  vn  	 
other JPESP constraints
xr0 τ 	 
 0  1  for each r 	  and τ 	  r
wr0 τ 	 & for each τ 	  and τ 	  r
avr0 µ 	
 for each r
	
 , v
	
r, µ
dvr0 µ 	
 for each r
	
 , v
	
r, µ
z integer vector for corresponding JPESP dimension
Figure 2.10: Mixed integer linear program for minimum cost scheduling
 because of the periodicity, only one turnaround constraint per line is needed.
The model consists of two blocks of constraints which are only connected by the train type variables.
The first three classes of constraints are very similar to the line optimization constraints. The remain-
ing classes form a JPESP if the train types are fixed. We will use these blocks for a decomposition
method in section 4.2.
If the travel time estimation tˆr0 τ is replaced by dv1r0 1  a
v1
r0 0 ( turn for each r 
 
v1  vn  	  , the model
becomes exact, but nonlinear. In section 4.7, we will develop an algorithm for solving this nonlinear
problem (which will be, however, much too slow for problem instance sizes of practical interests).
2.9 Computational Complexity
In this section, we will give an overview on computational complexity results on the PESP. Addition-
ally, we will examine the complexity of the cost optimal scheduling problem from section 2.8. Some
remarks on complexity can be found in appendix A, more details on this subject are given in [25].
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2.9.1 Complexity Results on the PESP
For the following theorems, we assume that we are given integral values as interval bounds and period.
Also the schedules are expected to be integer valued.
Theorem 2.1 The PESP is NP-complete.
A proof is given in [59]. The Hamilton cycle problem (HCP), which is NP-complete, can be polyno-
mially transformed to the PESP. The HCP is the problem to determine whether a non-directed graph
contains a cycle covering all vertices exactly once. The problem of the proof is that the period T
depends on the size of the HCP instance.
For practical instances, there is always a fixed period (e.g. 60 for hourly trains). Therefore, it is
interesting to examine the complexity of the PESP for fixed T .
Theorem 2.2 The PESP is in P for T  2.
In [45], Nachtigall proved this theorem. There are only two reasonable interval bounds in case of T 
2: 1 0  0 3 and 1 1  1 3 . If there is a constraint c 
 
e  e  0  0 
	
\ it follows that pi
 
e g pi
 
e  mod 2,
otherwise pi
 
e e

g pi
 
e  mod 2. The existence of a schedule for such an instance can obviously checked
by a simple labeling procedure working with complexity O
 
$
\
$
 .
Theorem 2.3 The PESP is NP-complete for fixed T V 2.
Odijk [47] shows that instances of the K-colorability problem for fixed K, which is known to be
NP-complete [25], can be polynomially transformed to instances of the PESP with period K. The
K-colorability problem is the problem of determining, whether for a given graph G 
 
V  E  and a
number K
	
, K E $V $ , there is a mapping c : V ﬃ


1  K  such that c
 
v 

 c
 
v e whenever
 
i  j 
	
E .
To a given K-colorability problem instance G 
 
V  E  , construct a PESP instance _,
 
V  E  , where E 
is obtained from E by choosing arbitrary directions for the elements e
	
E . Set T  K and take inter-
val bounds l  1, u  T  1 for every arc. Obviously, there is a one-to-one correspondence between
feasible potentials for _ and feasible colorings of G.
2.9.2 Complexity Results on Cost Optimal Scheduling
The minimum cost scheduling problem discussed in section 2.8 contains several difficult aspects. As
we have seen in section 2.9.1, finding a feasible schedule for a set of periodic interval constraints
is already NP-complete. We will now focus on the selection of train types, which will also lead to
NP-complete problems.
We will now consider the minimum cost scheduling problem without the scheduling constraint (i.e.
we are only concerned with the first block of constraints in figure 2.10). This problem will be called
minimum cost type problem (MCTP). Furthermore, we focus on a decision version of the problem,
namely determining whether there is a choice of train types and numbers of cars such that all con-
straints are satisfied and the objective function does not exceed a certain value. This problem will be
called Decision-MCTP and is given in figure 2.11 independently of a model (such as MIP-MCSP).
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Decision version of the minimum cost type problem (Decision-MCTP):
Given: G 
 
V  E  network graph
 set of lines
 set of train types
 r
|
 set of feasible train types for each r
	

Cfix  CfixC  Ckm  CkmC :  ﬃ
 0 cost functions
W  W :  ﬃ

bounds for numbers of coaches
d :  ﬃ

length of line circulation
γˆ :  }  ﬃ

estimated number of train compositions
 : 
ﬃ

coach capacity
N : E ﬃ

number of travelers
K
	O
cost limit
Find: x :  ﬃ  and w :  ﬃ

such that
1. x
 
r 
	
 r for each r 	 
2. W
 
x
 
r U8 w
 
r +8 W
 
x
 
r  for each r
	

3. ∑
r 57 : r  e

 
x
 
r L* w
 
r UP N
 
e  for each e
	
E
4. ∑
r 57
γˆ
 
r x
 
r :*x Cfix
 
x
 
r )( w
 
r :* CfixC
 
x
 
r 
( d
 
r :*x Ckm
 
x
 
r )( w
 
r :* CkmC
 
x
 
r 8 K
or state infeasibility
Figure 2.11: Decision version of the minimum cost type problem
Theorem 2.4 The Decision-MCTP is NP-complete.
Proof: The problem is in NP: A solution consists of the values of x and w and is therefore polynomi-
ally bounded in the input size. The properties 1–4 can of course be checked in polynomial time.
We will now show that instances of the knapsack problem of figure 2.12, which is known to be NP-
complete [25], can be polynomially transformed to instances of the Decision-MCTP, thereby com-
pleting the proof.
Consider an instance of the knapsack problem with U 


U1  Un  (i.e. $U $  n). We will construct
an equivalent Decision-MCTP instance on the network graph depicted in figure 2.13. The graph
consists of one node Xi for each ui 	 U , i 	'
 1  n  and two other nodes Y and Z. There is one edge
from each Xi to Y and another edge from Y to Z. Let the length of all these edges be 1, N
  
Xi  Y y 1
for every i
	ﬀ

1  n  and N
  
Y  Z y F ( n.
Let 


r1  rn  , line ri being a line running from Xi via Y to Z and back. Further, let  i 0 1 and  i 0 2
be the feasible line types for line ri. Set  
  1 0 1  1 0 2  n 0 1  n 0 2  . For each train type, let 1 be
the only feasible number of coaches. Moreover, let γˆ
 
r τ % 1 for each pair with r
	
 , τ
	
 .
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Knapsack problem:
Given: U set
h : U ﬃ

size function
f : U ﬃ

value function
H size limit
F value bound
Find: U  | U such that
∑
u 5 U
=
f   u fP F and ∑
u 5 U
=
h
 
u f8 H
or state infeasibility
Figure 2.12: Knapsack problem
Z
Y
X1 X2  Xn  1 Xn
Figure 2.13: Network from the proof of theorem 2.4
Define the cost structure for the instance as follows: Cfix
 
τ  Ckm
 
τ T CkmC
 
τ y 0 for every τ
	
 ,
CfixC
 
 i 0 1 T 1 for every i 	q
 1  n  , CfixC
 
 i 0 1 R h
 
ui ﬁ( 1 for every i 	O
 1  n  . Let the capacity
be 
 
Ti 0 1 % 1 and 
 
Ti 0 2 y f
 
ui )( 1 for every i 	ﬀ
 1  n  . Finally, define K :  H ( n.
Obviously, this Decision-MCTP instance can be constructed from the knapsack problem instance in
polynomial time. It remains to show that the knapsack instance is feasible, if and only if the Decision-
MCTP instance is feasible.
Let the knapsack instance be feasible, and let U  | U be a set satisfying the knapsack problem con-
straints. In this case, we obtain a solution for the Decision-MCTP instance by setting:
x
 
ri /
t
 i 0 1 if ui 	 U 
 i 0 2 if ui 	 U 
and w
 
ri y 1
for each i
	ﬀ

1  n  . Of course, the first two conditions are satisfied by this choice, the same holds
for the traveler capacity constraints on the edges
 
Xi  Y  . Now consider the capacity on the edge
 
Y  Z  :
n
∑
i  1
w
 
ri :*
 
x
 
ri y ∑
i: ui 5 U =
  f   ui )( 1 D( ∑
i: ui  5 U =
1 P F ( n  N
  
Y  Z 
The cost constraint is also fulfilled:
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n
∑
i  1
w
 
ri L* CfixC
 
x
 
ri y ∑
i: ui 5 U =
 
h
 
ui )( 1 )( ∑
i: ui  5 U =
1 8 H ( n  K 
Conversely, let the Decision-MCTP instance be feasible and let x and w be given such that the corre-
sponding conditions hold. By choosing
U  


ui
$ x
 
ri /¡ i 0 2  i  1  n 
the value constraint of the knapsack problem is true because of
∑
i: x
"
ri #eQ i @ 1
1 ( ∑
i: x
"
ri #eR i @ 2
  f   ui )( 1 ¢P F ( n
∑
i: x
"
ri #Q i @ 2
f   ui ¢P F
∑
i: ui 5 U =
f   ui ¢P F
Analogously, the size constraint can be verified. [
At this point, one could conjecture that algorithms for knapsack problems could be used to solve
practical instances of the MCTP, but there is another difficulty:
Theorem 2.5 The Decision-MCTP is NP-complete even if there is only one train type.
Proof: We formulate the Decision-MCTP with only one train type (Decision-MCTP1) as shown in
figure 2.14. Because there is only one train type, the coach capacity can be scaled such that ' 1,
and thus the capacity function is omitted for the Decision-MCTP1. Since the cost for motor units are
constant if there is only one train type, those costs are not contained in the Decision-MCTP1.
Of course, the Decision-MCTP1 is in NP. We may modify every Decision-MCTP1 instance to an
equivalent instance with feasible number of coaches between 0 and W  W by setting (in this order:)
N
 
e  :  max
tK£
N
 
e L ∑
r 5U0 r  e
W ¤ 0
v
for each e
	
E
K :  K  ∑
r 5
W *
 
γˆ
 
r L* CfixC ( d
 
r :* CkmC 
W :  W  W
W :  0
If this procedure leads to K E 0, we immediately know it is infeasible.
In the following, we show that every instance of the problem of finding feasible line plans with fre-
quency bound 1, which is introduced and shown to be NP-complete in [10], can be polynomially
transformed to such a modified Decision-MCTP1 instance. The problem of finding feasible line plans
is the problem of choosing some lines from a given set of lines such that for each network edge the
sum of the frequency of the lines running over it is bounded by certain numbers. In [10] it is shown
that this problem is NP-complete even if for all edges, the lower and upper bounds are equal to 1.
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Decision version of the MCTP with one train type (Decision-MCTP1):
Given: G 
 
V  E  network graph
 set of lines
CfixC  CkmC
	O 0 cost coefficients
W  W
	O
bounds for numbers of coaches
d :  ﬃ

length of line circulation
γˆ :  ﬃ

estimated number of train compositions
N : E ﬃ

number of travelers
K
	¥
cost limit
Find: w :  ﬃ

such that
1. W 8 w
 
r f8 W for each r
	

2. ∑
r 57 : r  e
w
 
r +P N
 
e  for each e
	
E
3. ∑
r 57
γˆ
 
r :* w
 
r :* CfixC ( d
 
r L* w
 
r :* CkmC 8 K
or state infeasibility
Figure 2.14: Decision version of the MCTP with one train type
In this case, the only possible line frequency is 1. Therefore it is sufficient to show the polynomial
transformation of instances of finding feasible line plans with frequency bound 1 (FLP1), figure 2.15,
to Decision-MCTP1 instances in order to prove that the Decision-MCTP1 is NP-complete.
For an FLP1 instance, we construct a corresponding Decision-MCTP1 instance by choosing CfixC  0,
CkmC  1, W  0, W  1, N
 
e / 1 for each e
	
E , d
 
r % the number of edges in r for each r
	
 ,
γˆ
 
r % 1 for each r
	
 , K  $E $ . This is obviously a polynomial transformation. It remains to show
that this instance is feasible if and only if the FLP1 instance is feasible.
Let the FLP1 instance be feasible with solution ¦ |  . Define
w
 
r /
t
1 if r
	

0 if r
	



The capacity constraint is satisfied trivially. The cost constraint is also fulfilled:
∑
r 57
d
 
r :* w
 
r S ∑
r 57
=
d
 
r / ∑
r 57
=
∑
e 5 r
1  ∑
e 5 E
∑
r 57
=
0 r  e
1  $E $ 8 K
Conversely, let the Decision-MCTP1 instance be feasible with a solution w. Choose   : 


r
	

$
w
 
r / 1  .
Consider an edge e
	
E . From the capacity constraint of the Decision-MCTP1 instance we get
∑
r 57
=
0 r  e
1  ∑
r 5U0 r  e
w
 
r +P 1 
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Feasible line plan problem with frequency bound 1 (FLP1):
Given: G 
 
V  E  network graph
 set of lines
Find:   |  such that
∑
r 57U0 r  e
1  1 for each e
	
E
or state infeasibility
Figure 2.15: Feasible line plan problem with frequency bound 1
Now suppose that there is an edge e 
	
E with ∑r 57U0 r  e 1  α V 1. This would be a contradiction to
the cost constraint of the Decision-MCTP1 instance, because
∑
r 57
d
 
r :* w
 
r / ∑
r 57
=
∑
e 5 r
1  ∑
e 5 E
∑
r §¨
=
r © e
1  ∑
r §X¨
=
r © e
=
1 ( ∑
e § E
e ª« e
=
∑
r §¨
=
r © e
1 P α (
 
$E $  1 %V $E $  K 
This completes the proof. [
By the theorems of this section, we have seen that all principle parts of the cost optimal scheduling
problem, i.e. the
 selection of train types (cf. theorem 2.4),
 selection of numbers of coaches (theorem 2.5),
 determination of a schedule for given train types, i.e. known intervals for travel time (theo-
rem 2.3)
belong to a class of problems supposed to be difficult to solve. This motivates the use of a MIP model
for the MCSP.
A direct solution of the MIPs of figure 2.10 for practical instances is impossible in a reasonable
amount of time (i.e. even small practical instances required solution times of several days). For a
strategic planning tool, the solution times should not exceed a few minutes.
In chapter 4, we will develop a decomposition method which accelerates the solution process sig-
nificantly. With the method, it is possible to solve instances (or at least to get feasible solutions of
acceptable quality) of practical interest in a few minutes.
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Chapter 3
Feasible Schedules
In this chapter we discuss known algorithms and design new algorithms for solving PESP instances.
The solution of PESP instances will form a crucial part of our schedule optimization algorithms which
will be introduced in chapter 4.
Notation and Concepts
Many PESP algorithms are based on ideas related to the event graph formulation of PESP (cf. sec-
tion 2.3). We will shortly introduce some further notations and concepts before examining PESP
algorithms.
The event graph _¡
 
Vab A aS was introduced in section 2.3. It can have parallel arcs. Let n :  $Va $
and m :  $A a $ . In order to get a short notation, let the sets Va and A a be ordered and let the elements
of Va be called 1  n. We will use the notation a
	
A a , a : i ﬃ j to describe that a is an arc from
node i
	
Va to node j
	
Va . i and j are called endpoints of a.
A chain
 
a1  ar  is a sequence of arcs such that ai and ai  1 (1 8 i 8 r  1) are adjacent, i.e. they
have a common node. That endpoint of a1 which is not an endpoint of a2 and that endpoint of ar
which is not an endpoint of ar  1 are called endpoints of the chain. A chain is said to be elementary if,
for each node which is an endpoint of an arc of the chain, there is at most one arc starting from and at
most one arc ending in the node. A cycle is a chain whose endpoints coincide. If there is a mapping
ν :


1  r  ﬃ Va such that ai : ν
 
i  ﬃ ν
 
i ( 1  for each i
	

1  r  1  , the chain is also called
path. If, in addition to this condition, ar : ν
 
r 
ﬃ
ν
 
1  for a cycle, the cycle is also called circuit.
Let
 
a1  ar  be a chain with ai  a j for each 1 8 i E j 8 r. Let there be no loop in 
 a1  ar  .
An arc aρ, ρ 	
 1  r  1  is said to have positive orientation in the chain, if aρ : i
ﬃ j and j is
an endpoint of aρ  1 (otherwise it is said to have negative orientation). ar is said to have positive
orientation, if ar : i
ﬃ j and i is an endpoint of ar  1 (analogously negative orientation is defined). The
incidence vector p
	
 m representing the chain is defined by
pa : 
i
j
j
k
j
j
l
1 if a  aρ for a ρ 	ﬀ
 1  r  with positive orientation
 1 if a  aρ for a ρ 	ﬀ
 1  r  with negative orientation
0 if a is not contained in the chain.
for each a
	
A a
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Let p  : 
 
max


0  pa 7 a 5 A s and p  : 
 
max


0  pa 7 a 5 A s . Note that p  p   p  .
If, for every pair of nodes of _ , there is a chain with these nodes as endpoints, _ is called connected.
Every connected graph contains a spanning tree  , which is a cycle-free, connected subgraph con-
taining all nodes of _ . Let the arcs of  be denoted by A

. Let µ : A a ﬃ be a cost function for the
arcs of _ .  is called minimum spanning tree if the weight ∑a 5¬)­ µ
 
a  is minimal among the weights
of all spanning trees. Calculating a minimum spanning tree can be efficiently done, for example, by
the well known algorithms of Kruskal and Prim (see [1]). Arcs a with a
	
A

are called non-tree,
co-tree arcs or chords.
The node arc incidence matrix p®
 °¯
ia  has one row for each node i and one column for each arc a.
The entries of the matrix are defined by
¯
ia : 
ij
j
k
j
jl
1 if a : j ﬃ i for some node j
 1 if a : i ﬃ j for some node j
0 otherwise.
An example for a graph and the corresponding node arc incidence matrix are given in figure 3.1. Let
±
k denote the column of the transposed node arc incidence matrix corresponding to node k.
Adding a co-tree arc a to a tree generates a unique elementary cycle. The incidence vector ² of this
cycle with γa  1 (note that if ² is an incidence vector of a cycle, ³² is the incidence vector of the
same cycle, but with the direction reversed) forms a row of the network matrix Γ of the graph. Since
every spanning tree  has exactly n  1 arcs, there are m  n ( 1 co-tree arcs, and therefore Γ has
m  n ( 1 rows (and m columns). The number m  n ( 1 is called cyclomatic number of the graph.
When using a suitable numbering of the arcs, the network matrix can be split into the form Γ ´1N  E 3 ,
where E denotes the unit matrix associated with all co-tree arcs. An example for a such a network
matrix is given in figure 3.1, where arcs represented by thick arrows form the spanning tree  .
1 2
3 4
a3
a1
a4
a2 a5 µ¶
¶
¶
¶·`¸
1
¸
1 0
¸
1 0
1 0 0 0
¸
1
0 1
¸
1 0 0
0 0 1 1 1
¹Zº
º
º
º
»
Node arc incidence
matrix ¼ ½
0
¸
1
¸
1 1 0
1
¸
1
¸
1 0 1 ¾
Network matrix Γ
Figure 3.1: Graph and corresponding node arc incidence and network matrix
Let pi : Va ﬃc be a potential (corresponding to a schedule) for _ . Let pii :  pi
 
i  for a node i
	
Va ,
and let
h
be the vector of pii, i 	ﬀ
 1  n  . The corresponding tension, represented as a vector x, can
be calculated as x ´p T
h
. Every tension is characterized by the fact that the sum along a cycle is
zero. This means x is a tension (associated with a potential h ) if and only if Γx  0.
For an arc a
	
A a , let la be the lower and ua be the upper bound for the interval of the constraint
corresponding to a. The interval 1 la  ua 3 is called span, and the expression ua  la is called span length.
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In contrast to the span,
1 la  ua 3 T :  
 x  z * T $ x 	
 
 z
	'&
 la 8 x 8 ua 
denotes the so-called periodic extension of 1 la  ua 3 . By this definition, (2.1) can directly be interpreted
as being member of the corresponding set.
We will use the notation
 
*z mod T :
t
 ﬃ
1 0  T 
x ¿
ﬃ
 
x  mod T :  min


x  z * T $ z
	&
 x  z * T P 0 
(it follows that pii g pi j mod T is equivalent to
 
pii  mod T 
 
pi j  mod T ). This notation is extended
to vectors x and sets X by
 
x  mod T : 
  
xi  mod T  and X mod T :  

 
x  mod T $ x
	
X  .
3.1 Preprocessing
The running times of the algorithms presented in this chapter exponentially depend on the size of
the PESP event graph. Often the solution can be accelerated remarkably by reducing the graph size
in a preprocessing step before actually starting the solution algorithm. The preprocessing methods
discussed in this section can be divided into two categories:
 Reducing the number of nodes and arcs of the graph
 Reducing the interval width of the periodic interval constraints
Reducing the Number of Nodes and Arcs of the Graph
There are some situations where nodes or arcs can be deleted from an instance without changing its
feasibility status:
 Trivially feasible or infeasible arcs: If the graph contains an arc a with ua  la P T , the constraint
corresponding to a can obviously always be satisfied. Therefore, a can be deleted from the
graph.
Similarly, if ua  la E 0, the constraint cannot be satisfied at all, and the instance is infeasible.
If there is a loop a : i ﬃ i with the interval 1 la  ua 3 containing a multiple of T , the arc can be
deleted. If the interval does not contain such a multiple, the problem is infeasible.
 Arcs with single point interval: If there is an arc a : i ﬃ j with la  ua, then the arc and one of
the nodes can be deleted: Replace every arc a  : i  ﬃ j with interval 1 la
=
 ua
=
3 by an arc a   : i  ﬃ i
with interval 1 la
=
 la  ua
=
 la 3 . Analogously, arcs a  : j ﬃ i  for nodes i  can be replaced. Now
node j and arc a can be deleted.
 Nodes with only one incident arc: If there is a node j which is only incident to one arc (a : j ﬃ i
or a : i ﬃ j), the constraint corresponding to a can always be satisfied, and node j and arc a can
be deleted.
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 Nodes with only two incident arcs: If there is a node j with only two incident arcs a : i ﬃ j
and a  : j ﬃ k, the node and the two arcs can be replaced by one arc a   : i ﬃ k with interval
1 la ( la
=
 ua ( ua
=
3 .
 Components: If the graph consists of several components (i.e. the underlying undirected graph
is not connected), the PESP instances for the components can be solved separately. If and only
if all these instances are feasible, the whole instance is feasible.
If the graph consists of two parts that are only connected by one arc, the parts can be solved
separately, and the potentials of the solution of one part have to be increased/decreased by a
constant in order to get a feasible tension on the connecting arc.
If the graph consists of two parts that are only connected by two arcs a : i ﬃ j and a  : i  ﬃ j 
(without loss of generality it is assumed that i and i  are in the same part), we can choose one
part (without loss of generality the part with i and i  ) and solve T PESP instances arising from
adding an arc a   : i ﬃ i  with interval 1 k  k 3 , k
	K

0  T  1  to the part (assuming that only
integer data is considered). By doing this, all feasible tensions pii
=
 pii and thus all feasible
tensions pi j
=
 pi j can be determined. Arcs corresponding to the constraints for pi j
=
 pi j can now
be added to the part of the graph containing j and j  . Now this part can be solved. This method
is only useful if one part is “small” compared to the other one (since T PESP instances for this
part have to be solved), and if the number of constraints for pi j
=
 pi j does not grow too much.
A feasible solution of the remaining problem(s) can obviously be extended to a solution of the original
problem.
Reducing Interval Widths
Let a
	
A a with feasible interval 1 la  ua 3 . Often it happens that for every feasible solution, the tension
of arc a is an element of a subset S ÀÁ1 la  ua 3 . Sometimes, the interval may then be replaced by another
interval S  : 1 l a  u a 3 with S
| S LÀ1 la  ua 3 . Sometimes, it is possible to detect such a possibility in a
preprocessing step.
In order to develop such a preprocessing method, we will use a constraint propagation approach: Look
at the example of figure 3.2. There, the time span 1 20  303 60 is given for the arc from node 1 to node 2.
However, pi2  pi1 g 20 mod 60 is not possible because of the other two arcs. We can actually replace
the span 1 20  303 60 by 1 21  303 60. The constraint propagation method investigates all triples of nodes in
a recursive manner, until no intervals can be reduced. We will now give a formal description of this
approach.
Let T denote a fixed period. A set U |  is said to be T -periodic, if for all u
	
U and z
	K&
also
u ( zT
	
U . Such a set can be written as
U : 


u ( zT $ u
	
ˆU | 1 0  T  z
	&

Let ST :  
 s ( zT $ s 	 S  z 	¥&  . ST is a periodic set. If a : i
ﬃ j is an arc, then 1 la  ua 3 T is the periodic
set containing the feasible tension values pi j  pii. Let the set of all T -periodic sets be denoted by Per
and define the operations
U Â V :  U
<
V and U Ã V : 


u ( v $ u
	
U  v
	
V 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1 2
3
T
Ł
60
Ä
20 Å 30 Æ
Ł
: ∆1 Ç 2
Ä
11 Å 16Æ
Ä
10 Å 15 Æ
Figure 3.2: The span ∆1 0 2 can be replaced by 1 21  30 3
for U  V
	
Per.
Algorithm 3.1 calculates a periodic set Mi j for each pair of nodes
 
i  j  . Each feasible potential h has
to satisfy pi j  pii 	 Mi j for every arc a : i
ﬃ j. If 0

 Mii for a node i, then the instance is infeasible,
because no potential can fulfill pii  pii g 0 mod T .
In contrast to this, 0
	
Mii for all nodes does not imply that the PESP instance is feasible, as one can
see from the counter example in figure 3.3.
3 4
1 2
T
Ł
10
È
1 Å 3 É
È
1 Å 3 É
È
0 Å 1 É
È
0 Å 1 É
È
2 Å 3 É
È
1 Å 2 É
Figure 3.3: Infeasible PESP instance with 0
	
Mii for each node i
In the example, non-convex spans are given. However, these can be modeled by intersections of
several interval constraints (cf. section 2.1).
On the one hand, the PESP instance is infeasible: Assume pi1 g 0 mod 10, then there are two cases:
pi4 g 2 mod 10
w
pi2 g 1 mod 10
w
pi3 g 0 mod 10
w
pi4  pi3 	
 1  3  T , pi4 g 3 mod 10
w
pi2 g
3 mod 10
w
pi3 g 1 mod 10
w
pi4  pi3 	
 1  3  T .
On the other hand, for each arc a : i ﬃ j, the value of Mi 0 j is given by the original span of figure 3.3,
and 0
	
Mi 0 i for each node i.
Our preprocessing method will now work as follows: Let a : i ﬃ j be an arc with interval 1 la  ua 3 T .
For every feasible solution of the PESP instance, pi j  pii 	 1 la  ua 3 T < Mi j. We can construct a stronger
initial constraint system in this way:
 We can replace the arc a by several arcs in such a way that pi j  pii 	 1 la  ua 3 T < Mi j is demanded
explicitely (recall that Mi j may be a union of periodic intervals). By this procedure, the number
of arcs may be increased to such an extent that the PESP algorithm becomes very slow.
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Algorithm 3.1 Constraint Propagation for Preprocessing
for each
 
i  j 
	
Va } Va do
if i  j then
Mi j :  T * &
else if there is an arc a : i ﬃ j or a : j ﬃ i then
Mi j :  ËÊ a:i Ì j 1 la  ua 3 T  < ÍÊ a: j Ì i 1Î ua  la 3 T 
else
Mi j : 1 0  T  T
end if
end for
modification :  true
while modification do
modification :  false
for all
 
i  j  k 
	
Va } Va } Va with k

 i  j do
A :  Mik Ã Mk j
if i  j and 0
	
Mi j then
Stop. Instance is infeasible
end if
if A

Ï Mi j then
Mi j :  Mi j Â A
modification :  true
end if
end for
end while
Stop. Mi j has been calculated for all pairs of nodes.
 We only modify the interval bounds la and ua for the arc in such a way that ua  la is minimized,
but still Mi j
|
1 la  ua 3 T is fulfilled. An example is given in figure 3.4.
interval
Ä
la Å ua Æ
Mi j
new interval
0
0
0
60
60
60
10 45
10 50
10 20 30 45
Figure 3.4: Reducing the interval width
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3.2 Basic Properties of the PESP
Recall that a PESP instance is given by a time period T , a graph _]
 
Vab A a+ , n :  $Va $ , m :  $A a $ ,
a set of spans


1 la  ua 3 $ a 	 A a+ , and to solve the PESP instance means finding a potential
h
	
 n and
a vector of modulo parameters z
	q&
m with
la 8 pi j  pii  za * T 8 ua for each a : i
ﬃ j
	
A aU (3.1)
We will shorten our notation by V :  Va and A :  A a .
Let the set of feasible solutions for a PESP instance be denoted by
Ð
: 


 Xh
 z  $
h
	
 n
 z
	'&
m
 la 8 pi j  pii  za * T 8 ua for each a : i
ﬃ j
	
A 
The convex hull conv Ð of this set is called the (unbounded) timetable polyhedron. For a fixed vector
of modulo parameters z
	'&
m
, define
Π
 
z  : 


h
$ la 8 pi j  pii  za * T 8 ua for each a : i
ﬃ j
	
A 
and let Ñ
: 


z
	q&
m
$ Π
 
z 


/0 
The problem of deciding
Π
 
z 
?

/0
for a given z is a feasible differential problem (see appendix C.3) with spans 1 l ( z * T  u ( z * T 3 and
can be solved by a shortest path problem in a modified graph _Ò with _ÒD
 
VaU A
;
A

 , A

:  A,
A

:  the set of counter arcs for each a
	
A (cf. appendix C.3). The arc lengths for _Ò are given by
µa : 
t
ua ( za * T a 	 A 
 la  za * T a 	 A  
According to (C.2), the feasible differential problem is soluble if and only if for each cycle with
incidence vector ² , Ó T
 
²

(ﬀ²

SP 0. From
Ó
T  
²

(ﬀ²

y
 
u ( z * T  T ²  
 
l ( z * T  T ²   uT ²   lT ²  ( TzT ²
it follows that Π
 
z 


/0 is equivalent to
uT ²   lT ²  ( TzT ²P 0 . zT ²P 1
T
*
 
lT ²   uT ²   (3.2)
Since z is integral, we have the following proposition:
Proposition 3.1 Π
 
z 


/0 if and only if for every elementary cycle
²
T z P 
1
T

lT ²   uT ² 


 (3.3)
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This result has also been shown by polyhedral arguments in [47]. The inequalites of this proposition
can be used as cutting planes and will play an important role in this chapter. They are called cycle
cutting planes.
The cycle cutting planes cannot be used in order to remove all non-integer solutions from the in-
equality system (3.1). Figure 3.5 shows an example. The constraint system consisting of the in-
equalities (3.1) and all the cycle cutting planes has the fractional solution h    0  7  1  2  T , z 
 
0  0  0  12 
1
2 
1
2 
T
. The PESP instance is infeasible: Let pi1 g 0 mod 10. Then we have to con-
sider the following two cases: pi3 g 0 mod 10 and pi3 g 1 mod 10. Proposition 3.4 will show that if
there is no integral solution to a PESP instance with integer data l, u and T , then there is no solution
at all.
pi3 g 0 mod 10
w
pi2 g 1 mod 10 because of arc a4. From arc a1 and arc a5 it follows that pi4 g
2 mod 10, which is a contradiction to arc a6. One can obtain an analogous contradiction for pi3 g
1 mod 10.
T
Ł
10
3
1 2
4
Cycle cutting planes :
¸
1 Ô z2
¸
z3
¸
z4 Ô 0
0 Ô z1
¸
z2
¸
z5 Ô 1
0 Ô z4 Õ z5
¸
z6 Ô 1
0 Ô z1
¸
z3
¸
z6 Ô 1
¸
1 Ô
¸
z1 Õ z2
¸
z4 Õ z6 Ô
¸
1
0 Ô z2
¸
z3 Õ z5
¸
z6 Ô 0
0 Ô z1
¸
z3
¸
z4
¸
z5 Ô 0
a6
Ä
3 Å 11Æ
Ä
3 Å 11Æ
a2
Ä
0 Å 1 Æ a3 a5
Ä
0 Å 1 Æ
Ä
1 Å 2 Æ
a4
Ä
2 Å 3 Æ
a1
Figure 3.5: Cycle cutting planes for a PESP instance
The following result has been proven in [49] and [59]:
Proposition 3.2 If a PESP instance is feasible, then for each vector of modulo parameters z  and for
each fixed spanning tree there exists a vector of modulo parameters z with za  0 for all tree arcs and
Π
 
z   mod T  Π
 
z  mod T


/0 
Proof: Consider a fixed spanning tree of the connected graph _ . Fix an arbitrary node, say node 1,
as the tree root node. Then for each other node i, the tree contains a uniquely determined chain with
incidence vector pi from node 1 to node i. Let z 
	'&
m and
h

	
Π
 
z   .
Now define
h
and z by
pik :  pi k 
 
pk  T z  * T and za :  z a 
 
p j  pi  T z 
for each node k and each arc a : i ﬃ j. We will now show that za  0 for tree arcs and
h
	
Π
 
z  .
Consider a tree arc a : i ﬃ j. At first observe that p j  pi  ea, where ea denotes the unit vector with
eaa  1 and eab for each arc b  a. It follows that za  0 and
pi j  pii  za * T  pi  j 
 
p j  T z  * T  pi i (
 
pi  T z  * T  pi  j  pi i  z a * T 	 1 la  ua 3Z
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For a co-tree arc a : i ﬃ j, we have
pi j  pii  za * T  pi  j 
 
p j  T z Ö* T  pi i (
 
pi  T z * T (
 
 z a (
 
p j  T z Ö
 
pi  T z eL* T
 pi  j  pi i  z a * T 	 1 la  ua 3Z
It follows that
h
	
Π
 
z  . Since
h
g
h
mod T , the proof is complete. [
Now assume that we have a fixed spanning tree  with associated network matrix Γ. Two schedules
given by
h
and
h
 with
h
g
h
 mod T are equivalent. Proposition 3.2 allows us to consider only
schedules with modulo parameter of 0 on all tree arcs. Define
Ñ

: 


z
	
Ñ
$ za  0 for a 	 ¥
Note that each row of Γ is the (transposed) incidence vector ² Ta of a cycle which contains only tree
arcs and exactly one chord a. The induced cycle cutting planes for the cycle and its counter cycle give
bounds on the modulo parameter of all chords by the following proposition:
Proposition 3.3 Let ² Ta be a row of the network matrix Γ and let z 	
Ñ

. Then
za : ^
1
T

lT ² a  uT ² a 

8 za 8×
1
T

uT ² a  lT ² a Ø  : za 
It follows that
Ñ

is finite.
The next proposition deals with integral solutions of a PESP instance. It has, for example, been proven
in [45].
Proposition 3.4 Let a feasible PESP instance be given by Va , A a , l  u
	q&
rA s r and T
	O&
. Then there
exists a feasible potential h
	'&
rV s r
.
Proof: Since the PESP instance is feasible, there is a vector z
	&
rA s r such that l 82p T
h
 zT 8 u.
This constraint system can also be written as
£
p
T
p
T
¤
h
8
£
u ( zT
 l  zT
¤

The coefficient matrix of this system is totally unimodular, and the right hand side is integral. There-
fore an integer solution
h
exists. [
3.3 Mixed Integer Programming
A straightforward approach to solve PESP instances is the use of the mixed integer programming
formulation given by (2.11). We can strengthen the formulation (i.e. add constraints such that the
original LP solution gets infeasible, see also appendix B) in the following ways:
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 The integer variables corresponding to the arcs of a spanning tree can be fixed to zero (proposi-
tion 3.2).
 Bounds for the other integer variables are obtained from proposition 3.3.
 Cycle cutting planes (3.3) may be used.
Additionally, we may fix the potential of one node to an arbitrary value (say pi1 :  0): If
h
is a feasible
schedule, then also
h
( c * 1 with c
	
 is a feasible schedule. 1 denotes the vector containing only
1-entries.
Our practical experience (see chapter 5) shows that the MIP solution process is possible for some
instances. Nevertheless there is a problem with this approach: As we have already mentioned, in case
of an infeasible instance, we would like to detect a “reason” for the infeasibility, or in other words, we
would like to have an idea how to relax the instance in such a way that it becomes feasible. There is
no obvious way for getting such information from the MIP branch-and-bound tree.
3.4 Odijk’s Algorithm
In [47, 48], Odijk suggests a PESP algorithm based on the MIP formulation of PESP (cf. (2.10)).
However, the algorithm does not solve the MIP instance directly, but in a two-step iterative procedure
that profits from the effect of the cycle cutting planes (3.3). We will now describe some ideas leading
to the algorithm. For more information, [47,48] can be consulted.
Note that solving (2.10) for fixed z, or equivalently finding a h
	
Π
 
z  , can be formulated as a linear
programming problem and thus can be solved efficiently. Let z
	&
m and define l " z # :  l ( z * T ,
u " z # :  u ( z * T and let
LP
 
z  : 
ij
j
k
j
j
l
max 0
subject to l " z # 8¦p T h 8 u " z #
h
P 0
(3.4)
h
P 0 does not really present a constraint for the schedule. The dual problem of LP
 
z  is given by
DP
 
z  : 
t
min
 
u " z #  T y


 
l " z #  T y

subject to p   y

 y

+P 0
(3.5)
This problem either has an optimal solution with objective value 0 (e.g. y

 0 and y

 0) or is
unbounded from below. In the first case, LP
 
z  also has feasible solutions, and a schedule
h
can be
determined. Otherwise, an extreme ray
 
y

 y

 with
 
u " z #  T y


 
l " z #  T y

E 0 can be found. In [47],
Odijk shows that from this ray, a cycle cutting plane can be constructed which is violated by z.
These ideas are integrated in the following iterative procedure: During each iteration, a polytope P
containing candidates for vectors of modulo parameters z is kept. By the help of a backtracking
procedure, a z
	
P
<Ù&
m is selected (this is the main time consuming part of the algorithm). If no such
vector exists, the PESP instance is infeasible. Otherwise, DP
 
z  is solved. If it is unbounded from
below, a cycle cutting plane violated by z is constructed, and P is replaced by the intersection of P
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with the cut. If DP
 
z  has an optimal solution with objective value 0, the iteration procedure can be
stopped, since a solution pi of the PESP instance can be found.
Initially, P is the polytope described by the bound constraints from proposition 3  3 and za  0 for tree
arcs for a fixed spanning tree  .
The complete method is given by algorithm 3.2. Practical experiences show that this method can only
handle small PESP instances in a reasonable amount of time (cf. [45], [47]).
Algorithm 3.2 Odijk’s Algorithm
Choose a spanning tree  .
P : 


z
	
 m $ za  0 for each a 	 A
 
Ù and za 8 za 8 za for each a 	 A
 
Ú
loop
if P
<Ù&
m

/0 then
Stop. The PESP instance is infeasible.
end if
Choose z
	
P
<Ú&
m
.
if DP
 
z  has an optimal solution
 
y

 y

 with objective value 0 then
Construct optimal solution
h
for LP
 
z  .
Stop.
 Xh
 z  is a solution for the PESP instance.
end if
From an extreme ray
 
y

 y

 with negative objective value for DP   z  , construct a cycle cutting
plane Û T z 8 α0 which is violated by z.
P :  P
<¥

z
	
 m $
Û
T z 8 α0 
end loop
3.5 Constraint Propagation
Voorhoeve has developed another solution method for PESP instances in [62]. His algorithm extends
the constraint propagation method introduced in section 3.1.
Assume that the potential of an arbitrary node has been fixed to an arbitrary value (e.g. pi1 :  0) and
that Mi j has been calculated for each pair
 
i  j  of nodes. Consider these two cases:
 0
	
Mii for some node i. Then the PESP instance is infeasible.
 0
	
Mii for all nodes i. In this case, the PESP instance may be feasible.
The calculation of Mi j is integrated into the following constraint propagation procedure: If 0 	 Mii for
all nodes i, another potential, say pi2, is fixed in such a way that pi2  pi1 	 M12. This probably reduces
the sets Mi j for other pairs of nodes
 
i  j  . The procedure is repeated. If 0
	
Mii for a node i at some
step, one has to backtrack, and the potential of the variable that was fixed in the step before is given
another value.
The algorithm terminates either with a feasible fixing
h
of all potentials or with a proof of infeasibility
(all potentials lead to a backtracking step).
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Voorhoeve’s method is given as algorithm 3.3. Computational results with this method are rather
deterring [4]. A main reason for the behavior is that there are too many possibilities for the fixing
of potentials when T is large (like T  60). In this case, the search tree soon gets too large to be
manageable.
Algorithm 3.3 Voorhoeve’s Constraint Propagation Algorithm
Choose an arbitrary node i
	
V and set pii :  0.
loop
Calculate Mi j for each
 
i  j 
	
V } V .
if 0
	
Mii for some node i then
if no backtracking is possible then
Stop. The PESP instance is infeasible.
end if
Perform a backtracking step, i.e. change the potential of the variable that was fixed before.
If necessary, do further backtracking. If no such backtracking is possible, stop. The PESP
instance is infeasible.
else
Choose a node i
	
V such that pii is not fixed yet.
Fix pii in such a way that pi j  pii 	 Mi j for all nodes j.
end if
end loop
3.6 Algorithm of Serafini and Ukovich
Serafini and Ukovich introduce a backtracking method for solving PESP instances in [59]. In this
method, the possible vectors of modulo parameters are investigated.
The algorithm starts with determining a minimum spanning tree  concerning the span lengths ua  la
for each a
	
A and a feasible potential
h
for the graph ignoring the chords.
h
is obtained by fixing
the potential of one node and choosing an arbitrary feasible tension on the tree arcs. Afterwards, all
chords are sorted in order of increasing span length. Let this order be a1  am  n  1.
Now assume that the algorithm is searching at level k, which means that
 The modulo parameters for the tree arcs are set to 0, and the modulo parameters for all chords
ar with r 	ﬀ
 1  k  1  have been fixed.
 A potential
h
is known which is feasible up to level k  1, i.e. the periodic interval con-
straints (3.1) are satisfied for the tree arcs and for a1  ak  1.
 The algorithm is looking for an integer zak for arc ak : i
ﬃ j such that h can be made feasible
up to level k without changing fixed modulo parameters.
The search produces one of these two results:
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 There exists a zak 	q& with pi j  pii  zak 	 1 lak  uak 3 . Therefore
h
is feasible up to level k.
 There is a z
	'&
with
pi j  pii  z * T E lak 8 uak E pi j  pii 
 
z  1 L* T 
In this case, the algorithm tries to raise or lower the tension value pi j  pii in such a way that
the tension gets feasible for arc ak (cf. figure 3.6) and the feasibility for the other tensions is
maintained (without changing any of the fixed modulo parameters). This is a feasible differen-
tial problem and can be solved by a modified Dijkstra shortest path procedure that is given in
appendix C.
Suppose that one (or both) attempts, i.e. to lower or to raise the tension, fails. In this situation,
the shortest path algorithm finds a circuit of negative length (cf. appendix C). The arcs of this
circuit (these circuits) are called blocking arcs and play an important role for the backtracking
step of the algorithm: The tension value of arc ak can only be lowered (or raised) for the required
amount, if at least the modulo parameter of one of the blocking arcs is changed.
tensionfeasible feasible feasible
lak
¸
T uak
¸
T lak uak lak Õ T uak Õ T
pi j
¸
pii
¸
z

T pi j
¸
pii
¸ÝÜ
z
¸
1 Þ

T
raise tensionlower tension
Figure 3.6: Raising or lowering the tension
The result of this proceeding is either a feasible modulo parameter zak and a (possibly modified)
potential which is feasible up to level k or infeasibility. Stating infeasibility means that it is not
possible to extend the partial solution


za1  zak ß 1  to a feasible z-vector for the complete instance
(i.e. Π   z f /0 for all z
	&
m with


za1  zak ß 1  fixed as done by the algorithm). In this case, the
modulo parameter of a previously investigated level has to be changed. To be more exact, let à be
the union of the sets of blocking arcs for lowering or raising the tension of arc ak. Then the algorithm
backtracks to level k  with k  :  max


κ $ aκ 	 àá .
For each level k, information has to be stored on the values for zak that have already been tested. If
all values zak 	
 zak  zak  have lead to infeasibility, the algorithm has to backtrack to level k  1.
In [59], Serafini and Ukovich suggest a method for storing all relevant information in a list structure
(rather than a tree structure). However, their pseudo code contains an error. There, on page 565, line 7,
the assignment à2â /0 may cause that parts of the search space are not investigated and infeasibility
is stated although a feasible solution exists. Nevertheless, this error can be corrected as suggested by
Nachtigall in [43].
The size of the backtracking search tree may be of order ∏m  n  1k  1 1 ( zak  zak , i.e. exponential in the
number of arcs. This explains why Serafini and Ukovich suggest to take a minimum spanning tree
concerning span lengths an to order the arcs in order of increasing span lengths. One can heuristically
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assume that the number of possible modulo parameters for level k is smaller, as “more restrictive” the
constraints of the start tree and the levels 1  k  1 are.
Besides computation time, there is another reason for keeping the search tree “as small as possible”
motivated from our cost optimization algorithms in chapter 4: In case of an infeasible PESP instance,
we will have to analyze the “reason” for the infeasibility. Formally, we will need to determine a set
of arcs whose interval constraints cannot be satisfied simultaneously. It will be of advantage to find a
small set of arcs with this property, and thus we would like to detect infeasibility of a PESP instance
as soon as possible. Obviously, a set of arcs whose constraints cannot be satisfied simultaneously
is contained in the set of arcs from the spanning tree and those chords that have been examined for
modulo parameter fixing.
Developments of Schrijver and Steenbeek
Schrijver and Steenbeek observe that the PESP algorithm of Serafini and Ukovich investigates some
parts of the search space again and again [56]. This is caused by the fact that after a backtracking step
from level k down to level k DE k, the feasible modulo parameters for all levels k ( 1  k ( 2  k  1
are forgotten by the algorithm and have to be recalculated by shortest path algorithms, which may be
time consuming for larger graphs. The idea in [56] is to dynamically reorganize the search tree in
such a way that this information can be kept after each backtracking step. In detail (see figure 3.7), a
backtracking step from level k to level k  is performed by exchanging the arcs of level k  and k  1 and
then continuing to investigate that level which is associated with arc ak
=
. After changing the modulo
parameter of ak
=
, the current potential is still feasible for all chords a1  ak
=
 1  ak
=
 1  ak  1. Thus,
a re-computation, as done by the PESP algorithm, of the values associated with the arcs ak
=
 1  ak  1
is not necessary any more.
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.
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.
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Figure 3.7: Exchange of arcs during a backtracking step
Generalized Algorithm
The algorithm of Serafini and Ukovich can be generalized in some ways:
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 Choice of start tree  : Instead of choosing a minimum spanning tree concerning span lengths,
an arbitrary start tree can be used. An example for a PESP instance where the Serafini and
Ukovich start tree leads to a large search tree is given in figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: On this graph, the Serafini-Ukovich start tree should not be used.
If the start tree is chosen as the minimum spanning tree considering span lengths, none of the
parallel arcs of this graph is chosen. As one can see from the parallel arcs, pi4  pi2 g 30 mod T
must be fulfilled. For some of these parallel arcs, several modulo parameters can be selected
in such a way that a feasible potential can be found which cannot be extended to a feasible
potential for the complete graph. In contrast to this, if one of the parallel arcs is chosen for the
start tree, there is only one possibility for the modulo parameter of all parallel arcs and even for
all arcs of the graph. No backtracking is needed.
In practice, the start tree suggested by Serafini and Ukovich provides comparably good results.
The example of figure 3.8 seems to be very artificial. Moreover, our preprocessing methods
eliminate all parallel arcs of the graph, as one can easily verify.
 Choice of an arc to be examined at level k: At level k, one can choose an arbitrary arc a
whose modulo parameter has not been fixed and look for a modulo parameter za. As we have
already mentioned, Serafini and Ukovich suggest an examination order determined in advance.
Schrijver and Steenbeek modify this order during the algorithm. We will discuss several arc
choice rules in section 3.7 that lead to a considerable acceleration of the algorithm for our
practical instances.
A generalized version of the algorithm of Serafini and Ukovich is given as algorithm 3.4.
3.7 Arc Choice for the Generalized Serafini-Ukovich Algorithm
We have already mentioned that the order by which the chords are chosen for modulo parameter fixing
has much influence on the search tree and thus on the solution time of the algorithm of Serafini and
Ukovich. In this section, we will give many new suggestions for this choice of chords, which often
lead to better solution times or even to the solution of instances that could not be solved by the original
algorithm because of lack of time.
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Algorithm 3.4 Generalized Serafini-Ukovich Algorithm
Choose a spanning tree  . Set S :  A
 
Ú .
za :  0 for all a 	 S
Determine a feasible potential
h
for the graph
 
V  S  with the fixed modulo parameters.
loop
Choose a chord a
	
A ç S.
Za :  
 za $ za is a feasible modulo parameter for a if only arcs a  	 S are considered, but with
their fixed modulo parameters 
if Za  /0 then
Choose a z
	
Za.
za :  z
S :  S
;è

a 
Determine a feasible potential
h
for the graph
 
V  S  with the fixed modulo parameters.
if S  A then
Stop.
h
is a feasible potential for the PESP instance.
end if
else
Perform backtracking: Choose another value from Za
=
for the arc a  whose modulo parameter
was fixed in the iteration before. If this is not possible, perform further backtracking. Delete
the corresponding arcs from S. If there are no more modulo parameters for the arc whose
modulo parameter was fixed in the first iteration, stop. The PESP instance is infeasible.
end if
end loop
Ordering by the Bounds for the Modulo Parameters in Advance
In order to heuristically keep the search tree “small”, it has already been pointed out that the “most
restrictive” chords should be selected as candidates for the fixing of modulo parameters first. This
leads to the following idea: From proposition 3.3, we can derive an upper bound on the number of
feasible modulo parameters for each chord. Instead of ordering the chords by increasing span length,
one can order them by this upper bound. This leads to a remarkable acceleration of the algorithm in
general (cf. the computational results in chapter 5). For example, when using this rule, the instance
from figure 3.8 is solved without backtracking, even if the Serafini-Ukovich start tree is chosen.
A general disadvantage of a fixed ordering of chords in advance is that during the algorithm, only
information concerning tree arcs and chords with fixed modulo parameters is used (except for the fact
that the chords have been ordered). Even in the Schrijver/Steenbeek version, the ordering from the
initialization has the main influence on the behavior of the algorithm.
Ordering by the Number of Modulo Parameters in each Search Tree Node
With the fixing of some modulo parameters, the bounds for the non-fixed modulo parameters may
change. One can recalculate these bounds exactly after every fixing of a modulo parameter, i.e. in
every node of the search tree, and choose the chord with the “most restrictive” bounds.
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A naive implementation of this method would apply the standard Dijkstra algorithm twice to deter-
mine the bounds for the modulo parameter of a chord a : i ﬃ j: In a first step, the algorithm starts
with root node i. If the algorithm terminates with a label λ   j  , the tension pi j  pii can be raised at
most by λ   j  without changing already fixed modulo parameters (cf. appendix C). Starting with root
node j, the resulting label λ   j  is the amount by that the tension pi j  pii can be lowered. From these
values, the possible modulo parameters za can easily be found.
However, as soon as a chord a with a modulo parameter bound width za  za  0 or an infeasible
chord a is found, the bound determination in this search tree node can be stopped. By choosing
chord a for modulo parameter fixing (or backtracking), one can avoid creating additional branches
in the search tree. Moreover, if the best bound width found so far is w, the Dijraise and Dijlower
procedures, supplied with a proper value of δ, can be used to decide whether the currently examined
chord has a bound width of at least w (the advantage of the Dijraise and Dijlower procedures is that in
this case, the procedures probably terminate without having generated a complete shortest path tree).
By using this technique, often many modulo parameters can be fixed before another branching occurs
in the search tree.
Our experiments have shown that it is often useful to examine the chords in a cyclic order: Let the
chords with non-fixed modulo parameters be ordered as a1  ar . If we stop the search at chord aρ
because there is only one feasible modulo parameter, then we can start the chord examination in the
next iteration of algorithm 3.4 with chord aρ  1 and continue with chord a1 after examining chord ar.
The complete algorithm for choosing a chord for modulo parameter fixing is given by algorithm 3.5.
Several Chords with the same Number of Feasible Modulo Parameters
If the minimum number of feasible modulo parameters
 
w
N
( 1  is V 1, it is useful to examine those
chords with bound width w
N
more closely. In general, there are many chords with bound width w
N
.
Assume that the chords ag, g 	
 1  k  have bound width w
N
(with w
N
V 0). Let z0g  zw Wg be
the feasible modulo parameters for chord ag. Now, all subtrees corresponding to zhg, g 	
 1  k  ,
h
	¦

0  w
N
 are examined. If there are chords with modulo parameters leading to infeasibility
before a branching occurs in the subtree, then choose a chord with the maximal number of such
modulo parameters. Otherwise, let dg 0 h be the maximal number of nodes in the subtree corresponding
to the modulo parameter zhg before a further branching occurs (i.e. w
N
V 0 again). Now let
dg :  min
w 57H 0 0 B B BC0 w
W
I
dg 0 w and choose chord ag
W
with dg
W
 max
g 57H 1 0 B B BC0 k I
dg 
This corresponds to “looking ahead” and then choosing the chord locally leading to a largest delay of
further branchings an the subtree. dg is called look-ahead value of chord ag. An example is shown in
figure 3.9.
Maintaining a Candidate List for Look-Ahead
In general, there are too many chords with bound width w
N
for examining them all in a reasonable
amount of time. Instead, a candidate list for chord investigation should be used.
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Algorithm 3.5 Choosing a Chord in the Generalized Serafini-Ukovich Algorithm
Let the chords with non-fixed modulo parameters be a1  ar .
Let as be the chord that was examined before a chord was chosen in the previous iteration of
algorithm 3.4. If the first examined chord in the previous iteration was chosen, set s :  0.
ρ :  s ( 1
w
N
:  ∞ Jêé w is the current bound width, w
N
the best found bound width é7J
while ρ

 s do
if ρ V r then
ρ :  1
end if
Let aρ : i
ﬃ j. Determine z :  max


z 
	'&
$ pi j  pii  z  * T P lρ  .
if pi j  pii  z * T 8 uρ then
w :  0
else
w : ë 1
end if
δ :  lρ (
 
w
N
 w :* T 
 
pi j  pii  z * T 
Use Dijraise with parameter δ to determine the maximal amount λ with λ 8 δ by which the
tension pi j  pii can be raised without changing fixed modulo parameters.
w :  w ( ×
λ  lρ ( pi j  pii  z * T
T
Ø
if w E w
N
then
Analogously, increase w for lowering the tension.
if w E w
N
then
ρ
N
:  ρ; w
N
:  w
if w E 1 then
Stop. Choose chord aρ. Jêé w ( 1  $ Zaρ $ 8 1 é7J
end if
end if
end if
ρ :  ρ ( 1
end while
Stop. Choose chord aρ
W
.
A simple strategy is to stop the look-ahead process after a limit of k  chords, k ìE k and choose that
chord ag
W
with the best found value dg
W
so far. Often, better results can be obtained for a dynamic
look-ahead limit: The process is stopped after the product of the number κ of already investigated
arcs and the best found value dg
W
exceeds a certain bound D.
Another heuristic approach is the following: For each chord ag that is to be examined, an adjacency
value cg is determined. The value cg is defined as
cg :  ∑
a § S
a incident with ag
T ( la  ua 
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Figure 3.9: Determining a chord for modulo parameter fixing by “looking ahead”
where S is the set of those arcs whose modulo parameters are already fixed (algorithm 3.4). cg is
large if ag is incident with many arcs from S and especially if those arcs have a small span. We can
heuristically hope that a large value of cg corresponds to a “highly restrictive” chord ag.
The adjacency value can be computed very fast, compared to look-ahead values. We can always
choose the arc with highest adjacency value for modulo parameter fixing or even combine the two
approaches: Starting with the chord with highest adjacency value, we only calculate look-ahead values
for chords with relatively high adjacency value (say α * cg, where ag is the chord with the highest look-
ahead value so far, α E 1). This strategy is given by algorithm 3.6.
Algorithm 3.6 Choosing a Chord when w
N
V 0
Let


a1  ak  be the set of chords with non-fixed modulo parameters. Let c1 P cκ for all κ 	


2  k  .
q :  0; d
N
: ë 1; c
N
:  c1; g :  1;
loop
if g V k or q * d
N
P D then
Stop. Choose chord a
N
.
end if
if $ Zag $  w
N
( 1 then
q :  q ( 1
if cg P α * c
N
then
if dg V d
N
or (dg  d
N
and cg V c
N
) then
d
N
:  dg; c
N
:  cg; a
N
:  ag
end if
end if
end if
g :  g ( 1
end loop
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We have applied all of the methods from this section (and combinations) to a set of PESP instances
from practice. From the results given in chapter 5, one can see that there are instances that could only
be solved (or proven to be infeasible) with the help of these methods. On the other hand, the additional
calculations take much time even for instances that can be solved with the original algorithm.
3.8 Polyhedral Structure of the PESP
In this section, we will examine the polyhedral structure of PESP. Recall the definitions from sec-
tion 3.2:
Ð



 Xh
 z 
	
 n }
&
m $ l 8,p T
h
 T z 8 u 
Ñ



z
	q&
m $ there is a
h
	
 n such that l 8,p T
h
 Tz 8 u 
Note that
Ñ
is the projection of Ð on the modulo parameters. The convex hull of Ð is called un-
bounded timetable polyhedron.
We already know that the modulo parameter can be fixed on the arcs of a fixed spanning tree  and
thereby bounds z and z for the modulo parameters can be obtained (with za  za  0 for tree arcs). As
a consequence, we will also examine bounded versions of Ð and
Ñ
:
Ð

 
z  z  : 


 Xh
 z 
	
 n }
&
m $ l 8p T
h
 Tz 8 u  z 8 z 8 z 
Ñ

 
z  z  : 


z
	'&
m $ there is a
h
	
 n such that l 8,p T
h
 Tz 8 u  z 8 z 8 z 
conv
 
Ð

 
z  z  is called bounded timetable polyhedron.
In this section, we will derive new results for cutting planes of PESP instances and derive a new class
of cutting planes for such instances.
3.8.1 The Unbounded Timetable Polyhedron
Let ó T
h
(ô
T z P ϕ0 be a valid inequality for conv
Ð
. Without loss of generality assume that all spans
1 la  ua 3 fulfill ua  la E T (otherwise this span can be ignored). Let
 Xh
 z 
	
Ð
. Let k be a node and let
µ
	q&
. Then
pi i : 
t
pii ( µT if i  k
pii otherwise
and z a : 
i
j
j
k
j
j
l
za ( µ if a : i
ﬃ k for a node i
za  µ if a : k
ﬃ i for a node i
za otherwise
lead to a feasible solution
 Xh

 z  
	
Ð
. It is easy to see that z   z ( µ
±
k. Note that
ó
T h

(ô
T z  2ó T
h
(ô
T z ( µ
  ξk * T (ô T ± k  (3.6)
Proposition 3.5 If ó T h (Fô T z P ϕ0 is a valid inequality for conv Ð , then
ξk * T (Fô T ± k  0 for all nodes k 
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Proof: Let
 Xh
 z 
	
Ð
. Assume that δ :  ξkT (ô T ± k E 0 for a node k. Set ρ : ´ó T h (ô T z and
µ :  1 (
 
ϕ0  ρ J δ.
By the procedure above,
 Xh
  z  
	
Ð
can be generated. Now by (3.6)
ó
T h

(ô
T z  2ó T
h
(ô
T z (öõ 1 (
ϕ0  ρ
δ ÷ * δ Áó
T h¥ø
ô
T z
ø δ ø ϕ0  ρ  ϕ0
ø δ E ϕ0 
This contradicts ùXúû°ü z ûeýSþﬀß . An analogous contradiction can be found for δ   0. 
Define a projection
f :



n 

m 	

m
ùXúÒü z ý 
	 x : 
n
∑
k  1
ù pik  k ý T  z
and let X :  f ùùXúÒü z ýýxùXú ü z ý+þßﬀü 0 >ú T

1  .
Theorem 3.1  T ú
øﬁﬀ T z ﬂ ϕ0 is a valid inequality for conv ß if and only if ξk ﬃ 1T
ﬀ T
 k for all
nodes k and
ﬀ T x  T

ϕ0 is a valid inequality for conv X.
Proof: Let  T ú
ø ﬀ T z ﬂ ϕ0 be a valid inequality for conv ß . Then ξk ! 1T
ﬀ T
 k follows from
proposition 3.5. The other condition is also fulfilled:

T
ú
ø"ﬀ T z ﬂ ϕ0
n
∑
k  1

ﬀ T  k
T
pik
ø"ﬀ T z ﬂ ϕ0
ϕT #
n
∑
k  1

 kpik
ø
z

T $ ﬂ T

ϕ0
ﬀ T x   T

ϕ0
Conversely, let ξk  1T
ﬀ T
 k for all nodes k and let
ﬀ T x % T

ϕ0 for X . Now consider an element
ùXú ü z ýSþﬀß . We have to show  T ú
ø&ﬀ T z ﬂ ϕ0.
For each ùXúÒü z ý þ¦ß , there exist uniquely determined integers µi, i þﬁ 1 ü('('('ü n  such that 0  pii
ø
µi  T  T . Setting pi ûi :  pii  µi  T and z û :  z  ∑i µi  i leads to a feasible point ùXú û ü x û ý þ¦ß and
x :  f ùXúbûü z ûýSþ X . It follows that
ϕ0 
1
T
ﬀ T #
n
∑
k  1
ú
ûk  k  z û  T $)
T
ú
û
ø"ﬀ T z û 

T
ú
ø"ﬀ T z  T


T *

ﬀ T

n
∑
k  1
µk  k   T ú
ø&ﬀ T z ü
since T

ξk + ﬀ T  k. The proof is complete. 
Regard
ﬀ
as a flow on the arcs of the graph , . The amount
ﬀ T
 k can be interpreted as inflow minus
outflow at node k, see figure 3.10. Now consider a valid inequality
ﬀ T z ﬂ ϕ0 for conv - , which can be
understood as induced by a valid inequality  T ú
ø.ﬀ T z ﬂ ϕ0 with / 0. From theorem 3.1 it follows
that
ﬀ T
 k  0 for all nodes k. This condition is known as flow conservation law. This gives the next
theorem.
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ﬀ
T
 k 0 0
ﬀ
T
 k 1 0
ﬀ
T
 k 2 0
demand
143
T ξ1
demand
143
T ξ2
demand
143
T ξ3
demand
143
T ξ4
Figure 3.10: Flow conservation: ξ1 5 ξ2 5 ξ3 5 ξ4  0
Theorem 3.2
ﬀ T z ﬂ ϕ0 is a valid inequality for conv - , if and only if
ﬀ
is a flow fulfilling 6 T ﬀ  0
and
ϕ0  min 7
ﬀ T z  z þ8-:9'
3.8.2 Cycle Cutting Planes
An important class of cutting planes for PESP instances is given by the cycle cutting planes introduced
as (3.3): ;
T z ﬂ=<
1
T >
lT
;@?
 uT
;BADCFE
for each elementary cycle with incidence vector
;
.
3.8.3 Chain Cutting Planes
We will now introduce a new class of cutting planes. Consider a system of m disjoint arcs between
two nodes 1 and 2, where only lower bounds are given:
S :  7 ù pi1 ü pi2 ü z1 ü('('('ü zm ý+þ

2
HG
m
 la  pi2  pi1  za  T for all a  1 ü('('('ü m 9
For each arc a define
ka : 
1
T
ùù la ý mod T  la ý+þ G and l ûa : ù la ý mod T '
Thus, l ûa  ka  T 5 la. Assume that 0  l û1  l û2 )'('(' l ûm  T . For technical reasons, define l û0 :  l ûm  T .
Set
αi :  l ûi  l ûi
?
1 for i  1 ü('('('ü m '
It is easy to see that the α-values have the following properties:
(1) 0  α j  T for each j  1 ü('('('ü m
(2) ∑mj  1 α j  T
(3) ∑mj  i
A
1 α j  l ûm  l ûi
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Proposition 3.6 For each ù pi1 ü pi2 ü z1 ü('('('ü zm ý+þ S, the following inequality is valid:
pi2  pi1 ﬂ l ûm 5
m
∑
j  1
α j ù z j  k j ý (3.7)
Proof: Let ù pi1 ü pi2 ü z1 ü('('('ü zm ý/þ S with tension x :  pi2  pi1. Define x û : ´ù x ý mod T . Then x ûI x 5 kT
for an integer k. Furthermore, there is a uniquely determined index i þJ 0 ü('('('ü m  fulfilling
0  l û1  l û2 '('('K l ûi  x û  l ûi
A
1 %'('('L l ûm  T ü
where i  0 means x ûM l û1.
From l j  x  z jT we know that l ûj  l j 5 k jT  x  z jT 5 k jT  x û 5 ù k j  k  z j ý T . This implies
ù k j  k  z j ý@ﬂ 0 for all j  1 ü('('('ü i and ù k j  k  z j ý@ﬂ 1 for j  i 5 1 ü('('('ü m. Therefore,
pi2  pi1  x  x 5
m
∑
j  1
α jz j 
i
∑
j  1
α jz j 
m
∑
j  i
A
1
α jz j
ﬂ x û  kT
5
m
∑
j  1
α jz j 5
i
∑
j  1
α j ù k  k j ý 5
m
∑
j  i
A
1
α j ù k  k j 5 1 ý
 x û  kT
5
m
∑
j  1
α jz j 5 k
m
∑
j  1
α j 
m
∑
j  1
α jk j 5
m
∑
j  i
A
1
α j
 x û
5
m
∑
j  1
α j ù z j  k j ý 5 l ûm  l ûi
ﬂ l ûm 5
m
∑
j  1
α j ù z j  k j ý
This completes the proof. 
Now, we will discuss the case of an arbitrary graph , and a feasible point ùXúü z ý þß . Consider
two nodes 1 and 2 of , and m paths from node 1 to node 2 with incidence vectors p1 ü('('('ü pm. For
each i þ8 1 ü('('('ü m  , define
z˜i : ù p
A
i ý
T z ù p
?
i ý
T z and ˜li :  ù p
A
i ý
T l ù p
?
i ý
T u '
Obviously, we have ˜li  pi2  pi1  T z˜i for each i þN 1 ü('('('ü m  . Using the box constraints (3.3) on the
modulo parameters leads to z˜i ﬂ ù p
A
i ý
T z ,ù p
?
i ý
T z  : z˜i. From proposition 3.6, we obtain the valid
inequality
pi2  pi1 ﬂ ˜l ûm 5
m
∑
j  1
α j ù z˜ j  k j ý (3.8)
for ß . This inequality is called chain cutting plane.
For graph sizes given by practical instances, it is important to identify “small” path sets leading to
“effective” chain cutting planes. This problem will be addressed in the following.
Suppose that we are given a system of m paths from node 1 to node 2 and the chain cutting plane (3.8).
The paths are denoted by p1 ü('('('ü pm and correspond to incidence vectors p1 ü('('('ü pm. Now, exchange
one path of this system, say p1, by a path q with incidence vector q and ˜l ù q ý :  ù q
A
ý
T l Fù q
?
ý
T u such
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that ˜l1 O ˜l ù q ý mod T . Together with the modified modulo parameter bound z˜ û1 : öù q
A
ý
T z ,ù q
?
ý
T u,
the modified integer k û1 with ù ˜l ù q ýý mod T  k û1T 5 ˜l ù q ý yields the inequality
pi2  pi1 ﬂ ˜l ûm 5 α1 ù z˜ û1  k û1 ý 5
m
∑
j  2
α j ù z˜ j  k j ýP'
Hence, the chain cutting plane gets tighter by the path exchange, if
α1 ù z˜ û1  k û1 ýBﬂ α1 ù z˜1  k1 ý or equivalently z˜ û1  k û1 ﬂ z˜1  k1 '
Since k1  1T ùù ˜l1 ý mod T  ˜l1 ý , k û1 
1
T ùù
˜l ù q ýý mod T  ˜l ù q ýý and ù ˜l1 ý mod T `ù ˜l ù q ýý mod T , the path
exchange improves the cutting plane, if and only if
z˜ û1 5
˜l ù q ý
T
ﬂ z˜1 5
˜l1
T
ü
which means z˜ û1  T 5 ˜l ù q ý@ﬂ z˜1  T 5 ˜l1. The best improvement of this exchange type can be found by
solving a longest path problem: For a given value τi ù li ý mod T , we have to find a longest path q
from node 1 to node 2 with ù ˜l ù q ýý mod T  τi, where the arc lengths are given by
µ
A
a :  za  T 5 la and µ
?
a :  za  T  ua '
The modulo path problem
max  µ ù p ý. p incidence vector for a path from node 1 to node 2 and
ùù p
A
ý
T l ù p
?
ý
T u ý mod T  τ 
(3.9)
can, for fixed period T , be solved in polynomial time by the following dynamic programming formu-
lation:
For each node i and each modulo value τ  0 ü('('('ü T  1, define
Fk ù τ ü i ý :  max  µ ù p ý. p incidence vector of a path from 1 to i with k arcs and
ùù p
A
ý
T l ù p
?
ý
T u ý mod T  τ 
Starting with
F0 ù τ ü i ý : !Q
0 if τ  0 and i  1
∞ otherwise ü
we obtain
Fk
A
1 ù τ ü i ýD max  max  Fk ù τ û°ü j ý 5 µ
A
a  a : j 	 i and la 5 τ û O τ mod T ü
max  Fk ù τ û ü j ý 5 µ
?
a  a : i 	 j and  ua 5 τ û O τ mod T LK'
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3.8.4 Simple Lifting Procedures for Flow Inequalities
The flow inequalities
ﬀ T z ﬂ ϕ0 may contain coefficients ϕi RþJK 1 ü 0 ü 1  . In many of those cases, the
defined bounds on the modulo parameters allow a simple coefficient reduction (or lifting) procedure.
A short view on coefficient reduction and its effect on the solution of MIPs is given in appendix B.
Without loss of generality assume that 0  za  za and ϕa ﬂ 0 (otherwise, use the transformation
z ûa :  za  za for arcs with za R 0 and ϕa ﬂ 0, and the transformation z ûa :  za  za for arcs with za R 0
and ϕa  0; this leads to an inequality of the desired type, which can be transformed back after the
lifting).
Let ϕ1 ü('('('ü ϕk   0 and ϕi  0 for i   k. Moreover, assume ρ :  gcd  ϕ1 ü('('('ü ϕk S 1. Otherwise, the
inequality may be tightened by
1
ρ
ﬀ T z ﬂ <
ϕ0
ρ
E
'
For k  2 and ϕ0   0, the inequality ϕ1z1 5 ϕ2z2 ﬂ ϕ0 can be lifted to
<
ϕ0
ϕ2
E
z1 5 <
ϕ0
ϕ1
E
z2 ﬂ <
ϕ20
ϕ1  ϕ2
E
'
As an example, the inequality z1 5 2z2 ﬂ 1 can be transformed to z1 5 z2 ﬂ 1 by this method. A
fractional solution like ù 0 ü 12 ý is infeasible for the transformed inequality.
The lifting procedure can be applied successively to each variable in the following way: Define ϕ û2 : 
gcd  ϕ2 ü('('('ü ϕk  and
z û2 : 
1
ϕ
û2
k
∑
a  2
ϕaza '
This yields the inequality ϕ1z1 5 ϕ û2z û2 ﬂ ϕ0. Now, one can apply the lifting procedure to this equation
and continue by selecting all other variables z2 ü('('('ü zk.
3.8.5 Single Bound Improvement
For many combinatorial PESP algorithms, it is easy to use additional information on the bounds
of the modulo parameters, while it may be difficult to use information from general cutting planes.
Therefore, we will now focus on the generation of modulo parameter bounds by cutting planes for - .
Assume that T T z ﬂ β0 is a cutting plane for - . Consider an arc a with βa   0 and define T a : 
T8 βa  ea. Then
βaza ﬂ β0 ùUT
A
a ý
T z
5
ùUT
?
a ý
T z '
In case of
<
1
βa > β0 ¦ùUT
A
a ý
T z
5
ùUT
?
a ý
T z
C
E
  za (3.10)
we obtain an improved lower bound for the modulo parameter of arc a.
A single bound separation algorithm for a class V of cutting planes is a method to find, for an arc a,
either a cutting plane ùUT T z ﬂ β0 ý/þ4V which improves the current bounds for the modulo parameter za
according to (3.10) or to prove that the bounds for za cannot be improved by a cutting plane from V .
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Define V b as the class of all single bound inequalities resulting from (3.10). Adding all inequalities
from V b to the polytope conv ù ß@W ù z ü z ýý (possibly) yields strengthened bounds z û ﬂ z and z û  z for
the modulo parameters. This gives a tighter relaxation polytope
conv ù ß W ù z û ü z û ýýX : V b ù conv ù ß W ù z ü z ýýýP'
If conv ù ß W ù z û°ü z û ýý
R

/0, we can again apply the single bound cutting planes to the improved bounds.
Proceeding in a recursive manner, we finally obtain either an empty polytope or a polytope where no
bound can be improved. This polytope is called the V b-kernel. An example for the calculation of such
a V b-kernel is shown in figure 3.11.
z1
z2 z1 3 z2 Y 3 1
z1 Z z2 Y 3
Initial bounds: 0
Y
z1 Y 3, 0 Y z2 Y 4
[
1H\
z1 Z z2 Y 3 ] z1 3 z2 Y 3 1 ^
Improve bounds for z2:
z2 Y 3 z1 Z 3 Y 3 z1 Z 3 1 3
z2 _ z1 Z 1 _ z1 Z 1 1 1
Improve bounds for z1:
z1 Y z2 3 1 Y z1 3 1 1 2
No further improvement is possible.
The [ b-kernel has been found.
Figure 3.11: Calculation of the V b-kernel
Theorem 3.3 Let the time period T be fixed. If the single bound separation problem for a class V of
cutting planes is polynomially soluble, then the V b-kernel can be calculated in polynomial time.
Proof: The number of possible modulo parameters za  za 5 1 for a chord a is bounded by n 5 1. This
follows from the fact that each chord generates a uniquely determined cycle in the spanning tree. This
cycle has at most n arcs. Since we have ua  la  T for each span ` la ü ua a , the bound difference za  za
cannot be larger than n.
During the kernel calculation we only can improve m

n bounds (otherwise we get an empty poly-
tope). If the bound separation problem can be solved in polynomial time with complexity f ù m ü n ý , the
calculation of the kernel can be done within complexity m

n

f ù m ü n ý . 
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Proposition 3.7 The single bound separation problem for the class of cycle inequalities for an arc a :
i 	 j can be solved by calculating a shortest path from node j to node i with the following objective
(p is the incidence vector of the path):
ù p
A
ý
T
ù u
5
Tz ýbù p
?
ý
T
ù l
5
Tz ýP'
Proof: Consider a cycle inequality
;
T z ﬂ γ0. Let a : i 	 j be an arc of the corresponding cycle, i.e.
γa R 0. Then
;
 : p
5
ea, where p is the incidence vector of a path from node j to node i. From (3.2),
we have
0  ù
;
A
ý
T
ù u
5
T z ýù
;
?
ý
T
ù l
5
Tz ý
 T za 5 ua 5 ù p
A
ý
T
ù u
5
T z ýù p
?
ý
T
ù l
5
Tz ý
 T za 5 ua 5 ù p
A
ý
T
ù u
5
T z ýù p
?
ý
T
ù l
5
Tz ý
This yields the inequality
za ﬂ <
1
T >
 ua ¦ù p
A
ý
T
ù u
5
Tz ý
5
ù p
?
ý
T
ù l
5
Tz ý
CcE
'
The right hand side of this inequality only depends on the length of the path belonging to p with
respect to the arc lengths from the proposition. In order to get a tight bound for za, the right hand side
has to be maximized, which corresponds to finding a shortest path according to the arc weights from
the proposition. 
3.8.6 Flow Inequalities and Single Bound Improvement
We will now examine single bound improvement by cutting planes
ﬀ T z ﬂ ϕ0 where
ﬀ
is a flow with
6
T ﬀ
 0 (cf. section 3.8.1). Such an inequality is called flow inequality. Consider the example of
figure 3.12.
T
1
10
1 2
a0
a1
a2
d
1 ] 3 e
d
3 ] 10e
d
8 ] 13e
1
Y
pi2 3 pi1 3 10z0 Y 3
3
Y
pi2 3 pi1 3 10z1 Y 10
8
Y
pi2 3 pi1 3 10z2 Y 13
Figure 3.12: Example instance
The cycle cutting planes for the example lead to
 9  10 ù z1  z0 ýf 0
 12  10 ù z2  z0 ýf  5
 2  10 ù z1  z2 ýf 10
or equivalently
z1  z0  0 ùhg7ý
z2  z0   1 ùhgLg7ý
0  z1  z2  1 '
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The resulting lower bound inequalities for the variable z1 are:
z1 ﬂ z0 and z1 ﬂ z2
Combining ùhg7ý and ùhgLg7ý leads to z1  z2  1, which gives the better bound
z1 ﬂ z2 5 1 ü
which cannot be generated by the single bound separation algorithm for cycle inequalities. This bound
can only be found by combining cycles. This idea will be generalized in the following.
Consider a set I of cycles and the corresponding incidence vectors
;
i, i þ I. Let the resulting cycle
inequalities be denoted by αi 
;
T
i z  αi. Let a  1 be a fixed arc, and
ﬀ T z ﬂ ϕ0 be a flow inequality
with ϕ1   0.
Define
ϕ
A
a :  Q
ϕa if ϕa ﬂ 0
0 otherwise
and ϕ
?
a :  Q
 ϕa if ϕa  0
0 otherwise '
The induced single bound flow inequality for variable z1 is given by
z1 ﬂji
1
ϕ1
# ϕ0  ∑
a k 1
ϕ
A
a za 5 ∑
a k 1
ϕ
?
a za $ml '
For simplicity we assume bounds za :  0  za  za for all arcs (a corresponding transformation was
given in section 3.8.4). Now, assume that the flow ﬀ is generated by the above introduced system of
elementary cycles, where on each cycle with incidence vector
;
i, the amount εi is circulating. Then
ﬀ
 ∑
i n I
εi
;
i ü
and by combining the cycle inequalities we obtain
ﬀ T z ﬂ ϕ0 : ùpo
A
ý
T q
ùpo
?
ý
T q
'
Without loss of generality assume that ϕ1  1. The resulting single bound inequality is then given by
z1 ﬂ¡ùpo
A
ý
T q
ùpo
?
ý
T q
 ∑
a k 1
ϕ
A
a za 5 ∑
a k 1
ϕ
?
a za '
3.9 Branch-and-Cut Method
In this section we describe a PESP algorithm which uses the ideas of the Serafini-Ukovich algorithm
and combines it with the polyhedral results of section 3.8. The basic idea is to use a branch-and-cut
(see appendix B) method applied to the timetable polyhedron conv ù ß W ý .
The method starts with z and z from proposition 3.3. Then, the following principle is applied: Consider
a relaxation set ˜ß
W
ù z ü z ýr¡ß
W
ù z ü z ý for which the decision problem ˜ß
W
ù z ü z ý
?

/0 should be easy. In
case of ˜ß W ù z ü z ý
R

/0, we obtain an element ùXúÒü z˜ ýSþ ˜ß W ù z ü z ý . If z˜ is integral, we have found a solution
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for the PESP instance. Otherwise, we pick a fractional modulo parameter z˜a Rþ G and generate two
problems with disjunctive solution spaces by demanding za ts z˜a u or za ﬂwv z˜a x .
The subproblems only differ from the original problem by new bounds. A binary search tree like
in figure 3.13 is obtained. At each node of the search tree, single bound improvement cuts can be
applied.
˜
yKzX{
z ] z |
˜
y z {
z1 ] z |
˜
yKz}{
z2 ] z | ˜
yKzD{
z1 ] z1 |
˜
y z {
z ] z2 |
˜
yKzX{
z3 ] z2 | ˜
yKzD{
z ] z3 |
Figure 3.13: Binary search tree for the branch-and-cut method
The performance of the algorithm (i.e. the size / shape of the search tree) depends on many points,
including these:
~ In general, there is more than one fractional modulo parameter. We have to decide on which of
those to branch.
~ If ˜ß W ù z ü z ý
R

/0, the determination of a point ùXú ü z ý þ ˜ß W ù z ü z ý can be done in different ways.
Another idea is to add heuristics for minimizing the number of fractional modulo parameters to
this determination algorithm.
For our branch-and-cut method, we will use the convex hull of the following enlarged feasible set:
˜
ß@W ù z ü z ý : DùXúü z ýSþ

n


m
 l ﬁ6 T ú T z  u ü z  z  z 
Proposition 3.8 For 0  ua  la  T and integral bounds za  za consider the decision problem
conv ù ˜ß@W ù z ü z ýý
?

/0 ' (3.11)
If z
R
 z, the set is empty. Otherwise, (3.11) is equivalent to the feasible differential problem
Π ù z ü z ý :  ú) l
5
Tz 6 T ú u
5
Tz  ? /0 '
Proof: We will show that
Q ú




z
ùXú ü z ýfþ conv ù ˜ß
W
ù z ü z ýýﬁ Π ù z ü z ýP'
The implication ùXúü z ýSþ conv ù ˜ß W ù z ü z ýýD l
5
Tz 6 T ú u
5
Tz is obvious.
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Conversely, let ú>þ

n with l
5
Tz ﬁ6 T ú u
5
Tz. Define
q : 
1
T
ù u 6 T ú³ý and T :  1
T
ù l 86 T ú³ýP'
Now q  z, Tﬂ z and q ﬁT . Together with z  z this shows
max  q ü z  min Tü z K'
For each z˜ with max  q ü z Ł z˜  min Tü z  , we obtain z  z˜  z and q  z˜ %T , or equivalently
l ﬁ6 T ú4 T z˜  u. Hence, ùXú ü z˜ ý+þ conv ù ˜ß W ù z ü z ýý . 
From this proof it follows that ùXú ü z ýSþ conv ù ˜ß W ù z ü z ýý if and only if ú,þ Π ù z ü z ý and
z˜la ùXú ý : 
1
T
ù ua 5 T za ù pi j  pii ýý za 
1
T
ù la 5 Tza ù pi j  pii ýýX : z˜
u
a ùXú³ýP'
This means that a potential úþ Π ù z ü z ý is feasible with arc a : i 	 j, if the interval ` z˜la ü z˜ua a contains at
least one integer value za þ G . Otherwise ú is infeasible for this arc. We will use this fact to apply the
heuristic method of algorithm 3.7 to minimize the number of fractional modulo parameters.
The complete branch-and-cut method is described as algorithm 3.8. As we have already mentioned,
pure linear (mixed integer) programming approaches seem to be inadequate for the solution of PESP
instances. For this reason we use the feasible differential problem relaxation. In order to maintain
this problem structure at every node of the search tree, we use only cutting planes compatible with the
structure. The single bound cuts from section 3.8.5 have this property.
For a practical implementation of the branch-and-cut method, the data structures used for representing
the tree have to be chosen carefully. There is no obvious way for a sufficient list structure like in [59].
Some concepts from section 3.7 can be adapted to the branch-and-cut method. As an example, a look-
ahead value for each arc with a fractional modulo parameter is given by the amount of bound reduction
during the subsequent V b-kernel calculation. Since this calculation is a time consuming process, it
is important to reduce the number of arcs with fractional modulo parameters for this approach in
particular.
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Algorithm 3.7 Minimizing Fractional Values
Let ú be a (not necessarily feasible) potential.
F :  a þ A ú is feasible with a 
R :  A  F
for each a þ F do
Determine the unique integer za with
la 5 Tza  la 5 T za  pi j  pii  ua 5 T za  ua 5 Tza '
end for
for each a þ A do
da : !Q
la 5 T za if a þ F
la 5 T za otherwise
da : Q
ua 5 T za if a þ F
ua 5 T za otherwise
end for
while R
R

/0 do
Choose a þ R.
R :  R  a 
Let δl ü δu be the amount for which the tension has to be lowered or raised to make the potential
feasible.
if Dijlower ù δl ü d ü d üZúü
;
ý or Dijraise ù δr ü d ü d üZúü
;
ý succeeds then
Update the potential according to the solution.
Update the bounds for a by da :  la 5 Tza and da :  ua 5 Tza.
end if
end while
Stop.
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Algorithm 3.8 Branch-and-Cut Method with FDP Relaxation

: ﬁß W ù z ü z ý
loop
if   /0 then
Stop. The instance is infeasible.
end if
Choose ß þ  . Let the modulo parameter bounds of ß be denoted by z ü z.

: 

ﬁßJ
Add single bound improving cuts to ß . g calculate the V b-kernel g
if conv ù ˜ß'ý} /0 then
continue g FDP relaxation infeasible g
end if
Choose ùXú û ü z û ý+þ conv ù ˜ßqý .
Try to reduce the number of fractional values of z û . Let the updated solution be given by ùXúü z ý .
if z þ G m then
Stop. ùXúÒü z ý is a feasible solution for the instance.
end if
Choose an arc a þ A with za Rþ G to branch on.
Generate two new problems ß 1 and ß 2 from ß with adjusted bounds
z1a : s za u and z2a : v za x '

: 
ﬁ
ﬁß
1
üß
2

end loop
Chapter 4
Cost Optimal Schedules
In this chapter, solution methods for the MIP formulation of the minimum cost scheduling problem
from section 2.8, MIP-MCSP, are presented. Since a direct MIP solution with a commercial solver
turns out to be impossible for practical problem instances, a decomposition approach is developed.
The decomposition is integrated into a relaxation iteration algorithm and into a branch-and-bound
algorithm. Fast methods for solving the subproblems arising from the decomposition are given. At
the end of this chapter, the algorithms are extended in such a way that a certain nonlinear version of
the model for minimum cost scheduling can be handled.
4.1 Mixed Integer Programming
A straightforward attempt to solve the MIPs for minimum cost train scheduling of section 2.8 (cf. fig-
ure 2.10) is the direct use of commercial MIP solvers on the problem instances. For practical instances
(such as the InterCity network of Germany), the solution of the MIPs may take several days. In many
cases, it is not even possible to find optimal solutions with our computer hardware and software
(cf. section 5.2).
As we have already mentioned, our intention is to develop a model that can be used for strategic
planning. In order to analyze or compare different scenarios, the solution times should not exceed
a few minutes for practical instances. In the following sections, we will develop strategies that will
enable us to solve instances or at least to find solutions of practical interest within such a time horizon.
4.2 Problem Decomposition
Two widely used classes of solution methods for solving MIPs (see appendix B) are:
~ branch-and-bound methods
~ iterative relaxation methods (e.g. cutting plane methods)
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Both classes require solving a relaxation of the respective MIP. The typically applied relaxation is the
LP relaxation (cf. appendix B). This is in particular the case for the commercial MIP solver CPLEX,
which we have used.
For the minimum cost scheduling problem, we will develop another type of relaxation leading to much
better results concerning solution time.
Consider the coefficient matrix of the objective function and the constraints for the MIP-MCSP, fig-
ure 4.1. The gray color indicates that there are nonzero coefficients for the respective variable and the
corresponding class of constraints.
Variables
w x z a d
objective function
traveler capacity
number of coaches
exactly one train type
travel time
other periodic interval constraints
modulo parameter constraints (JPESP)
 








MCTP
 



(for fixed train types) FSP
Figure 4.1: Structure of objective function and constraints of the MCSP
With the exception of the x-variables in the travel time constraints, the matrix can be divided into
a two-block diagonal matrix. One block represents the problem of minimizing the cost considering
only the constraints for capacity, number of coaches and selection of one train type. This problem was
called minimum cost type problem (MCTP) in section 2.9. The integer programming formulation of
this problem, which is given by this block, will be called IP-MCTP in the following. The problem
of satisfying the constraints of the other block for fixed train types will be called feasible schedule
problem (FSP). The FSP is a JPESP (cf. section 2.5).
If the train types are fixed, the MCTP and the FSP can be solved separately. The solution of the FSP
does not influence the objective value, because the corresponding variables are not in the objective
function. If the FSP is feasible, the optimal solution of the MCTP and the feasible solution for the
FSP can be combined to an optimal solution for the complete problem.
We will use the MCTP as a relaxation for the MCSP. Based on this relaxation, we propose a relaxation
iteration algorithm in section 4.3 and a branch-and-bound algorithm in section 4.4. In both cases, we
will have to solve many instances of the MCTP and the FSP. Therefore, fast solution techniques for
these problems are developed in section 4.5 (for the MCTP) and section 4.6 (for the FSP).
4.3 Relaxation Iteration Method
For a short introduction on mixed integer programs and solution methods we refer to appendix B. We
will now develop a relaxation iteration method for solving MCSP instances. From appendix B we
know several crucial points for the design of such an algorithm:
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~ Choice of the relaxation: As initial relaxation for the iteration method for a MIP-MCSP instance
we use the corresponding MCTP instance. This can, for example, be interpreted as an integer
program of considerably smaller size (IP-MCTP). By using the ideas of section 4.5, we will be
able to solve the MCTP instance for practical networks with a commercial MIP solver in a few
seconds.
The main disadvantage of the IP-MCTP relaxation is the fact that after reducing the solution
space in an iteration, we will have to restart the MIP solution process completely (there is no
such obvious idea like the dual simplex algorithm for LP relaxation iteration). Therefore, it will
be important to keep the number of iterations small.
~ Feasibility check: Let the optimal solution of the relaxation be given by the vector x of the
train type variables and the vector w of variables for numbers of coaches. We now need to find
out whether the FSP constraints can be satisfied with x. This problem is a JPESP. A simple
approach to solve JPESP instances is given by mixed integer programming (with an arbitrary
objective function — only feasibility is important). In section 4.6, we will develop an algorithm
for JPESP instances based on the PESP algorithm by Serafini and Ukovich (cf. chapter 3), which
will have certain advantages.
~ Reduction of the solution space: If the FSP instance of some iteration is infeasible, at least one
of the train types has to be changed in order to get a feasible solution of the MCSP instance. Let
τr be the train type for line r þ in the optimal solution of the relaxation. Then, the following
linear constraint for the train type variables is introduced:
∑
r n
xr τr  ( 1 (4.1)
This inequality can be added to the IP-MCTP instance in the subsequent iteration.
Since there are many possible combinations of train types in practical instances, we may have to add
a lot of inequalities to the original MIP-MCTP instance, eventually slowing down the MIP solution
process. In order to avoid this it would be helpful if we could exclude several infeasible combinations
of train types with the same inequality.
One promising idea is to detect a “comparably small” set of lines ˆ which already causes the
infeasibility of the present FSP instance. An approach to find such a set is given in section 4.6.
Using ˆ , the constraint (4.1) can be replaced by
∑
r n ˆ
xr τr 
ˆ
  1 ' (4.2)
It may even be allowed to exclude several train types for one line at the same time if these types have
the same speed.
The ideas of this section are combined in algorithm 4.1.
4.4 Branch-and-Bound Method
A short overview on branch-and-bound methods and in particular for such methods for the solution
of MIPs is given in appendix B. We will now focus on the important points for the design of a
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Algorithm 4.1 Relaxation Iteration Algorithm for the MCSP
loop
if the IP-MCTP is infeasible then
Stop. The MCSP is infeasible.
end if
Let the vector of optimal types for the IP-MCTP be given by x and the vector of optimal numbers
of coaches given by w.
if the FSP for x is feasible with solution vectors a ü d ü z then
Stop. An optimal solution is given by x ü w ü a ü d ü z.
end if
Let ˆ be a set of lines leading to the infeasibility of FSP for x. Add inequality (4.2) for ˆ to the
IP-MCTP.
end loop
branch-and-bound algorithm for the solution of the MCSP.
~ Choice of relaxation: Like in section 4.3, the IP-MCTP relaxation is used. The remarks given
in that section also apply to the branch-and-bound method.
~ Feasibility check: Again this is done like in section 4.3.
~ Choice of division / partition: If the FSP instance is infeasible, we need to change at least one
of the train types. Let τr be the train type for line r þ¡ , and let ρ : w  . An obvious way
to divide the set ¢ 1  '('('  ¢ ρ of possible (but not necessarily feasible) combinations for train
types is given by
¢ 1

'('('

¢ ρ ùh¢ 1  τ1 7ý  ¢ 2  '('('  ¢ ρ

'('('

¢ 1

'('('

¢ ρ
?
1

ùh¢ ρ  τρ 7ýP' (4.3)
According to this scheme,   new problems have to be generated in this case. In section 4.3
we have suggested replacing  by a “small” set ˆ£ﬁ which is already causing the conflict.
This method can also be applied here.
By using these methods, a first version of a branch-and-bound algorithm for the MCSP is obtained,
see algorithm 4.2. Again, we assume that j r1 ü('('('ü rρ  . Of course, if i  1 the notation ¢ 1  '('(' 
¢ i
?
1

¢ i  τi   ¢ i
A
1

'('('

¢ ρ means ¢ 1  τ1   ¢ 2  '('('  ¢ ρ and is understood similarly for the
other special cases.
We will now present several methods which accelerated algorithm 4.2 for our practical problem in-
stances considerably:
~ LP relaxation for the IP-MCTP: Instead of directly solving the IP-MCTP for ¢ û þ  , we only
solve the LP relaxation of the IP-MCTP in a first step. If it is infeasible or has an objective value
ﬂ c ¤ , i.e. worse than the value of the best known solution, the next branch-and-bound node can
be examined immediately (without considering the IP).
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Algorithm 4.2 Simple Branch-and-Bound Algorithm for the MCSP
c ¤ :  ∞;

: LL¢ 1

'('('

¢ ρ L ; l W 1 ¥¦ ¦ ¦§¥ W ρ : + ∞
loop
if   /0 then
Stop. If c ¤  ∞, the problem is infeasible. Otherwise, an optimal solution is given by x ¤ , w ¤ ,
a ¤ , d ¤ , z ¤ .
end if
Choose ¢ û þ  .

: 

L¢Ùû¨
if the MCTP for ¢û is infeasible then
continue
end if
Let an optimal solution of the IP-MCTP be defined by the vectors x and w with optimal value c.
if c ﬂ c ¤ then
continue
end if
if the FSP for x is feasible with solution vectors a, d, z then
c ¤ :  c; x ¤ :  x; w ¤ :  w; a ¤ :  a; d ¤ :  d; z ¤ :  z

: 


ˆ
¢ l
ˆ
W
ﬂ c ¤
continue
end if
Let ˆ be a set of lines leading to the infeasibility of FSP for x and let τi be the train type for line
ri þ in the MCTP solution defined by x.
for i  1 to ρ do
if ri þ ˆ then
Let ¢ ¤ denote ¢ 1  '('('  ¢ i
?
1

¢ i  τi   ¢ i
A
1

'('('

¢ ρ.
l W© :  c

: 
ﬁ
L¢
¤

end if
end for
end loop
~ Bound dominance: Let ¢û : ¢ û1  '('('  ¢ûρ and ¢û û : +¢û û1  '('('  ¢û ûρ be two possible (but not
necessarily feasible) combinations of train types. If
¢
û
r¢
û û and l
W«ª
ﬂ l
W«ª ª
ü
we can set l W¬ª ª :  l W«ª , since the problem for ¢ û is a relaxation of the problem for ¢ û û .
There are two situations in the algorithm where this dominance can be exploited. After the
solution of the IP-MCTP (or even after the solution of the corresponding LP relaxation), the
optimal value c is a new lower bound for the problem defined by ¢û . Assume that there is a set
¢ û û)þ

with ¢û û­¢ û . Then this lower bound is also valid for ¢ û û . If already c ﬂ c ¤ holds, ¢û û
can be removed from  without ever being examined further. The same applies if the IP-MCTP
for ¢û or the corresponding LP relaxation is infeasible.
The second situation is the division of ¢û . Sometimes, better bounds for the new problems can
be obtained from elements already in  .
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These improvements lead to algorithm 4.3.
Algorithm 4.3 Improved Branch-and-Bound Algorithm for the MCSP
c ¤ :  ∞;

: LL¢ 1

'('('

¢ ρ L ; l W 1 ¥¦ ¦ ¦§¥ W ρ : + ∞
loop
if   /0 then
Stop. If c ¤® ∞, the problem is infeasible. Otherwise, an optimal solution is given by x ¤ , w ¤ ,
a ¤ , d ¤ , z ¤ .
end if
Choose ¢ û þ  .

: 

L¢Ùû¨
if LP relaxation of IP-MCTP for ¢ û is infeasible then

: 

L¢ û ûDþ

¯¢û û­°¢ û¨ ;
continue
end if
if LP relaxation of IP-MCTP has an optimal value ﬂ c ¤ then

: 

L¢
û û
þ

¯¢
û û
°¢
û
 ;
continue
end if
if the IP-MCTP for ¢û is infeasible then

: 

L¢ û ûDþ

¯¢û û­°¢ û¨ ;
continue
end if
Let an optimal solution of the IP-MCTP be defined by the vectors x and w with optimal value c.
if c ﬂ c ¤ then

: 

L¢
û û
þ

¯¢
û û
°¢
û
 ;
continue
end if
if FSP for x is feasible with solution vectors a, d, z then
c ¤ :  c; x ¤ :  x; w ¤ :  w; a ¤ :  a; d ¤ :  d; z ¤ :  z

: 


ˆ
¢ l
ˆ
W
ﬂ c ¤
continue
end if
Let ˆ be a set of lines leading to the infeasibility of FSP for x and let τi be the train type for line
ri þ in the MCTP solution defined by x.
for i  1 to ρ do
if ri þ ˆ then
Let ¢ ¤ denote ¢ 1  '('('  ¢ i
?
1

¢ i  τi 

¢ i
A
1

'('('

¢ ρ.
l
W©
:  max  c ü max  l
W«ª ª
I¢û û)þ
j±
¢ û û­²¢
¤
L

: 
ﬁ
L¢
¤

end if
end for
end loop
As described in appendix B, in a branch-and-bound process one can use different node selection
rules. For our implementation, we have used the following one: Always the node with the lowest
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lower bound for the objective value is chosen. If there are several nodes with the same lowest bound,
the one with the largest set ¢ ¤ is used. By this selection, we hope that we obtain “good” lower bounds
and our bounding strategies can be applied often.
4.5 Solving MCTP instances
In this section, solution methods for IP-MCTP instances are presented. A direct solution of the “IP-
MCTP part” of the MIP-MCSP model from section 2.8 is possible for some instances with a commer-
cial MIP solver, but it still takes too much time (recall that the decomposition algorithms may need
to solve many such instances). In this section, we introduce a binary variable model for the MCTP,
preprocessing techniques and cutting planes leading to a remarkable speedup of the solution process.
Binary Variable Model
For the cost optimal line planning model, two integer linear formulations (COSTILP and COSTBLP,
cf. section 2.7) have been examined. Our IP-MCTP model was developed from COSTILP. In an
analogous way to COSTBLP, we can formulate a binary model for the MCTP. Therefore, we introduce
the following variables:
wr τ  c line r uses train type τ with c coaches
The binary variable model BP-MCTP for the MCTP is given in figure 4.2. As one can see from ta-
ble 4.1, the constraint matrix from the BP-MCTP has fewer rows, but more columns than the matrix
for IP-MCTP. For our practical instances, the BP-MCTP provides better LP relaxations and shorter
solution times. This experience is different from cost optimal line planning, where the binary formu-
lation gave better LP relaxations and the general integer formulation gave better solution times. We
may therefore replace IP-MCTP by BP-MCTP in our decomposition algorithms.
Binary variable model for MCTP (BP-MCTP):
min ∑
r n
∑
τ n W r
W τ∑
c  W τ
>
v tˆr τ  T x  ù Cfixτ 5 c  CfixCτ ý 5 dr  ù Ckmτ 5 c  CkmCτ ý
C
wr τ  c
∑
r n r ³ e
∑
τ n W r
W τ∑
c  W τ ´
τ  c  wr τ  c ﬂ Ne for each e þ E
∑
τ n W r
W τ∑
c  W τ
wr τ  c  1 for each r þ
wr τ  c þ  0 ü 1  for each r þ , τ þJ¢ r, c þJ W τ ü('('('ü W τ 
Figure 4.2: Binary variable model for the MCTP
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Model Number of rows Number of columns Number of nonzero entries
IP-MCTP  
5
¶µ·
5
2 ∑
r n
¶¢ r  2 ∑
r nI
¶¢ r  ∑
e n E
∑
r ¸p¹
r º e
¶¢ r  5 5 ∑
r n
¶¢ r 
BP-MCTP  
5
¶µ· ∑
r n
∑
τ n W r
1
5
W τ  W τ ∑
e n E
∑
r ¸»¹
r º e
∑
τ n W r
1
5
W τ  W τ
5
∑
r n
∑
τ n W r
1
5
W τ  W τ
Table 4.1: Comparison of the models IP-MCTP and BP-MCTP
The following proposition shows that the optimal solution of the LP-relaxation for a BP-MCTP in-
stance cannot be worse than the optimal solution of the relaxation for the corresponding IP-MCTP
instance.
Proposition 4.1 Let zI be the optimal solution value of the LP-relaxation of an IP-MCTP instance
and let zB be the optimal solution value of the LP-relaxation of the corresponding BP-MCTP instance.
Then
zI  zB '
Proof: We show that for each feasible solution wB of the BP-MCTP instance, there exists a feasible
solution ù xI ü wI ý of the IP-MCTP instance with the same objective value. Let wB be a feasible solution
of the BP-MCTP instance. Define
xIr τ : 
W τ∑
c  W τ
wBr τ  c and wIr τ : 
W τ∑
c  W τ
c

wBr τ  c '
One can easily verify that the obtained solution ù xI ü wI ý satisfies all constraints of IP-MCTP. As an
example, we consider the constraints for connecting x- and w-variables:
W τ  xr τ  W τ 
W τ∑
c  W τ
wr τ  c 
W τ∑
c  W τ
c

wr τ  c  wr τ  W τ 
W τ∑
c  W τ
wr τ  c  W τ  xr τ
The objective function values of wB and ù xI ü wI ý are identical:
zI  ∑
r nI
∑
τ n W r
v tˆr τ  T x  ù xr τ  Cfixτ 5 wr τ  CfixCτ ý 5 dr  ù xr τ  Ckmτ 5 wr τ  CkmCτ ý}
∑
r n
∑
τ n W r
#
v tˆr τ  T x  #m#
W τ∑
c  W τ
wr τ  c $  Cfixτ 5 #
W τ∑
c  W τ
c

wr τ  c $  CfixCτ $
5
dr  #Ł#
W τ∑
c  W τ
wr τ  c $  Ckmτ 5 #
W τ∑
c  W τ
c

wr τ  c $  CkmCτ $m$+ zB
This completes the proof. 
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Preprocessing
By preprocessing the problem instances, we try to reduce their sizes or to improve their LP relaxations
in order to accelerate the solution by our algorithms (cf. section B.3). For IP-MCTP instances (or BP-
MCTP instances respectively), we will develop such preprocessing techniques now. The ideas are
mainly based on combinatorial properties of the problem.
Often, one can find out in advance that on some network edge e, every feasible solution of the MCTP
leads to a traveler capacity Ne 5 ν, ν   0. In this case, Ne can be increased by ν without changing the
optimal solution, but possibly thereby obtaining a better LP relaxation value. Some situations where
the traveler capacity can be increased are discussed now:
~ Greatest common divisor increase: Let e þ E and let Γe be the greatest common divisor of all
feasible coach capacities for trains serving the edge e, i.e.
Γe  gcd



´
τ







r ¸p¹
r º e
τ þJ¢ r ¼¾½
¿
'
Since every train running over e has a capacity which is a multiple of Γe, the traveler capacity
on every network edge e can be modified in the following way:
N ù e ý :  <
N ù e ý
Γe
E

Γe
This choice does not affect the feasibility of a solution of MCTP.
~ Line capacity bound increase: Let
´
r be a lower bound for the number of travelers carried by
line r in any feasible solution of MCTP. Then the following increase is valid:
N ù e ý :  max


 N ù e ýü ∑
r ¸»¹
r º e
´
r ¼¾½
¿
A simple bound is
´
r  min  W τ 
´
τ  τ þ.¢ r  . If there is a set of network edges E ûM E only
served by r, possibly a better bound is given by
´
r  min À c 
´
τ




τ þ8¢ r ü c þ8 W τ ü('('('ü W τ ü c 
´
τ ﬂ max
e n E ª
N ù e ýÂÁ·'
Cutting Planes
We will now introduce cutting planes for BP-MCTP instances.
Proposition 4.2 Let e þ E be a network edge and let r1 ü('('('ü rn þ4 be the lines containing e. Let
n ﬂ 2. Moreover, let d1 ü('('('ü dn
?
1 þJ 1 ü('('('ü Ne  1  with d :  ∑n
?
1
i  1 di  Ne. Then
ÃÄÅ
n
?
1
∑
i  1
∑
τ n W ri
∑
c ¸hÆ Wτ Ç È È È ÇWτ É
c Ê Ë τ Ì di
wri  τ  c ÍÎÏ 5 ∑
τ n W rn
∑
c ¸ÐÆ W τ Ç È È È ÇWτ É
c Ê Ë τ Ì Ne Ñ d
wrn  τ  c ﬂ 1 (4.4)
is a valid inequality for the BP-MCTP.
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Proof: We assume the contrary. Because of the integrality, all variables appearing in (4.4) have to
take a value of 0. It follows that
∑
r ¸»¹
r º e
∑
τ n W r
W τ∑
c  W τ
c

´
τ  wr τ  c 
n
∑
i  1
∑
τ n W ri
W τ∑
c  W τ
c

´
τ  wri  τ  c 
n
?
1
∑
i  1
di 5 Ne  d  Ne ü
which is a contradiction to the traveler capacity inequality of the BP-MCTP. 
For our practical instances, many of these cuts are violated by the respective LP relaxation, although
the edges are mostly served only by a few lines. Even if n  2, there are too many such violated
inequalities to add them all. As the following proposition shows, for n  2 it is only necessary to
consider (4.4) for a few values of d1.
Proposition 4.3 Let e þ E be a network edge which is only served by the lines r1 and r2. Let
´
1
1 ü('('('ü
´
k1
1 be all possible train capacities for trains of line r1. Let
´
1
1 
´
2
1 t'('('¬
´
k1
1 , and let
the respective values for r2 be defined analogously.
Furthermore, let a solution for the LP relaxation of the BP-MCTP be given by the vector w. Let
d1 þJ 1 ü('('('ü Ne  1  such that condition (4.4) is violated for w.
Then there is also a ˆd1 þ8
´
1
1 5 1 ü('('('ü
´
k1
1 5 1  such that the condition is violated for w.
Proof: Note that d1  
´
1
1 holds (otherwise (4.4) cannot be violated).
We consider two cases: Either d1 ﬂ
´
k1
1 5 1 or there is in index i þÒ 1 ü('('('ü k1  1  such that
´
i
1 5 1 
d1 
´
i
A
1
1 . In the first case, choose ˆd1 : 
´
k1
1 5 1. We then obtain
∑
τ n W r1
∑
c ¸hÆ W τ Ç È È È ÇWτ É
c Ê Ë τ Ì ˆd1
wr1  τ  c 5 ∑
τ n W r2
∑
c ¸hÆ Wτ Ç È È È ÇWτ É
c Ê Ë τ Ì Ne Ñ ˆd1
wr2  τ  c  ∑
τ n W r2
∑
c ¸hÆ Wτ Ç È È È ÇWτ É
c Ê Ë τ Ì Ne Ñ ˆd1
wr2  τ  c  ∑
τ n W r2
∑
c ¸ÐÆ W τ Ç È È È ÇWτ É
c Ê Ë τ Ì Ne Ñ d1
wr2  τ  c  1 '
In other words, (4.4) is violated.
Otherwise, choose ˆd1 : 
´
i
1 5 1. Then it follows that
∑
τ n W r1
∑
c ¸hÆ Wτ Ç È È È ÇWτ É
c Ê Ë τ Ì ˆd1
wr1  τ  c 5 ∑
τ n W r2
∑
c ¸hÆ Wτ Ç È È È ÇWτ É
c Ê Ë τ Ì Ne Ñ ˆd1
wr2  τ  c  ∑
τ n W r1
∑
c ¸ÐÆ Wτ Ç È È È ÇWτ É
c Ê Ë τ Ì d1
wr1  τ  c 5 ∑
τ n W r2
∑
c ¸ÐÆ Wτ Ç È È È ÇWτ É
c Ê Ë τ Ì Ne Ñ ˆd1
wr2  τ  c 
∑
τ n W r1
∑
c ¸ÐÆ Wτ Ç È È È ÇWτ É
c Ê Ë τ Ì d1
wr1  τ  c 5 ∑
τ n W r2
∑
c ¸hÆ Wτ Ç È È È ÇWτ É
c Ê Ë τ Ì Ne Ñ d1
wr2  τ  c  1 ü
and again (4.4) is violated. This completes the proof. 
As a consequence, in the case of n  2 only few inequalities have to be checked for violation. For
larger values of n, the choice from proposition 4.3 can be used as a heuristic.
We will now analyze the quality of the cuts (4.4). Consider a graph consisting only of two nodes and
a connecting edge e with two lines r1 and r2 running over e. Let the possible train capacities (resulting
from the combinations of train types and numbers of coaches) for line r1 be given by
´
1
1 ü('('('ü
´
k1
1 with
´
1
1 +'('('b
´
k1
1 . In contrast to proposition 4.3,
´
i
1 
´
i
A
1
1 is possible for some i þ& 1 ü('('('ü k1  1  if
the same capacity can be obtained by selecting different combinations of train types and numbers of
coaches. Let the respective values be defined for line r2.
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Proposition 4.4 With these definitions, the polyhedron P described by the constraints
∑
τ n W r1
W τ∑
c  W τ
wr1  τ  c  1 ü ∑
τ n W r2
W τ∑
c  W τ
wr2  τ  c  1 ü w ﬂ 0
and the constraints (4.4) for all values of ˆd1 from proposition 4.3 is integral.
Proof: We show that the constraint matrix is an interval matrix and thus totally unimodular (cf. [46]).
Since the right hand sides of the constraints are integral, the proposition follows.
Let us order the columns of the constraint matrix as follows. Order the variables for line r1 by increas-
ing capacity
´
i
1 and the variables for line r2 by decreasing capacity. Now the constraint matrix looks
like this (bound constraints are omitted):
ÃÄ
Ä
Ä
Ä
Ä
Ä
ÄÅ
´
1
1
´
2
1 '('('
´
k1
1
´
k2
2 '('('
´
2
2
´
1
2
1 1 1 '('(' 1 1 0 0 '('(' 0 0 0
0 0 0 '('(' 0 0 1 1 '('(' 1 1 1
0 1 '('('j'('('Ó'('('Ô'('(' '('('Ô'('(' 1 0 '('(' 0
0 0 1 '('('Ó'('('Ô'('(' '('('Ô'('('j'('(' 1 0 0
etc.
ÍÎ
Î
Î
Î
Î
Î
Î
Ï
∑τ ∑c wr1  τ  c  1
∑τ ∑c wr2  τ  c  1
from proposition 4.3
from proposition 4.3
from proposition 4.3
Obviously, it is an interval matrix. 
Now compare P and the polyhedron P û given by the LP relaxation of the corresponding BP-MCTP
instance. Every integer point of P satisfies the BP-MCTP traveler capacity constraints and thus is an
element of P û . Conversely, all integer points from P û are also in P: The constraints from proposition 4.4
are either the same as in the BP-MCTP description or are fulfilled because of proposition 4.2.
Since P is integral, the addition of all cuts from proposition 4.3 is sufficient to obtain an integral
polyhedron for the special graph we have examined. For general instances, we can conclude that if
there is an edge with two lines running over it, there are no “better” cuts for BP-MCTP which are
using only the information of the traveler volume on that edge and the available capacities for trains
of the two lines running over that edge.
In [10], Bussieck introduces several classes of cutting planes for the line optimization model we have
presented in section 2.7. One of these classes ((5.19)/(5.20) in [10]) can be adapted to the BP-MCTP.
The following proposition deals with this class:
Proposition 4.5 Let E û«° E, NE ª :  ∑e n E ª Ne. Let αE ªr denote the number of edges of E û that are
contained in line r. Let αE ª :  maxr n αE
ª
r . Then the following inequality is valid:
∑
r ¸»¹
αE ªr Ì 1
∑
τ n W r
W τ∑
c  W τ
c

´
τ  wr τ  c ﬂ i
NE ª
αE ª
l (4.5)
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Proof: For each e þ E û we have
∑
r ¸p¹
r º e
∑
τ n W r
W τ∑
c  W τ
c

´
τ  wr τ  c ﬂ Ne ü
and therefore
∑
e n E ª
∑
r ¸»¹
r º e
∑
τ n W r
W τ∑
c  W τ
c

´
τ  wr τ  c ﬂ NE
ª
'
Now
αE
ª
 ∑
r ¸p¹
αE ªr Ì 1
∑
τ n W r
W τ∑
c  W τ
c

´
τ  wr τ  c ﬂ ∑
r ¸p¹
αE ªr Ì 1
∑
e ¸ E ª
r º e
∑
τ n W r
W τ∑
c  W τ
c

´
τ  wr τ  c 
∑
e n E ª
∑
r ¸p¹
r º e
∑
τ n W r
W τ∑
c  W τ
c

´
τ  wr τ  c ﬂ NE
ª
'
Divide this inequality by αE ª . Since the left hand side remains integral, the right hand side may be
rounded up. We may even divide by αE ª

Γ, where Γ is the greatest common divisor of all train
capacities. 
The effect of the cutting planes (4.5) is visualized in figure 4.3. Assume that for each of the three lines
given in the picture, there is only one train type, and let the capacity of one coach of this type be 10.
Let the feasible numbers of coaches be 1 or 2.
Network Lines Solution
Ne ∑
c
10c Õ wrÖ c
33
33 33
16 × 5
16 × 5 16 × 5
Figure 4.3: Solution without inequalities (4.5)
With (4.5) we obtain ∑r c 10c  wr c ﬂ 50, which is violated by the solution.
For our practical instances, these cuts had only a very small effect on the LP relaxation value. In fact,
they slowed the IP solution process down. Therefore, we finally have not used them.
4.6 Solving FSP instances
The problem of finding a feasible schedule for fixed train types can be formulated as satisfying a set
of linear constraints with integer variables. A simple solution approach is adding an arbitrary linear
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objective function and using a commercial MIP solver. For practical instances, this method takes too
much time.
Since the structure of the FSP and the PESP is similar, another idea is to use a PESP algorithm and
adapt it to the FSP. In chapter 3, several algorithms for solving PESP instances have been introduced.
Most of them can be extended in order to handle FSP instances. We have chosen to adapt the PESP
algorithm of Serafini and Ukovich (see section 3.6) for the FSP. This algorithm is fast enough for our
instances and consumes only a small amount of memory.
We will also discuss a method for finding a “small” set of lines causing the conflict in case of infeasible
instances.
Modification of the Algorithm of Serafini and Ukovich
The PESP algorithm of Serafini and Ukovich has been introduced in section 3.6. Variants of this al-
gorithm which lead to an acceleration for many practical instances have been discussed in section 3.7.
In order to use the algorithm (or its variants) for FSP instances we will have to modify it in such a
way that for every solution, the following two conditions are fulfilled (cf. section 2.5):
~ The modulo parameters for travel time, waiting time and turning time constraints are 0.
~ The modulo parameters for certain pairs of headway constraints are identical.
If there is no PESP solution satisfying these additional constraints, the FSP instance is infeasible. Of
course, if the PESP instance already is infeasible, then so is the FSP instance.
We can ensure that the modulo parameters of the travel time, waiting time and turning time constraints
are 0 by taking the corresponding arcs into the start tree of the algorithm of Serafini and Ukovich. This
is possible because those arcs form a spanning forest of the event graph.
A naive idea to provide the equality of some modulo parameters in the algorithm of Serafini and
Ukovich is to execute a backtracking step if this equality is violated somewhere in the search tree.
This does not work correctly in general. An example is given in figure 4.4. For start tree 1, the
algorithm states that no feasible solution exists, but for start tree 2, a feasible solution is found. The
problem is that it is not possible to set the modulo parameter to 0 on an arbitrary spanning tree without
changing the solution space (no statement analogous to proposition 3.2 exists).
For our FSP instances, we will show in proposition 4.6 that it is possible to select a start tree such
that the algorithm gives the desired result: If there exists a solution for an instance with a modulo
parameter of 0 on the travel time, waiting time and turning time arcs, together with equal modulo
parameters on certain pairs of headway arcs, then there exists a solution with the additional property
that on the chosen start tree, all modulo parameters are 0. This is possible because of the special
structure of the FSP.
An example for an FSP event graph is given in figure 4.5. Here, the events are given upper indices
1 ü 2 ü('('(' in the order of appearance in the line circulations. Ri is the set of all events belonging to line ri.
This notation is used in proposition 4.6.
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Instance (T
1
10) Start tree 1 Start tree 2
1 2
3
1 2
3
1 2
3
same mod. par.
required
d
0 ] 1 e
d
3 ] 5 e
d
7 ] 9 e
z
1
0 Ø z
1¡3
1
z
1
0
infeasible
z
1
0 z
1
0
feasible: ϕ { 1 |
1
0,
ϕ { 2 |
1
10, ϕ { 3 |
1
3
Figure 4.4: The naive algorithm may state feasibility only for some start trees.
Line r1 Line r2 '('(' Line rρ
Arrival A
Departure A
Arrival B
Departure B
Arrival C
Departure C
Arrival D
Departure D
.
.
.
travel/wait/turn
train change
headway
R1 R2 Rρ
r11
r21
r31
r41
r51
r61
r71
r81
r12
r22
r32
r42
r52
r62
r1ρ
r2ρ
r3ρ
r4ρ
Figure 4.5: Example for an FSP event graph
Proposition 4.6 Consider a feasible FSP instance with event graph , . Then, for each spanning tree S
of , that contains the travel time, waiting time and turning time arcs, there exists a feasible potential
with a modulo parameter of 0 on the tree arcs.
Proof: Let an FSP instance and a feasible potential ϕ be given. Let ! r1 ü('('('ü rρ  and let the
events of line ri, i þ 1 ü('('('ü ρ  be denoted by r1i ü r2i ü('('('ü r
ki
i . r
1
i is the arrival at the first station in
direction µ  0, r2i the corresponding departure etc., r
ki
i is the departure at the first station (i.e. the
station of r1i ) in direction µ  1, which is the last event of the line that has to be considered. Let
Ri :  r1i ü('('('ü r
ki
i  for each i þÒ 1 ü('('('ü ρ  .
Now we will construct a potential ϕ û which is also feasible, but leads to a modulo parameter of 0
on all tree arcs. Note that by adding a multiple of the period to the potentials of all nodes in a
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set Ri, i þ8 1 ü('('('ü ρ  , the modulo parameters of pairs of arcs needing the same modulo parameters are
changed in the same way. Hence, one can add a multiple of the period to the potentials of such a set
without violating the corresponding condition.
Now consider an arc ù r ji ü r
j ª
i ª ý with i ü i ûþ" 1 ü('('('ü ρ  , j þ" 1 ü('('('ü ki  , j ûRþ" 1 ü('('('ü ki ª  with a nonzero
modulo parameter z with respect to ϕ. Subtract z

T from the potentials of all nodes v þ VÙ with a
path (arc direction is ignored here) from r j ªi ª to v containing only arcs from S ìù r ji ü r j
ª
i ª ý . This procedure
changes the modulo parameter only on one tree arc, namely ù r ji ü r
j ª
i ª ý . In fact, the nodes v are exactly
the members of a union of some Ri, i þJ 1 ü('('('ü ρ  .
By applying this method, the modulo parameter of the arc ù r ji ü r
j ª
i ª ý is set to 0, while the modulo
parameters of the other arcs of S remain unchanged. Further, only modulo parameters of complete
sets Ri, i þJ 1 ü('('('ü ρ  are changed, and so the modulo parameters of arcs needing the same parameter
are always changed in the same way. Thus, we can iteratively construct a potential ϕ with a modulo
parameter of 0 on all tree arcs. 
This proposition allows us to use the algorithm of Serafini and Ukovich to solve FSP instances. We
only need to select all travel time, waiting time and turning time constraints for the start tree. If the
modulo parameters for arcs needing the same value are chosen differently, a backtracking step can be
executed.
Finding a Set of Lines Causing Infeasibility
As we have already pointed out, it would be helpful for our algorithms if we could not only detect that
an FSP instance is infeasible, but also could determine which lines actually cause the conflict.
Look at the example of figure 4.6. Suppose that after constructing the start tree, the algorithm of
Serafini and Ukovich tries to satisfy the interval condition for the dashed arc and fails (infeasibility).
If some travel time intervals are changed in R2 for example, and the algorithm is restarted, then the start
tree is constructed from the same arcs again (which will be the case when the algorithm is executed as
suggested), the same algorithmic steps will be performed. The dashed arc again cannot be satisfied.
Therefore, changing a train type on line r2 will not resolve the conflict. This argumentation will be
formalized in the following proposition.
'('(' '('('
'('('
R1 R2
R3
start tree arc
connecting Ri and R j
non-tree arc to
be inserted
Figure 4.6: FSP start tree and a new arc
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Proposition 4.7 Let the start tree S for the FSP version of the algorithm of Serafini and Ukovich
always be chosen independently of the train types. Let the order in which non-tree arcs are examined
be independent of the train types. Let there be an infeasible FSP instance where the infeasibility has
been detected after examining the non-tree arcs a1 ü('('('ü aq þ A Ù . Let Qi be the node set of the cycle
containing ai and the path from the end node of ai to the start node using only arcs from S.
Then the FSP instance remains infeasible if only train types for lines with nodes not contained
in Ú qi  1 Qi are changed.
Proof: In this case, the algorithm performs the same steps. 
With this proposition, we can define
ˆ
 : 



r þ 






i nÛ 1 
¦ ¦ ¦
 q Ü
r contains a node of Qi ¼ ½
¿
for our relaxation iteration or branch-and-bound algorithm.
4.7 Exact Solution of the Nonlinear Problem
In section 2.7, we introduced the estimation tˆr for the circulation time of line r in order to calculate
the number of trains required for the operation of the line in the line planning models. The estimation
was also used in the schedule optimization model.
The actual circulation time tr for a line r  ù v1 ü('('('ü vn ýUþH depends on the schedule. If we assume
that the minimum time for turning from direction µ  1 to direction µ  0 is used, tr is given by
tr  dv1r 1  a
v1
r 0 5 turn ' (4.6)
Let N-MCSP be the nonlinear model obtained from MIP-MCSP by replacing tˆr τ by tr τ and adding
the constraints (4.6) for each line. We will now construct an algorithm for solving N-MCSP exactly.
Therefore, we will modify the FSP algorithm so that we can find out the number of trains used in
a feasible solution and the corresponding cost. After this modification, we will adapt the relaxation
iteration and the branch-and-bound method.
Determining Cost with the FSP Algorithm
The number of trains required for a line and thus the cost of a solution of an FSP instance can be
derived from certain modulo parameters of an extended event graph. We will now again distinguish
between events and event times. The number of trains needed for a line r ù v1 ü('('('ü vn ýfþ is given
by
γr :  i
pi ù dv1r 1 ýb pi ù a
v1
r 0 ý turn
T
lÙü
where we use the minimum turning time, because our objective is to minimize the number of trains.
Now insert two arcs for each line r ù v1 ü('('('ü vn ýSþÝ :
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~ cendr : ù d
v1
r 1 ü a
end
r ü turn 5 T  1 ü turn 5 T  1 ý (always use this arc in the start tree)
~ c
loop
r : ù a
v1
r 0 ü a
end
r ü 0 ü T  1 ý
The arcs cloopr for each r þÞ are always feasible. Now the modulo parameter on an arc cloopr is exactly
the number of trains needed for line r. In order to verify this, we consider two cases:
~ pi ù dv1r 1 ý pi ù a
v1
r 0 ý 5 turn  k  T for k þ"ß . In this case, γr  k. Now consider the modulo
parameter for the arc cloopr :
0  pi ù aendr ýb pi ù a
v1
r 0 ý z  T  T  1 z þ G
0  pi ù dv1r 1 ýb pi ù a
v1
r 0 ý 5 turn 5 T  1  z  T  T  1
0  k

T
5
T  1  z

T  T  1  z  k
Recall that representative trains are used and thus the pi-variables correspond to the same train.
~ Now let pi ù dv1r 1 ýM pi ù a
v1
r 0 ý 5 turn  k  T 5 t with k þÝß , t þ 1 ü('('('ü T  1  . We obtain γr  k 5 1.
In an analogous way
0  k

T
5
t
5
T  1  z

T  T  1 z þ G ü
which can only be true for z  k
5
1.
Let τr be the fixed train type of trains of line r and let wr be the fixed number of coaches of trains of
line r. Then the fixed cost part of an FSP solution with modulo parameter vector z is given by
∑
r n
z
c
loop
r

>
Cfixτr 5 wr  C
fixC
τr
C
' (4.7)
The km-oriented cost part is still independent of the schedule. Note that not only the train types, but
also the number of coaches influences the cost of the schedule.
The FSP version of the algorithm of Serafini and Ukovich stops as soon as a feasible solution is found.
Instead, we now evaluate (4.7) and execute a backtracking step. By this procedure, the complete search
tree is examined. If there are no more possible modulo parameters, the algorithm terminates. If there
are feasible solutions, an optimal solution is returned. Otherwise, infeasibility is stated.
We can reduce the number of search tree nodes that have to be visited by several techniques:
~ In every node, we can calculate a lower bound on each modulo parameter (cf. chapter 3) and
therefore a lower bound on the cost of the schedule. If this bound exceeds the value of the best
known solution, the subtree for the node does not need to be examined.
~ As a heuristic, when branching on an arc cloopr we can always choose the subtree with the lower
modulo parameter for cloopr first, hoping to find a low cost solution early. With such a solution,
it may be easier to find subtrees with a lower bound exceeding the best known cost bound.
~ We may heuristically branch on arcs cloopr early in the search tree in order to get strong lower
bounds.
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Exact Relaxation Iteration Method
We will now extend algorithm 4.1 from section 4.3 in order to get an exact solution method for the N-
MCSP. As a relaxation, BP-MCTP is used instead of IP-MCTP. On reason for doing this are the shorter
solution times. Another reason is given below. There are two main differences between algorithm 4.1
and the exact method given in this section:
~ The new algorithm does not stop as soon as an FSP instance is feasible, but cuts off the one
combination of train types and numbers of coaches from the BP-MCTP that led to the instance:
Let τr be the train type and cr the number of coaches of line r þH in the BP-MCTP solution
that led to the FSP instance. Then the inequality
∑
r n
wr τr  cr  ( 1 (4.8)
gives the desired result for the model BP-MCTP. For the general integer model, there is no such
simple inequality. This is the second advantage of using BP-MCTP instead of IP-MCTP.
Inequality (4.2) can be easily transferred to the BP-MCTP. Let τr be the train type of the BP-
MCTP solution. The corresponding binary model inequality is given by
∑
r n ˆ
W τr∑
c  W τr
wr τr  c 
ˆ
( 1 ' (4.9)
~ For the relaxation BP-MCTP, lower bounds on the line circulation time tr are used instead of
estimations tˆr. The lower bounds are calculated by always choosing the lower bound for travel,
waiting and turning time.
Algorithm 4.4 is an exact relaxation iteration method for solving N-MCSP. It is based on the binary
formulation BP-MCTP, thus there is no train type vector x.
Practical experiences show that this method is very slow. In the worst case, ∏r n ∏τ n W r ù 1 5 W τ  W τ ý
iterations are necessary. We have implemented a version of the algorithm only considering the train
types for the cuts, i.e. inequality (4.8) is replaced by
∑
r n
W τr∑
c  W τr
wr τr  c +   1 '
This inexact version is still much too slow (cf. chapter 5).
Exact Branch-and-Bound Method
It is also possible to design an exact branch-and-bound method for the N-MCTP. As in the case of the
exact relaxation iteration algorithm, we use BP-MCTP with lower bounds on the circulation time as a
relaxation. In order to consider the number of coaches for each FSP instance, we extend the data for
a subproblem.
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Algorithm 4.4 Exact Relaxation Iteration Algorithm for the N-MCSP
c ¤ ∞
loop
if the BP-MCTP is infeasible then
Stop. If c ¤à ∞, the problem is infeasible. Otherwise, an optimal solution with value c ¤ is
given by w ¤ , a ¤ , d ¤ , z ¤ .
end if
Let w be an optimal solution vector of the BP-MCTP (using tr) with objective value c.
if c ﬂ c ¤ then
Stop. If c ¤à ∞, the problem is infeasible. Otherwise, an optimal solution with value c ¤ is
given by w ¤ , a ¤ , d ¤ , z ¤ .
end if
if the FSP for w is feasible then
Let an optimal solution for the FSP concerning (4.7) be given by a, d, z. Let the objective
value be c.
if c  c ¤ then
c ¤ :  c; w ¤ :  w; a ¤ :  a; d ¤ :  d; z ¤ :  z
end if
Add cut (4.8) to the BP-MCTP.
else
Let ˆ be a set of lines leading to the infeasibility of the FSP for w.
Add cut (4.9) to the BP-MCTP.
end if
end loop
Let the feasible combinations of train types and numbers of coaches for a line r þŁ be defined by
¢
c
r :  7 ù τ ü c ý


τ þJ¢ r ü c þJ W τ ü('('('ü W τ  9 '
If j r1 ü('('('ü rρ  , then a subproblem is defined by ¢ c1  '('('  ¢ cρ .
The exact branch-and-bound method for the N-MCTP is given by algorithm 4.5. Again, this method
is too slow for practical instances, and even a version considering only train types for generating new
subproblems does not seem to be promising (see computational results in chapter 5).
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Algorithm 4.5 Exact Branch-and-Bound Algorithm for the N-MCSP
c ¤ :  ∞;

: LL¢ c1

'('('

¢
c
ρ L ; l W c1 ¥¦ ¦ ¦§¥ W cρ :  ∞
loop
if   /0 then
Stop. If c ¤@ ∞, the problem is infeasible. Otherwise, (w ¤ , a ¤ , d ¤ , z ¤ ) is optimal.
end if
Choose ¢ ûDþ  .

: 

L¢ û 
if LP relaxation of the BP-MCTP for ¢û is infeasible then

: 

L¢ û ûDþ

¯¢û û­°¢ û¨ ; continue
end if
if LP relaxation of BP-MCTP has an optimal value ﬂ c ¤ then

: 

L¢ û û þ

¯¢ û û °¢ û  ; continue
end if
if the BP-MCTP for ¢û is infeasible then

: 

L¢ û û þ

¯¢ û û °¢ û  ; continue
end if
Let an optimal solution of BP-MCTP be defined by the vector w with optimal value c.
if c ﬂ c ¤ then

: 

L¢
û û
þ

¯¢
û û
°¢
û
 ; continue
end if
if FSP for w is feasible then
Let an optimal solution for the FSP concerning (4.7) be given by a, d, z with objective value
c û .
if c û  c ¤ then
c ¤ :  c û ; w ¤ :  w; a ¤ :  a; d ¤ :  d; z ¤ :  z;  :    ˆ¢ l
ˆ
W
ﬂ c ¤á
end if
Let τi be the train type and qi the number of coaches for line ri þŁ in the BP-MCTP solution
defined by w.
for i  1 to ρ do
Let ¢ ¤ denote ¢ c1  '('('  ¢ ci
?
1

¢
c
i Dù τi ü qi ý

¢
c
i
A
1

'('('

¢
c
ρ .
l W© :  max  c ü max  l W«ª ª I¢ û û þ j± ¢ û û ²¢ ¤ L

: 
ﬁ
L¢
¤

end for
continue
end if
Let ˆ be a set of lines leading to the infeasibility of the FSP for w and let τi be the train type for
line ri þ in the BP-MCTP solution defined by w.
for i  1 to ρ do
if ri þ ˆ then
Let ¢ ¤ denote ¢ c1  '('('  ¢ ci
?
1

¢
c
i Dù τi ü q ý q þJ W τi ü('('('ü W τi L

¢
c
i
A
1

'('('

¢
c
ρ .
l W© :  max  c ü max  l W«ª ª I¢ û û þ j± ¢ û û ²¢ ¤ L

: 
ﬁ
L¢
¤

end if
end for
end loop
Chapter 5
Computational Results
In this chapter, we report on computational experiences with the models PESP and MCSP introduced
in the previous chapters. We have tested several algorithms for data from the railroad companies of
Germany and the Netherlands. In section 5.1, we shortly describe the test instances. The other sections
contain computational results for PESP instances (section 5.3) and MCSP instances (section 5.4).
5.1 Test Instances
We have tested our algorithms on real networks from the German railroad company Deutsche Bahn
(DB) and the railroad company of the Netherlands Nederlandse Spoorwegen (NS). For the German
railroad, we used network data, line plans, origin destination matrices and cost data for the Inter-
City (IC) and InterRegio (IR) supply networks. For the railroad of the Netherlands, we obtained the
respective data for the InterRegio (IR), InterCity (IC) and AggloRegio (AR) supply networks.
Furthermore, the PESP algorithms were tested on 15 special instances we obtained from NS. The
constraint sets of these instances contain a subset of so called marketing constraints V M %V . These
constraints are not absolutely necessary, but try to make the timetable attractive for passengers. Exam-
ples for those constraints are train change time constraints or constraints ensuring that lines running on
the same track have a very large headway in order to get a short waiting time for passengers wishing
to travel with an arbitrary of those lines. The instances obtained from instances 1–15 by ignoring the
marketing constraints are called 1a–15a.
We start with a short characterization of the 30 resulting PESP instances. The numbers of nodes and
arcs of the instances are given in table 5.1.
Some characteristics of the optimization instances can be found in table 5.2. For all instances, 4 dif-
ferent train types have been considered. A heuristic method for the determination of stations and lines
used by passengers for changing trains is discussed shortly during the analysis of the optimization
results.
As an example, the InterCity network of the Netherlands is given in figure 5.1. Cost optimal lines for
this network and for the other networks of the Netherlands have been determined in [10].
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Inst. # Nodes # Arcs Inst. # Nodes # Arcs Inst. # Nodes # Arcs
1 1866 14205 11 536 4705 6a 1344 7477
2 1672 14707 12 265 1491 7a 2338 12725
3 1672 11331 13 2233 14183 8a 2338 12725
4 125 925 14 2395 14446 9a 2338 12725
5 197 1118 15 2621 13175 10a 2338 12725
6 1345 9443 1a 1866 12967 11a 536 4318
7 2339 13906 2a 1596 11010 12a 264 1259
8 2339 13924 3a 1596 9752 13a 2224 11925
9 2339 14264 4a 124 721 14a 2338 12717
10 2339 14102 5a 196 920 15a 2621 12953
Table 5.1: Numbers of nodes and arcs for the PESP instances
DB-IC DB-IR NS-IC NS-IR NS-AR
# Nodes 90 297 36 38 122
# Edges 107 384 48 40 134
# Lines 31 89 25 21 117
Average # edges in a line 7.5 5.9 5.0 5.8 4.2
Table 5.2: Problem characteristics for the 5 optimization instances
5.2 Hardware and Software
Our computational experiments have been performed on a 400 MHz Pentium II PC with 256 MB
main memory and operating system Linux.
The algorithms have been coded in C. For the solutions of MIPs and LPs, we used the commercial
solver CPLEX, version 6.5. Details on this solver can be found in [34].
5.3 PESP Results
In this section we present and discuss experiences with several PESP algorithms, i.e. algorithms for
finding a feasible schedule. We have implemented the PESP preprocessing methods from section 3.1
(without the decomposition methods, which could not be applied to our instances). Applying the
preprocessing leads to a remarkable reduction of the event graph sizes of our set of instances, see
table 5.3.
The preprocessing of each instance required always less than one minute.
In chapter 3, different algorithms for solving PESP instances were discussed. We have tested several of
these on our instances. The obtained results can be found in table 5.4, where the columns correspond
to different algorithms:
~ MIP: We have solved instances by using CPLEX on the MIP formulation of the PESP. The
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Figure 5.1: InterCity network of the Netherlands
solution times depend on the parameter settings of CPLEX. We obtained the best results by
changing only a few parameters from their default values: We used strong branching, automatic
generation of fractional cuts and an aggregator tolerance of 10
?
6
. For a detailed explanation
of these parameters, we refer to [5, 34].
~ SU: This is the original algorithm of Serafini and Ukovich with the correction of Nachtigall
(cf. section 3.6).
~ SU â : This is the algorithm of Serafini and Ukovich, but with an arc preorder by the number of
feasible modulo parameters (cf. section 3.7)
~ SU ã : We have examined the Serafini-Ukovich algorithm with a dynamic strategy for the choice
of arcs. In section 3.7, we have discussed several such strategies. In table 5.4, the fastest
solution time obtained by a certain combination of these strategies is given. A detailed analysis
of the strategies will be presented below.
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I Nodes/Arcs Nodes/Arcs I Nodes/Arcs Nodes/Arcs I Nodes/Arcs Nodes/Arcs
original preproc. original preproc. original preproc.
1 1866/14205 450/2975 11 536/4705 234/1430 6a 1344/7477 1327/7157
2 1672/14707 1619/14404 12 265/1491 197/1056 7a 2338/12725 1340/7823
3 1672/11331 515/7924 13 2233/14813 1098/7540 8a 2338/12725 1340/7823
4 125/925 118/715 14 2395/14446 1287/8310 9a 2338/12725 1340/7821
5 197/1118 182/951 15 2621/13175 446/1915 10a 2338/12725 1340/7819
6 1345/9443 1096/6665 1a 1866/12967 828/4829 11a 536/4318 422/2132
7 2339/13906 1247/7923 2a 1596/11010 706/3790 12a 264/1259 218/1147
8 2339/13924 1247/7937 3a 1596/9752 706/3655 13a 2224/11925 1285/7254
9 2339/14264 1247/8141 4a 124/721 123/694 14a 2338/12717 1340/7811
10 2339/14102 1247/8050 5a 196/920 174/862 15a 2621/12953 446/1842
Table 5.3: Reduction of the event graph size by preprocessing
~ BC: Results for the branch-and-cut algorithm from section 3.9) are given here.
The g -symbol in table 5.4 in the following tables indicates that there was no result after the limit
of 10 hours of computation time. For some instances, it is actually unknown whether they are feasible
or infeasible. This is indicated by a question mark in the corresponding column. There are some
instances which could be solved (or proven to be infeasible), but with a solution time of much more
than 10 hours (e.g. several days).
For some instances, the algorithm of Serafini and Ukovich detects infeasibility before building the
search tree (0 nodes required). In this case, the instance is trivially infeasible (cf. section 3.1).
A detailed examination of the effects of arc choice strategies and heuristics of section 3.7 is given in
table 5.5, where the following arc choice rules have been considered:
~ A: arc with minimal number of feasible modulo parameters; arc search is terminated as soon as
an arc with less than 2 feasible modulo parameters is found
~ B: as A, but the arcs are examined in a cyclic way
~ C: as B, but if there are several arcs with the minimum number of feasible modulo parameters ﬂ
2, the arc with maximal look-ahead value is chosen (cf. section 3.7); 5 arcs with the minimum
number of feasible modulo parameters are examined
~ D: as C, but more than 5 arcs are examined as long as the product of the number of examined
arcs and the best look-ahead value is  100
~ E: as D, but arcs are examined as long as the product is  200
~ F: as E, but arcs with an adjacency value less than 13 of the adjacency value of the “best arc so
far” are ignored; the arc with the highest adjacency value is examined first
From the results we can see that by using the new arc choice strategies for the Serafini-Ukovich algo-
rithm, some PESP instances could be solved that were impossible to solve by the original algorithm.
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I Feas. MIP SU SU ä SU å BC
time time nodes time nodes time nodes time
1 no 1 s 1 s 0 1 s 0 1 s 0 1 s
2 no 1 s 1 s 0 1 s 0 1 s 0 1 s
3 no 1 s 1 s 0 1 s 0 1 s 0 1 s
4 no 1:34 h 1:31 h 12311697 0:45 h 7080808 797 s 488559 47 s
5 yes 48 s 183 s 258255 5 s 9760 3 s 770 4 s
6 ? æ æ æ æ æ
7 ? æ æ æ æ æ
8 ? æ æ æ æ æ
9 ? æ æ æ æ æ
10 ? æ æ æ æ æ
11 yes æ æ æ 1783 s 1262 116 s
12 yes 1:09 h 1 s 1812 1 s 891 8 s 858 6 s
13 ? æ æ æ æ æ
14 ? æ æ æ æ æ
15 yes æ æ æ 196 s 3437 13 s
1a ? æ æ æ æ æ
2a yes æ æ æ æ æ
3a yes æ æ æ æ æ
4a yes 348 s æ 273 s 583071 5 s 572 3 s
5a yes æ 1 s 689 1 s 689 8 s 689 7 s
6a ? æ æ æ æ æ
7a yes æ æ æ æ æ
8a ? æ æ æ æ æ
9a ? æ æ æ æ æ
10a ? æ æ æ æ æ
11a yes æ æ æ æ 300 s
12a yes æ æ 1:11 h 3600108 30 s 930 30 s
13a ? æ æ æ æ æ
14a ? æ æ æ æ æ
15a yes æ æ æ 1121 s 1440 60 s
Table 5.4: PESP solution times and numbers of search tree nodes ( g : no result after 10 h)
The branch-and-cut method gives even better solution times. With that method, it was possible to find
solutions for the instances 3a and 7a within a time limit of one day (which was impossible for the
Serafini-Ukovich algorithm or its variants). A solution for instance 2a was found after a few days.
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Table 5.5: Results for variants of the Serafini-Ukovich algorithm ( g : no result after 10 h)
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5.4 Optimization Results
In this section we present results on the minimum cost scheduling problem of section 2.8 for our real
world test instances.
We will at first describe a heuristic method for determining lines and stations where a train change time
constraint should be established. For this heuristic, OD-matrices are used. In a second step, we report
on experiences with the relaxation iteration algorithm 4.1 and the branch-and-bound algorithm 4.3,
assuming that the acceleration methods for the subproblems MCTP and FSP (cf. sections 4.5 and 4.6)
are applied. We will then analyze the effects of the acceleration methods in detail. In the last part of
this section, we give results for the algorithms 4.4 and 4.5 for the nonlinear problem where the number
of used trains depends on the schedule.
Determining Lines and Stations for Train Change Time Constraints
Let G ¡ù V ü E ý be the network graph of a railroad network. Let ωi  j be the number of travelers wishing
to travel from station vi þ V to station v j þ V in a certain time (e.g. one year; as we have already
mentioned, it is very difficult to determine such numbers in practice). The matrix Ω with entries
ù Ω ý i  j :  ωi  j
is called origin-destination-matrix or OD-matrix.
A greedy heuristic for determining lines and stations where train change time constraints are useful for
many travelers is given by algorithm 5.1. There, a set è of train change time constraints is constructed.
An element of è consists of a source line r þ4 , a destination line r ûQþ4 , a source line direction
µ þJ 0 ü 1  , a destination line direction µ ûìþJ 0 ü 1  and a station v þ V where the train change time has
to be provided.
The algorithm requires many MCSP instances to be solved. We have used a variant where the algo-
rithm terminates as soon as  èÒ has reached a certain value.
In figure 5.2, the relative amount of travelers in the NS-IR network with a direct connection or with
one train change with time constraint (i.e. with a “good connection”) depending on the number of
introduced train change time constraints is depicted.
Direct MIP Solution
We have tried to solve MIP-MCSP instances with the commercial solver CPLEX directly. In table 5.6,
the solution time or optimality gap after 10 h computation time is given. An ∞-entry means that not
even a feasible solution was found in the time limit.
As one can see, only instances with very few train change time constraints can be solved by this
method. To be more exact: Our experiments showed that only if the optimal combination of train
types and numbers of coaches allowed a feasible solution, the corresponding MIP-MCSP instance
could be solved.
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Algorithm 5.1 Determining Lines and Stations for Train Change Time Constraints
é
:  V  V Dù vü v ýà v þ V 
è :  /0
loop
if
é

/0 then
Stop. è has been generated.
end if
Choose ù vi ü v j ý+þ
é
such that ωi  j  max  ωk  l xù vk ü vl ýfþ
é

é
: 
é
Dù vi ü v j ý
if there is a line r þŁ connecting vi and v j then
continue
end if
if traveling from vi to v j is possible only with ﬂ 2 train changes then
continue
end if
ˆ
è : êDù rk ü µk ü rl ü µl ü vm ýë rk þ¡]ü µk þ& 0 ü 1 ü rl þ¡`ü µl þ& 0 ü 1 ü vm þ V such that it is possible
to travel from vi to vm using line rk in direction µk and to travel from vm to v j using line rl in
direction µl 
while ˆC
R

/0 do
Choose c þ ˆè
ˆ
è :  ˆè¡ c 
if MCSP with train change time constraints from è   c  is solvable without exceeding time
limit, iteration limit (for MCSP algorithm 4.1) or node limit (for MCSP algorithm 4.3) then
è : è

 c 
break
end if
end while
end loop
Inst. ì íŁì Time Inst. ì íŁì Time Inst. ì íŁì Time
(or gap) (or gap) (or gap)
DB-IC 0 1:45 h DB-IR 20 1549 s NS-IR 0 1067 s
DB-IC 40 ∞ NS-IC 0 1:24 h NS-IR 20 ∞
DB-IR 0 233 s NS-IC 40 ∞ NS-AR 0 2.7%
Table 5.6: Results for a direct solution of MIP-MCSP instances
General Performance of Relaxation Iteration Algorithm 4.1
In table 5.7, results with the relaxation iteration algorithm 4.1 are given. We have tested our instances
with several numbers  èÒ of train change time constraints. For each combination, the overall compu-
tation time, the number of required iterations and the cost (in monetary units) of the optimal schedule
(or the best known solution if the time limit was exceeded) are given.
It is assumed that for each iteration of the algorithm, a “small” set ˆ of lines causing the infeasibility
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Figure 5.2: Relative amount of travelers with “good connection” (NS-IR)
is generated (cf. chapter 4). If this is not done, many more iterations are required. For example, for
the NS-IR instance with  èNL 20, even after 10 h (and over 250 iterations) the lower bound of the
second iteration of the algorithm with ˆ was not achieved.
Inst. ì íŁì Time # Iter. Cost Inst. ì íŁì Time # Iter. Cost
DB-IC 0 219 s 1 1.3722 NS-IC 30 28 s 1 4.0548
DB-IC 10 183 s 1 1.3722 NS-IC 40 æ 235
_
4 × 0690 å
DB-IC 20 279 s 1 1.3722 NS-IR 0 33 s 1 2.6984
DB-IC 30 104 s 1 1.3722 NS-IR 10 27 s 1 2.6984
DB-IC 40 æ 925
_
1 × 3858 ä NS-IR 20 989 s 89 2.7792
DB-IR 0 4 s 1 1.7534 NS-IR 30 1259 s 91 2.7792
DB-IR 10 7 s 3 1.7588 NS-IR 40 1083 s 91 2.7792
DB-IR 20 11 s 4 1.7592 NS-AR 0 0:47 h 1 7.4852
DB-IR 30 15 s 5 1.7594 NS-AR 10 1:04 h 1 7.4852
DB-IR 40 64 s 22 1.7689 NS-AR 20 1:11 h 1 7.4852
NS-IC 0 30 s 1 4.0548 NS-AR 30 1:23 h 1 7.4852
NS-IC 10 35 s 1 4.0548 NS-AR 40 1:24 h 1 7.4852
NS-IC 20 35 s 1 4.0548 ä optimal: 1.3863 å optimal: 4.0709
Table 5.7: Results for the relaxation iteration algorithm 4.1
The increasing solution time per iteration, caused by the additional constraints for the IP-MCTP, is
shown in figure 5.3 for the example of the NS-IR network,  èÒá 20.
As one can see, the results of the decomposition-based relaxation iteration algorithm leads to much
better results. Only two of the test instances could not be solved with this method.
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Figure 5.3: Time (in s) required for each iteration (NS-IR,  èNá 20)
General Performance of Branch-and-bound Algorithm 4.3
The results for the branch-and-bound algorithm 4.3 are shown in table 5.8. There, the solution time,
the number of nodes in the search tree or the remaining optimality gap after the time limit and the time
required to find the optimal solution (if the problem was solved to optimality within the time limit)
are given.
Inst. ì íŁì Time # Nodes Time Inst. ì íŁì Time # Nodes Time
(or gap) opt. sol. (or gap) opt. sol.
DB-IC 0 219 s 1 219 s NS-IC 30 28 s 1 28 s
DB-IC 10 183 s 1 183 s NS-IC 40 æ 0.07% 264 s
DB-IC 20 279 s 1 279 s NS-IR 0 33 s 1 33 s
DB-IC 30 104 s 1 104 s NS-IR 10 27 s 1 27 s
DB-IC 40 9:31 h 37746 480 s NS-IR 20 1:00 h 1486 110 s
DB-IR 0 4 s 1 4 s NS-IR 30 1:19 h 2017 135 s
DB-IR 10 14 s 5 14 s NS-IR 40 1:20 h 2009 132 s
DB-IR 20 15 s 8 8 s NS-AR 0 0:47 h 1 0:47 h
DB-IR 30 27 s 18 12 s NS-AR 10 1:04 h 1 1:04 h
DB-IR 40 122 s 103 51 s NS-AR 20 1:11 h 1 1:11 h
NS-IC 0 30 s 1 30 s NS-AR 30 1:23 h 1 1:23 h
NS-IC 10 35 s 1 35 s NS-AR 40 1:24 h 1 1:24 h
NS-IC 20 35 s 1 35 s
Table 5.8: Results for the branch-and-bound algorithm 4.3
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In order to get an idea of the effect of the acceleration methods leading from the simple branch-and-
bound algorithm 4.2 to algorithm 4.3, the solution times and number of nodes for some instances for
the simple algorithm 4.2 are shown in table 5.9.
Inst. ì íŁì Time Nodes Inst. ì íŁì Time Nodes Inst. ì í:ì Time Nodes
(gap) (gap) (gap)
DB-IC 40 æ 0.01% DB-IR 40 132 s 132 NS-IR 20 1:20 h 2105
Table 5.9: Results for the simple branch-and-bound algorithm 4.4
The branch-and-bound algorithm gives feasible solutions in a few seconds or minutes for our test
instances. Moreover, the quality of these solutions is quite acceptable (after a few minutes, the opti-
mality gap was less than 1% in our test cases). However, the algorithm is slower than the relaxation
iteration algorithm (if it does not terminate with an optimal solution at the root node).
Solving MCTP instances
We will now discuss the different methods for solving MCTP instances. As example instances, we
have chosen the MCTP instances from the first iteration of algorithm 4.1 (or the root node from
algorithm 4.3 respectively).
In table 5.10, the number of rows, columns and non-zeros of the MIPs, the relative gap between the
optimal LP solution and the optimal MIP solution and the solution time for the general integer model
IP-MCTP and the binary model BP-MCTP are given.
The solver CPLEX contains a MIP preprocessor (see [34]) for reducing the MIP size. The numbers
from table 5.10 were obtained after using the preprocessor. We have also tested several variable
branching strategies (cf. appendix B). The solution times are always given for the fastest strategy for
the particular instance.
Integer model IP-MCSP Binary model BP-MCSP
Inst. #Con. #Var. # î
1
0 Root Time Inst. #Con. #Var. # î
1
0 Root Time
gap gap
DB-IC 204 244 1304 2.4% 4 s DB-IC 74 735 3435 0.9% 1 s
DB-IR 319 413 1436 2.4% 1 s DB-IR 69 471 1376 0.3% 1 s
NS-IC 148 179 826 2.5% 129 s NS-IC 57 793 3237 2.5% 20 s
NS-IR 86 107 570 1.5% 5 s NS-IR 41 545 2741 1.5% 2 s
NS-AR 471 617 2618 2.8% ä NS-AR 178 2221 9328 2.1% 865 s
ä : terminates with memory failure
Table 5.10: Results for different MCTP models
The effect of using the cutting planes from section 4.5 can be seen in table 5.11. There, the number of
cutting plane iterations before starting the MIP branch-and-bound process, the number of used cuts,
the relative gap between the LP solution and the MIP solution and the solution time are given.
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I # Iter. # Cuts Root Time I # Iter. # Cuts Root Time
gap gap
DB-IC 3 7 0.6% 1 s DB-IR 2 18 0.05% 1 s
NS-IC 10 134 0.6% 9 s NS-IR 10 94 0.9% 4 s
NS-AR 9 123 1.1% 934 s
Table 5.11: Results for the BP-MCTP with cutting plane algorithm
We can see that for our instances, the BP-MCTP formulation gives better results (i.e. solution times)
than the IP-MCTP formulation. The use of cutting planes provides an additional acceleration in some
cases.
Solving FSP instances
In order to compare the different FSP algorithms resulting from the variants of the algorithm of Ser-
afini and Ukovich, we have tested them by integrating them into the relaxation iteration algorithm 4.1
and the branch-and-bound algorithm 4.3. Our MCSP instances lead to the FSP instance sizes from
table 5.12. Note that for all instances arising from the same MCSP instances, these numbers are
identical.
Inst. ì íŁì ìV ïì ìA ïì ì ð®ì Inst. ì íŁì ìV ï}ì ìA ï«ì ì ð®ì
DB-IC 40 924 1529 298 NS-IR 20 488 941 224
DB-IR 20 2112 2295 116 NS-AR 0 1968 3956 1012
NS-IC 40 496 783 134
Table 5.12: FSP instance sizes
We will now discuss the results for different variants of FSP algorithms derived from variants of the
Serafini-Ukovich algorithm. We have applied these variants to the first 200 nodes of the branch-and-
bound tree of algorithm 4.3 for our test instances (if there were so many nodes).
Table 5.13 shows detailed results for the different algorithms. We have separated feasible and infea-
sible instances and given minimal, maximal, average solution time and the medians of the solution
times. Our algorithmic variants are:
~ SU: original algorithm of Serafini and Ukovich
~ SU â : Serafini and Ukovich algorithm with arc preorder by number of feasible modulo parame-
ters
~ SU ã : Serafini and Ukovich algorithm with arc choice strategy A from table 5.5
~ SU*: Serafini and Ukovich algorithm with arc choice strategy B from table 5.5
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MCSP Feasible Instances Infeasible Instances
Inst. ì í:ì Algo. # FSP Solution Time # FSP Solution Time
Inst. Min. Max. Avg. Med. Inst. Min. Max. Avg. Med.
DB-IC 40 SU 1 æ æ æ æ 1 1 s 1 s 1 s 1 s
DB-IC 40 SU ä 0 4 1 s æ æ 1 s
DB-IC 40 SU å 1 253 s 253 s 253 s 253 s 40 1 s 14 s 5 s 5 s
DB-IC 40 SU* 1 æ æ æ æ 13 1 s 3 s 2 s 2 s
DB-IR 10 SU 2 2 s 2 s 2 s 2 s 2 1 s 1 s 1 s 1 s
DB-IR 10 SU ä 2 2 s 2 s 2 s 2 s 2 1 s 1 s 1 s 1 s
DB-IR 10 SU å 2 4 s 5 s 4 s 4 s 2 1 s 1 s 1 s 1 s
DB-IR 10 SU* 2 4 s 4 s 4 s 4 s 2 1 s 1 s 1 s 1 s
NS-IC 40 SU 1 1 s 1 s 1 s 1 s 55 1 s 1 s 1 s 1 s
NS-IC 40 SU ä 1 9 s 9 s 9 s 9 s 75 1 s 42 s 8 s 1 s
NS-IC 40 SU å 1 7 s 7 s 7 s 7 s 77 1 s 5 s 2 s 1 s
NS-IC 40 SU* 1 2 s 2 s 2 s 2 s 78 1 s 2 s 1 s 1 s
NS-IR 20 SU 0 200 1 s 1 s 1 s 1 s
NS-IR 20 SU ä 1 1 s 1 s 1 s 1 s 93 1 s 602 s 3 s 1 s
NS-IR 20 SU å 1 48 s 48 s 48 s 48 s 95 1 s 3 s 1 s 1 s
NS-IR 20 SU* 1 23 s 23 s 23 s 23 s 95 1 s 3 s 1 s 1 s
NS-AR 0 SU 1 æ æ æ æ 0
NS-AR 0 SU ä 1 92 s 92 s 92 s 92 s 0
NS-AR 0 SU å 1 1:10 h 1:10 h 1:10 h 1:10 h 0
NS-AR 0 SU* 1 0:34 h 0:34 h 0:34 h 0:34 h 0
Table 5.13: Results for FSP instances with different algorithms
Algorithms for the Nonlinear Problem
We have also tried to solve the N-MCSP with methods like algorithm 4.4 and 4.5. As we have
already mentioned in section 4.7, these algorithms are very slow. Results with our implementation of
a simplified version of these algorithms are shown in table 5.14 and table 5.15.
There are many instances for which even the first FSP instance with optimization could not be solved
(the first BP-MCTP instance was always solved in a few seconds or a few minutes).
As one can see from the tables, the exact calculation reveals that the numbers of trains are overesti-
mated to a certain extent by using tˆr τ instead of tr τ.
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Inst. ì íŁì Time # Iter. Cost Inst. ì íŁì Time # Iter. Cost
or gap or gap
DB-IC 0 1161 s 2 1.3396 NS-IC 30 æ 17 0.3%
DB-IC 10 æ 1 3.6% NS-IC 40 æ 270
_
3 × 9268
DB-IC 20 æ 18 1.3% NS-IR 0 0:55 h 2 2.5116
DB-IC 30 æ 11 0.4% NS-IR 10 1:00 h 2 2.5116
DB-IC 40 æ 896
_
1 × 3544 NS-IR 20 æ 307 0.4%
DB-IR 0 277 s 2 1.6968 NS-IR 30 æ 507
_
2 × 6190
DB-IR 10 æ 124 0.04% NS-IR 40 æ 499
_
2 × 6192
DB-IR 20 æ 630 0.04% NS-AR 0 æ 1
_
6 × 7253
DB-IR 30 æ 27 0.04% NS-AR 10 æ 1
_
6 × 7253
DB-IR 40 æ 166 0.2% NS-AR 20 æ 1
_
6 × 7253
NS-IC 0 928 s 2 3.9075 NS-AR 30 æ 1
_
6 × 7253
NS-IC 10 æ 1 0.6% NS-AR 40 æ 1
_
6 × 7253
NS-IC 20 1084 s 2 3.9075
Table 5.14: Results for the relaxation iteration algorithm 4.4 for the nonlinear problem
Inst. ì íŁì Time # Nodes Cost Inst. ì íŁì Time # Nodes Cost
(or gap) (or gap)
DB-IC 0 1161 2 1.3396 NS-IC 30 æ 4 0.8%
DB-IC 10 æ 1 3.6% NS-IC 40 æ 4065 0.7%
DB-IC 20 æ 6 0.1% NS-IR 0 0:55 h 1 2.5116
DB-IC 30 æ 6 0.4% NS-IR 10 1:00 h 1 2.5116
DB-IC 40 æ 3680
_
1 × 3544 NS-IR 20 æ 513 1.1%
DB-IR 0 277 s 1 1.6968 NS-IR 30 æ 7134 1.4%
DB-IR 10 æ 124 0.04% NS-IR 40 æ 4785
_
2 × 6174
DB-IR 20 æ 51 0.02% NS-AR 0 æ 1
_
6 × 7253
DB-IR 30 æ 51 0.02% NS-AR 10 æ 1
_
6 × 7253
DB-IR 40 æ 430 0.2% NS-AR 20 æ 1
_
6 × 7253
NS-IC 0 928 s 1 3.9075 NS-AR 30 æ 1
_
6 × 7253
NS-IC 10 æ 1 0.6% NS-AR 40 æ 1
_
6 × 7253
NS-IC 20 1084 s 1 3.9075
Table 5.15: Results for the branch-and-bound algorithm 4.5 for the nonlinear problem
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Suggestions for Further
Research
In this thesis, we have presented and developed models and algorithms for generating and optimizing
train schedules. From a theoretical point of view, these problems belong to a class of very hard
problems.
Despite this fact, for practical instances, our algorithms perform quite satisfactory, i.e. we can find
optimal solutions for small or medium sized networks like the InterCity or InterRegio networks of
Germany or the Netherlands. Our relaxation-based algorithms produce solutions with provable quality
in a few minutes. It is worth mentioning that theoretical considerations on the problem structure were
of great help when designing practical algorithms.
For larger networks, a decomposition into regional networks seems to be adequate. For these subnet-
works, solutions can be produced that have to be combined to an overall solution. This will not be
possible directly in some cases, but require small adaptations that have to be performed manually.
This is also the traditional way of generating schedules.
The same holds for another obvious goal, namely the combination of supply networks. Since lines
from different supply networks often use the same physical railroad tracks, their schedules cannot be
considered separately. Again, one can try to solve the combined problem directly or by a decomposi-
tion method.
A practical requirement that has to be taken into account in the future is the consideration of multiple
objectives. We have seen several evaluation criteria of practical relevance for schedules, including
minimization of travel time, maximization of robustness or minimization of cost.
Our model considers the minimization of operational cost directly. Aspects like minimization of total
travel time are only taken into consideration indirectly by setting an upper bound on the time for
train changes. The fact that long waiting times at stations may require an additional (costly) train
composition also leads to an indirect reduction of travel time.
There are several principle approaches for considering multiple objectives simultaneously:
~ Weighted sum of objectives: We can construct combined models with an objective function
being the weighted sum of the original objective functions. In practice, this approach often leads
to unsatisfactory results. That objective with the highest weight is considered only, regardless
of the other objectives.
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~ Constraints for some criteria: Another common method is the optimization of only one criterion
subject to other criteria requiring a certain “acceptance level”. In this case, constraints are given
for those objectives that are ignored by the optimization.
The MCSP can be interpreted as such an approach. The operational costs are minimized while
the train change time must not exceed a certain limit. A similar approach is the following.
~ Pareto optimal solutions: A feasible solution of a multi-objective problem is called pareto
optimal if all other feasible solution with a better objective value for a single criterion have
worse objective values for at least one other criterion.
Our experiments with several sets of train change time constraints è show pareto optimal solu-
tions concerning the objectives travelers with “good” connection and cost, see figure 6.1 (this
is not absolutely correct because we have used a heuristic to determine the set è ).
1.75
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Travelers with “good” connection
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Figure 6.1: Pareto optimal solutions for the German InterRegio network
Another problem we have already mentioned is that a change in the transport service, like another line
plan or schedule, affects the travelers’ behavior. The passenger demand data used for the generation of
a schedule may actually become worthless by the introduction of that schedule. In order to overcome
this problem, practitioners try to simulate the travelers’ behavior and thus try to estimate the actual
effect of a schedule (or line plan etc.).
Often, an iterative approach is used: After a schedule is obtained, the demand data is updated ac-
cording to a simulation. Afterwards another schedule is generated. One may hope that this method
converges, although there is, of course, no mathematical justification for such a behavior.
Naturally, the final goal is transport planning without the hierarchical decomposition from figure 1.2
on page 2. However, this goal seems to be out of reach at the moment, due to each step being still a
hard problem for real-world-sized instances.
Appendix A
Computational Complexity
A topic of main interest for designing algorithms is the question “How long does it take in the worst
case to solve a problem instance of a certain size?”. Another point may be the amount of memory that
is needed. An approach to answer such questions is given by the theory of computational complexity
of algorithms. There is a lot of literature concerning this subject, for example [1,25,51]. We will give
a short description of some ideas on computational complexity here.
The size of a problem instance can be understood as the number of bits that is needed to describe all
the data that defines the instance. For example, the size of an integer i
R
 0 is size ù i ý@ 1
5
v log2  i  x
in this case. The running time of an algorithm may be measured as the number of “basic steps” like
assignment steps, addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, comparison of two numbers, that are
required to solve a problem instance. In general, the running time depends on the size of the instance.
In order to define the worst case complexity of an algorithm, the “big O” notation is used. Let f : ß 	

be a function. An algorithm is said to have worst case running time (or complexity) of O ù f ù n ýý if
there are constants c   0 and n0 þNß such that the running time does not exceed c  f ù n ý for each
instance of size n ﬂ n0.
A.1 The Problem Classes P and NP
An algorithm is called polynomial time algorithm if there exists a polynomial f such that the algorithm
has a running time of O ò f ò n ó(ó . An algorithm is called exponential time algorithm if its running time
can only be bounded by an exponential function, but not by a polynomial.
We will focus only on decision problems in the following. A problem is called decision problem if
the answer consists only of an answer “yes” or “no”. A minimization problem can be solved by using
decision problem algorithms via binary search techniques (“is there a solution with an objective value
ô
c”). Therefore, if there is a polynomial time algorithm to solve a decision problem, then there is
also a polynomial time algorithm for such a corresponding optimization problem.
The set of all decision problems for which a polynomial time solution algorithm exists, is denoted
by P.
Many important decision problems (and therefore many important optimization problems) are not
known to have polynomial time solution algorithms. However, for many problems, a situation like
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in the following example is given: Consider a mixed integer programming problem (cf. appendix B)
and the question if there is a solution x with an objective value ô c. If we are given a solution x with
objective value ô c, we can check that the answer to our problem is “yes” in polynomial time (simply
by evaluating the objective function for x). Note that on the other hand, if we are given a solution x
with objective value õ c, we cannot verify that the answer is “no” that easily. This motivates the
following definition of the problem class NP.
A decision problem is said to be in the class NP if and only if, for every instance for which the answer
is “yes”, there is a certificate, namely a binary string whose length is polynomially bounded by the
size of the input data, and a polynomial time algorithm which, when supplied with the input data of
the problem instance and the certificate, confirms that the answer is indeed “yes” in polynomial time.
In our example, this certificate would consist of the binary encoding of x. Note that, if the answer for
an instance is “no”, there is nothing said about certificates or polynomial time algorithms.
A.2 NP-complete Problems
Consider two problems Π and Π ö . Π is said to be polynomially transformable to Π ö , if there is an
algorithm which, for every instance I of Π, constructs an instance I ö of Π ö (i.e. it takes the input data
from I and constructs the input data for I ö ) in polynomial time such that the answer to I ö is “yes” if
and only the answer for I is “yes”.
A problem is said to be NP-complete if and only if it is in NP and every problem in NP can be
polynomially transformed to it.
Many important decision problems for which no polynomial time solution algorithm is known (for
example the decision version of solving mixed integer programs) have been shown to be NP-complete.
In [25], there is a list of problems which were known to be NP-complete already in 1979.
If there is a polynomial time solution algorithm for a single NP-complete problem, then there are
polynomial time solution algorithms for all NP-complete problems. In this case, we would have
P ÷ NP, which is hardly believed. Therefore, if we can show that a problem is NP-complete, we have
reason to believe that there is no polynomial time for solving it.
In order to show that a problem Π is NP-complete it is sufficient to show that it is in NP and that there
is an NP-complete problem that can be polynomially transformed to Π.
Appendix B
Mixed Integer Linear Programs
B.1 Linear and Mixed Integer Linear Programs
The problem of the form
given A ø¡ù m ú n û b ø4ù m û c øHù n
minimize cT x
subject to Ax ô b
x ø¡ù n
(B.1)
is called linear programming problem or, for short, linear program (LP). The set ü x ø8ù n ý Ax ô b þ
is called feasible set or feasible region. The function f : ù n ß ù defined by f ò x ó®÷ cT x is called
objective function. For the theory of linear programs and solution methods, we refer to [15] and [55].
If some components of x are requested to have integer values, the problem is called mixed integer
linear program (MIP). If all components have to be integer, it is an integer linear program (IP). The
corresponding feasible sets are given by the intersection of ü x ý Ax ô b þ and the integrality constraints.
Some literature that deals with such problems is [46,55].
B.2 Polyhedra
In this section some well known results and notions of polyhedral theory are presented. A more
comprehensive discussion can be found in [46].
A polyhedron P  "ù n is the set of points satisfying a finite number of linear inequalities, i.e. a set that
can be described as ü x øJù n ý Ax ô b û A øJù m ú n û b øJù m þ . If a polyhedron P is bounded (that is,
if there is an ω ø8ù such that P  ü x øù n ý ω ô xi
ô
ω for each i ø&ü 1 ûû n þLþ where xi are the
components of x), it is also called polytope. A polyhedron P is of dimension k, denoted by dimP ÷ k,
if the maximum number of affinely independent points in P is k  1.
An inequality  T x ô α0, ø¡ù n, α0 ø¡ù is called valid inequality for P if P  )ü x ø4ù n ý  T x
ô
α0.
If  T x ô α0 is a valid inequality for P, then F ÷%ü x ø P ý  T x ÷ α0 þ is called a face of P. In this case

T x
ô
α0 is said to generate F .
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A face F is said to be proper if F ÷ /0 and F ÷ P. A face F is called facet if dimF ÷ dimP  1.
The single point of a zero dimensional face F ÷ü x cþ of a polytope P is called extreme point of P. A
point x  ø P is an extreme point of a polytope P if and only if there do not exist x ö û x ö ö ø P such that
x ÷ 12 x ö	
1
2 x ö ö .
The feasible set of LP is a polyhedron. In general, the feasible set of MIP or IP is not a polyhedron.
Assume now that the feasible set is a polytope. Many MIP solution algorithms start by solving the
corresponding LP (the so called LP relaxation, cf. section B.3) and finding an optimal extreme point
(note that if there is an optimal point in a polytope, then there is also an optimal extreme point). If this
point does not satisfy the integrality constraints, which is the normal case, the algorithms start some
other, usually time consuming procedure.
Let P ÷ü x øHù n ý Ax ô b þ be a polytope. From Weyl’s theorem, we know that the convex hull of the
feasible set conv òhü x ø
 n ý Ax ô b þó@÷ : C for the corresponding IP can be described as a polytope
ü x øù n ý A ö x ô b ö þ with A ö ø4ù m  ú n, b ö ø4ù m  . The extreme points of this convex hull all satisfy the
integrality constraints. If A ö and b ö were known, one could start the solution algorithm with A ö and b ö ,
and it would only need to solve the LP relaxation to give an optimal solution for IP, cf. [46]. A similar
statement can be given for MIP.
Unfortunately it is very difficult to find A ö and b ö for a given set ü x ø
 n ý Ax ô b þ if only A and b are
known, which is the usual case. According to [46], for each facet of the polytope C, a valid inequality
is necessary in a description ü x øÒù n ý A ö x ô b ö þ for C, and there is no polynomial φ such that the
number of facets of C is bounded by φ ò size ò A û b ó(ó , cf. [55].
Therefore, it is practically impossible to find all facets of C. However, one can try to find some facets
or at least valid inequalities for C heuristically. Consider the example of figure B.1. In the middle,
the feasible region P for the LP relaxation is given. On the right, one can see the convex hull C of
the feasible set of IP. After adding the constraint 2x1  x2
ô 3 (i.e. the dashed constraint), the optimal
solution of LP is integral although this inequality is not even a facet.
min  x2
s.t.  12 x1  x2 
1
2

1
4 x1  x2 
1
4
4x1  x2  6
x1  x2  
1
x2
1 x1
P
1
x2
1 x1
C
Figure B.1: IP, feasible region without integrality constraints, convex hull of feasible region
In a so called cutting plane algorithm (cf. section B.3) for IP solution, the first step consists of solving
the LP relaxation of the problem instance. Let the optimal point for the LP relaxation be x  . If it is
integral, the IP solution has been found. Otherwise one tries to find a valid inequality  T x ô α0 for
the convex hull of the feasible set such that  T x õ α0. This inequality is added to the LP relaxation
and the new linear problem is solved. The process is continued iteratively, until an integer solution
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has been found (see section B.3).
For this type of algorithm it is important that, given a set of points S and an additional point x  ,
one can decide whether x ø conv S and in case of x ø conv S give a valid inequality for conv S
which is violated by x. This problem is called separation problem and can in general be polynomially
transformed into the original optimization problem (and vice versa), see [29]. Nevertheless, in many
special cases some classes of facets or valid inequalities can be found in polynomial time.
B.3 Solution Methods
In the following, we assume having an IP instance min ü cT x ý Ax ô b û x ø
 n þ . The presented methods
can be easily extended for the solution of MIP instances. Let S : ÷ﬃü x ø
 n ý Ax ô b þ (i.e. S is the
feasible set for the instance).
Relaxation Iteration Algorithms
One class of solution methods are relaxation iteration algorithms, see algorithm B.1. These algo-
rithms try to minimize the objective function on a set R  S. If an optimal solution x  is found with
x Sø S, then x  is an optimal solution for the IP instance. Otherwise R is replaced by a set R ö with
R  R ö S and the procedure is restarted. In most cases these algorithms are designed in such a
way that during the solution of min ü cT x ý x ø R þ , information generated by previous iterations can be
reused.
Algorithm B.1 Relaxation Iteration Algorithm
Choose R  S.
loop
if R ÷ /0 then
Stop. The problem is infeasible.
end if
Calculate z  ÷ min ü cT x ý x ø R þ and a corresponding solution x  .
if x ø S then
Stop. x  is an optimal solution.
end if
Choose R ö with R  R ö S.
R : ÷ R ö .
end loop
An important example for this type of algorithms are fractional cutting plane algorithms (or, for short,
cutting plane algorithms). Here, R ÷tü x øNù n ý Ax ô b þ is chosen initially, i.e. the corresponding
LP instance (the so called LP relaxation) is solved. If x ﬀø S, which means that x has a fractional
component, R ö is chosen as the intersection of R with an additional linear inequality (the cutting
plane) which is violated by x  , but valid for every x ø S. One can show that there is always such an
inequality and that these inequalities can be chosen in such a way that the algorithm terminates after
a finite number of iterations, see [28] or [46].
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There are cutting plane algorithms working with a particular set of cutting planes such that there is
not always an inequality violated by x  , but valid for each x ø S. They proceed with other techniques
as soon as in some iteration, there is no cutting plane violated by x  , but valid for each x ø S.
One motivation for using cutting plane algorithms is the fact that after adding an inequality to R, the
solution x  is still dually feasible, and the minimization in the next iteration can be done from an
advanced basis for the dual simplex algorithm (cf. [46]). Another advantage is that in every iteration,
z  is a lower bound on the optimal solution of the original IP instance.
Enumerative Algorithms
Another class of algorithms often used for the solution of MIPs is given by enumerative algorithms.
Let S ÷ﬂﬁ rρ ﬃ 1 Sr with Sρ1  Sρ2 ÷ /0 if ρ1 ÷ ρ2, ρ1 ø4ü 1 ûû r þ , ρ2 ø¡ü 1 ûPû r þ . Then ü Sρ ý ρ ÷ 1 ûû r þ
is said to be a partition of S. The fact that
min ü cT x ý x ø S þS÷ min
ρ  "! 1 # $ $ $%# r &
ü cT x ý x ø Sρ þ
suggests using a divide-and-conquer algorithm. The set Sρ may be partitioned again, and a partition
tree structure is obtained. The way of partitioning S is of course the crucial point for the algorithm. If S
was partitioned into sets that contain only one element (the extreme case), we would have a complete
enumeration. This procedure usually exhausts all computational resources, if it is applied to practical
problem instances.
Instead of using partitions, one may also use divisions. ü Sρ ý ρ ÷ 1 ûû r þ is called division of S if
S ÷ ﬁ rρ ﬃ 1 Sr (no further condition is needed).
There are several simple criteria for stopping further partition somewhere in the partition tree at a
set Sρ:
' Sρ ÷ /0
' the optimal solution for min ü cT x ý x ø Sρ þ is known
' it can be shown that min ü cT x ý x ø Sρ þ)( z  , where z  is the solution value of an element x  , for
which we already know x ø S
Let Rρ be a set with Rρ  Sρ, and let zˆ à÷ min ü cT x ý x ø Sρ þ , i.e. the optimal value of a relaxation.
Let xˆ  be a corresponding value for x. Then the following situations allow us to use the criteria from
above:
' Rρ ÷ /0
' xˆ  ø Sρ
' zˆ *( z  , where z  is the solution value of a known solution
Algorithms using these partition, relaxation and stopping criteria ideas are frequently called branch-
and-bound algorithms. A general branch-and-bound algorithm for solving integer programming in-
stances is given by algorithm B.2.
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Algorithm B.2 Branch-and-Bound Algorithm
z  : ÷ ∞; +÷ü S þ ; lS : ÷  ∞
loop
if +÷ /0 then
Stop. If z @÷ ∞, then the problem is infeasible. Otherwise, x  is optimal with value z  .
end if
Choose S ö­ø,+ and a set R ö- S ö .
+ : ÷.+0/ü S öUþ
if R öL÷ /0 then
continue
end if
z : ÷ min ü cT x ý x ø R ö þ with optimal solution xˆ.
if z ( z  then
continue
end if
if xˆ ø S ö then
z  : ÷ z; x  : ÷ xˆ
+ : ÷.+1/ü ˆS ý l
ˆS ( z áþ
continue
end if
Choose a partition
ﬁ
r
ρ ﬃ 1 Sr of S ö .
lSρ : ÷ z for each ρ øJü 1 ûû r þ
+÷.+32 S1 2 S2 2  2 Sr
end loop
In the algorithm, a set + of sets Sρ   S is maintained for which the objective function has to be
minimized. Often, Sρ is identified with the corresponding minimization problem and thus itself is
called problem. Associated with each Sρ ø1+ is a lower bound lSρ such that cT x ( lSρ for each x ø Sρ.
It is possible to have lSρ ÷  ∞. The best known solution value that the algorithm has found so far
is z  . z X÷ ∞ means that no solution has been found yet. If z 54 ∞, the corresponding solution is given
by x  .
Again, the most popular type of relaxation is the LP relaxation. Many commercial computer codes
(like CPLEX, which has been used in our experiments) use this type of relaxation. In this case, a
solution xˆ ø S ö has at least one fractional component, say t 4 xi 4 t  1 for an index i ø8ü 1 ûû n þ and
an integer t. A possible partition then consists of the sets S1 : ÷ S ö

ü x ø S ý xi
ô
t þ and S2 : ÷ S ö

ü x ø
S ý xi ( t  1 þ . This can be expressed as an additional linear inequality for each set and thus the dual
simplex algorithm seems to be a promising method for the solution of the problems arising from S1
and S2.
In an LP-based branch-and-bound process, several decisions have to be made. Essentially these deci-
sions are:
' choice of S ö ø1+
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' choice of a fractional component of xˆ ø R ö , if it has
The first decision is often called node selection, the second decision choice of the branching variable.
We present some suggestions for these decisions here. For further information we refer to [46], for
details concerning availability of such strategies in the commercial software we have used, see [23]
and [34].
A widely used node selection rule is the depth first search rule. The nodes of the branch-and-bound
tree (although a problem set + is maintained, it can be interpreted as a tree structure) are visited in a
depth first search order. Another rule is the best bound rule. In this case, the element S ö ø,+ with
lS

÷ min
ˆS  76
l
ˆS
is selected. By doing this, we try to improve the lower bound on the solution for S. Recall that in the
branch and bound algorithm, z  is an upper bound for the solution, min
ˆS  76 l ˆS a lower bound.
The choice of the branching variable is frequently done by a maximum infeasibility or by a minimum
infeasibility rule. In the first case the fractional component xi where xi 98 xi : is “closest to 12” is
selected, in the latter case the component which is closest to an integer value. Another rule that has
been successfully applied to practical problems is the strong branching rule (a description of this is
given in [61], for example).
An advantage of branch-and-bound algorithms, compared with relaxation iteration algorithms, is the
possible generation of feasible (but not necessarily optimal) solutions while examining some tree
nodes. From the lower bounds of all remaining tree nodes and the best known solution, an optimality
gap can be calculated (i.e. one knows an interval containing the optimal solution value).
The ideas of cutting planes and branch-and-bound can be combined effectively:
' Cut-and-branch: These algorithms start with cutting planes, until some stopping criterion is
fulfilled. Then a branch-and-bound process is started on the problem with the added constraints.
' Branch-and-cut: In this case, at every node of the branch-and-bound tree, a cutting plane algo-
rithm is started. As soon as a stopping criterion is fulfilled, the branching is continued and the
generated cuts are applied in the complete respective subtree. Note that in such an algorithm,
cutting planes only valid for a subtree can be applied.
Preprocessing
Sometimes the size of a MIP can be reduced before actually starting to solve it. By looking at the
specific problem structure, one can often find variables whose values in an optimal solution (or even
in a feasible solution) can be easily determined in advance. Thus, they can be replaced by constant
values. This process is called variable fixing. Similarly, one may detect redundant constraints.
Often, coefficients of the constraint matrix can be modified in such a way that the feasible set remains
unchanged, but non-integer extreme points of the corresponding LP are avoided. Such a procedure is
called coefficient reduction and is especially helpful for cutting plane algorithms (see section B.2). An
example is given in figure B.2, where changing the constraint  23x1  x2
ô 0 to  12x1  x2
ô 0 gives
the same feasible set, but leads to an integer optimal solution already for the LP relaxation.
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For some problems with a particular structure, coefficient reduction schemes are known.
A more detailed investigation of preprocessing techniques can be found in [35] and [54].
min  x2
s.t.  23 x1  x2  0
x1  2
 x2  0
x1  x2  
1
x2
1 x1

2
3 x1  x2  0

1
2 x1  x2  0
Figure B.2: Changing a coefficient leads to an integer optimal solution for LP here
Let P ÷ ü x øù n ý Ax ô b þ and C ÷ conv òhü x ø;
 ý Ax ô b þó . We know that C   P. By coefficient
reduction as well as by the addition of cutting planes we try to find polyhedra P ö with C   P ö=< P,
hoping that a relaxation from ü x ø>
 n ý Ax ô b þ to P ö gives better bounds for the solution or less
non-integral extreme points than a relaxation to P.
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Appendix C
Shortest Path Problems
Let G ÷ ò V û A ó be a directed graph, and suppose that each arc a is associated with a length or cost µa.
Let ýV ý ÷ : n, ýA ý ÷ : m and let the nodes be denoted by 1 ûû n. The shortest path problem is to find
a minimum cost path from a source node to a destination node. In order to formalize this idea and to
discuss algorithms for solving shortest path problems, we shortly focus on some algebraic structures
related to such problems. For details, we refer to [63].
Definition: A nonempty set H with internal composition ? : H @ H ß H is called semigroup, if
a ? ò b ? c ó}÷ ò a ? b ó-? c for all a û b û c ø H 
A semigroup is called monoid if it contains an element e with
e ? a ÷ a ? e ÷ a for all a ø H 
In this case, e is said to be a neutral element of H . If a neutral element exists, it is always uniquely
determined. A semigroup is called commutative, if
a ? b ÷ b ? a for all a û b ø H 
Definition: A commutative semigroup is called ordered, if
a
ô b A a ? c ô b ? c for all a û b û c ø H 
An element a of an ordered semigroup is said to be positive if
b ô a ? b for all b ø H 
Definition: Let ò R û ?mó be a commutative monoid with neutral element 0 and let ò R ûCB ó be a (not
necessarily commutative) monoid with neutral element 1, where 0 ÷ 1. ò R û ? ûCB ó is called a semiring
with unity 1 and zero 0, if
a B ò b ? c ó ÷ ò a B b ó-? ò a B c ó
ò b ? c ó B a ÷ ò b B a ó-? ò c B a ó
0 ÷ a B 0 ÷ 0 B a
DFE
EG
E
E
H
for all a û b û c ø R 
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We will shortly speak of the semiring R. The first two conditions are called laws of distributivity. If
all elements of R are idempotent with respect to ? , R is called idempotent semiring. If ò R ûCB ó is a
commutative monoid, R is called commutative semiring.
Let p : ÷+ò a1 ûû ar ó be a path in the graph G and let the arc cost values be elements of a commutative
semiring. The weight w ò p ó of the path is then defined as
w ò p ó : ÷
r
I
k ﬃ 1
µak

Let Pi j denote the set of all paths from i to j in G. The problem of determining
µ  ò i û j ó : ÷KJ
p  Pi j
w ò p ó
for a pair of nodes ò i û j ó and a corresponding path is called algebraic path problem. It is common to
define µ  ò i û i ó : ÷ 1. If R ÷ﬃòpùL2¡ü ∞ þ û min û mó with zero ∞ and unity 0, the algebraic path problem is
the classical shortest path problem. In this case, it is common to define µ  ò i û j óD÷ ∞ if ò i û j óMø A.
Definition: A semiring is called complete if the following conditions are fulfilled:
'
J
i  I
ai ø R is well defined for countable sets I, ai ø R for all i ø I
'
J
i  I
ai ÷NJ
j  J
OP
J
i  I j
ai QR for partitions ò I j û j ø J ó of I
' b BTS J
i  I
ai U ÷VJ
i  I
ò b B ai ó and S J
i  I
ai U
B b ÷VJ
i  I
ò ai
B b ó for all b ø R
C.1 Classical Shortest Path Problem
We will now consider the classical shortest path problem with possible negative arc costs in the semir-
ing òpùN24ü ∞ þ û min û mó . If Pi j ÷ /0 and if G does not contain circuits of negative weight, then there
exists a shortest path from i to j. Shortest path problems (with possibly negative arc costs) can be
solved by one of the classical label correcting methods described, for example, in [1]. Those methods
either solve the problem or detect a circuit with negative weight in polynomial time (note that in this
case there is no solution for the problem).
Note that for shortest path weights the triangle inequality
µ  ò i û j ó B µ  ò j û k óW( µ  ò i û k ó for all i û j û k ø N
is valid. If one wishes to have all shortest paths from one source node u to all other nodes v of the
graph, this can be described by a shortest path tree, which is a tree with root u where every uniquely
determined path from u to another node v is a shortest path from u to v.
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Shortest Path Algorithms
We will briefly describe label setting or label correcting algorithms to calculate shortest paths from a
fixed node 1 to all other nodes of a graph. These algorithms are based on iteration schemes and assign
a label λ ò i ó to each node i. During an iteration, λ ò i ó gives the length of the best path from node 1 to
node i found so far. Initially, the labels are defined by λ ò 1 óD÷ 0 and λ ò i óD÷ ∞ for all nodes i ÷ 1.
In each iteration of the algorithms, a set of nodes (the so called candidate list L) is scanned, which
means that for each node i in this list, all nodes j with an arc a : i ß j are investigated. If
λ ò j óõ λ ò i ó B µa û
the path length from node 1 to node j can be improved by combining the path to node i with length λ ò i ó
with the arc a : i ß j of length µa (where combining means the use of the semiring operation “ B ”).
In this case, λ ò j ó is set to λ ò i ó B µa. After an iteration, a new candidate list is obtained by the set of
improved nodes. Initially the candidate list only contains the root node 1.
General label correcting methods choose a sublist L ö-  L to be scanned. The iteration process stops if
L ÷ /0.
If there are negative arc costs, the Bellman-Ford algorithm should be used (algorithm C.1, which
can be easily adapted in order to calculate not only the shortest path weights, but also the paths
themselves), where at each iteration, the complete list L ö : ÷ L is scanned. If after n iterations the
candidate list is not empty, the shortest path problem is not soluble, i.e. the graph contains a circuit of
negative length.
Algorithm C.1 Bellman-Ford Algorithm
λ ò 1 ó : ÷ µ1 j for each j øJü 1 û n þ
L : ÷ü 1 þ
for k ÷ 1 to n do
ˆL : ÷ /0
for each l ø L do
for each arc a : l ß j do
if λ ò j ó@õ λ ò l ó B µa then
λ ò j ó : ÷ λ ò l ó B µa
ˆL : ÷ ˆL 2Hü j þ
end if
end for
end for
L : ÷ ˆL
end for
if L ÷ /0 then
Stop. Shortest path weights from node 1 to all other nodes have been calculated.
end if
Stop. The graph contains a circuit with negative weight.
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If all arcs have a non-negative cost µa ( 0, the shortest path problem is soluble, and the label setting
method proposed by Dijkstra (algorithm C.2, which again can be adapted to determine the corre-
sponding paths) is a very efficient algorithm. During each step, the scan list L ö : ÷+ü i áþX  L contains
exactly the node i  ø L with minimum label λ ò i có : ÷ min ü λ ò i ó ý i ø L þ . The assumption that all arc
costs are non-negative guarantees that the shortest path from node 1 to node i  has already been found,
i.e. λ ò i có@÷ µ  ò 1 û i có . Thus, if we are only interested in the shortest path from node 1 to a fixed goal
node, we do not have to run the algorithm until L ÷ /0, but may stop whenever the goal node has been
selected as scan node.
Algorithm C.2 Dijkstra’s Algorithm
λ ò j ó : ÷ µ1 j for each j øJü 1 ûû n þ
N : ÷ V /ü 1 þ
loop
Determine k ø N with λ ò k óD÷ min ü λ ò j ó ý j ø N þ .
N : ÷ N /ü k þ / Y L ö : ÷ü k þZY /
if N ÷ /0 then
Stop. Shortest path weights from node 1 to all other nodes have been calculated
end if
λ ò j ó : ÷ min ü λ ò j ó û λ ò k ó B µk j þ for all j ø N
end loop
C.2 Gauss-Jordan Method
For a complete semiring, the generalized Gauss-Jordan method (algorithm C.3) can be used to de-
termine shortest path weights for all pairs of nodes simultaneously (cf. [63]). For an element a of a
semiring, define
a

: ÷ 1 ? a ? ò a B a ó[? ò a B a B a ó[? 
Algorithm C.3 Generalized Gauss-Jordan Method
for each ò i û j ó@ø V @ V do
Set Mi j : ÷ 1 if i ÷ j and Mi j : ÷\J
a:i ] j
µa otherwise
end for
for k ÷ 1 to n do
Mkk : ÷ M

kk
Mik : ÷ Mik B Mkk for all i ÷ k
Mk j : ÷ Mkk B Mk j for all j ÷ k
Mi j : ÷ Mi j ? ò Mik B Mk j ó for all i û j ÷ k
end for
Stop. Shortest path weights are given by µ  ò i û j óB÷ Mi j
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C.3 Feasible Differential Problem
Let G ÷êò V û A ó be a directed graph, where each arc a ø A is associated with a span ^ la û ua _ (in a non-
periodic sense). The feasible differential problem (FDP) is to find a potential pi such that
pi j  pii ø^ la û ua _ for each a : i ß j 
This problem has been examined in [53].
An FDP instance can be solved as a shortest path problem instance on a special graph G ö÷tò V ö û A ö ó ,
which is constructed in the following way: V ö¯÷ V , A öá÷ A 2:ü a ö : j ß i ý a : i ß j ø A þ . If a : i ß j ø A,
the arc a ö : j ß i is called counter arc of a. Each arc is assigned a length µa with
µa : ÷a`
ua if a ø A
 la if a is a counter arc.
Now the FDP instance is feasible if and only if there exists a potential b for G ö with
pi j  pii
ô
µa for each a : i ß j ø A ö  (C.1)
Let a shortest path from an arbitrary node, say node 1, to all other nodes of G ö exist (with µa1 B µa2 : ÷
µa1  µa2 for a1 û a2 ø A ö ). In this case, G ö does not contain negative circuit. The inequality
µ  ò 1 û j ó ô µ  ò 1 û i ó[ µa û
which is valid for every arc a : i ß j of G ö shows that the potential defined by pii : ÷ µ  ò 1 û i ó fulfills
inequality (C.1). Conversely, if there is a negative circuit in G ö , inequality (C.1) cannot be satisfied
for the arcs of that circuit.
Consider a circuit with incidence vector c}ö of G ö . By traversing each counter arc in negative direction,
this circuit can be uniquely described by a cycle in G. Let ced (cgf ) denote the incidence vectors of
the set of arcs of this cycle which are traversed in positive (negative) direction. Then the path length
of the circuit can be expressed by h
T
c
ö
÷ uT c d  lT c f 
Therefore, the shortest path problem in G ö is solvable if and only if for all cycles in G (with incidence
vectors ced and cgf as described above),
uT c d  lT c f ( 0  (C.2)
When solving PESP instances, the following subproblem plays an important role: Suppose that we
have a solution b of an FDP instance with spans ^ da û da _ for each arc a and exactly one of the bounds
for one arc has to be modified. The task now is to find a feasible potential for the new spans or to
prove infeasibility.
Assume that the lower bound of q : u ß v was raised from dq to d öq õ dq. If piv  piu ( d öq, the potential
is still feasible for this tightened problem. Now suppose piv  piu 4 d öq. In this case, we have to raise
the tension xq ÷ piv  piu at least for the amount δ : ÷ d öq  piv  piu.
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Consider again the bi-directed graph G ö and define another arc length µ öa for each arc a : i ß j by
µ öa : ÷ da  pi j  pii if a ø A and µ öa : ÷  da  pi j  pii if a is a counter arc (with µ öa1 B µ öa2 : ÷ µ öa1  µ öa2 ).
For all arcs a ø A û a ÷ q the arc length for a and its counter arc are positive, and therefore the Dijkstra
algorithm (algorithm C.2) can be applied to find a shortest path from u to v in G ö .
Suppose that during the iteration process the goal node v has not yet been selected as scan node, and
let the current scan node be i  . If λ ò i  ói( δ, then µ ö  ò u û v ó)( µ ö  ò u û i ó ÷ λ ò i  óM( δ. A simple case
discussion shows, that then the modified potential
pi öi : ÷a`
pii  λ ò i ó  δ if λ ò i óg4 δ
pii otherwise
is a feasible potential for the modified FDP instance. If node v is labeled with λ ò v ój4 δ, then there
exists a negative circuit for weight µ in for G ö , and the modified FDP instance is infeasible: Consider
the circuit consisting of the shortest path ò a1 ûû ar ó for weight µ ö from node u to node v and the
counter arc for q. We know that
r
∑
k k 1
ak :i l j m A
µ öak 
r
∑
k k 1
ak :i l j counter arc
µ öak 4 δ
r
∑
k k 1
ak :i l j m A
dak  pi j  pii 
r
∑
k k 1
ak counter arc to a:i l j
 da  pi j  pii 4 dq  piv  piu
piu
 piv 
r
∑
k k 1
ak :i l j m A
dak 
r
∑
k k 1
ak counter arc to a
 da 4 dq  piv  piu û
which is a contradiction to (C.2) In this case, the arcs of the circuit (or the corresponding cycle arcs
in G) are called blocking arcs.
The modified Dijkstra algorithm (which will stop as soon as a negative circuit has been found or
λ ò i  óg( δ for a node i  ) will be denoted by Dijlower ò δ û d û d û b û c@ó for the tension lowering version and
by Dijraise ò δ û d û d û b û c@ó for the tension raising version.
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Deutsche Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Arbeit befaßt sich mit Fahrplanoptimierung unter Beru¨cksichtigung der Verha¨ltnisse
beim spurgefu¨hrten, o¨ffentlichen Personenverkehr. Insbesondere wird davon ausgegangen, daß der
Fahrplan sich nach einer bestimmten Zeitperiode (z.B. eine Stunde) wiederholen soll.
Ein Fahrplan besteht aus den Ankunfts- und Abfahrtzeiten der einzelnen Verkehrslinien an bestimmten
Punkten im Verkehrsnetz, etwa den Bahnho¨fen beim Eisenbahn-Fernverkehr. Fahrpla¨ne lassen sich
nach unterschiedlichen Kriterien bewerten. Im Mittelpunkt dieser Arbeit steht die Minimierung der
durch einen Fahrplan entstehenden Betriebskosten fu¨r die Fahrzeuge.
In Kapitel 1 wird die Fahrplanerstellung als Teil der Verkehrsplanung dargestellt. Diese Planung wird
normalerweise als hierarchischer Prozeß betrachtet. Die einzelnen Teilaufgaben wie etwa Linien-
planung, Fahrplanung oder Personaleinsatzplanung, werden in dem Kapitel vorgestellt, und es wird
aufgezeigt, wie sie sich gegenseitig beeinflussen.
Kapitel 2 stellt mathematische Modelle zur Fahrplanerstellung vor. Eine zentrale Bedeutung inner-
halb dieser Arbeit kommt dabei dem sogenannten Periodic Event Scheduling Problem (PESP) zu, das
im Jahr 1989 von Serafini und Ukovich eingefu¨hrt wurde. Das PESP ist ein Zula¨ssigkeitsproblem,
beru¨cksichtigt also keine Optimierungsaspekte. Weiterhin werden in dem Kapitel aus der Literatur
bekannte Fahrplanbewertungsansa¨tze erla¨utert. Ein neues Modell zur kostenoptimalen Fahrplangestal-
tung, das sogenannte Minimum Cost Scheduling Problem (MCSP), wird entwickelt. Es kombiniert
Ideen des PESPs mit einem von Claessens im Jahr 1994 vorgeschlagenen Kostenkonzept zur Lin-
ienoptimierung. Das MCSP la¨ßt sich als gemischt-ganzzahliges lineares Programm darstellen. Da-
ru¨ber hinaus entha¨lt Kapitel 2 Ergebnisse zur Komplexita¨t des PESPs und des MCSPs.
Das PESP wird in Kapitel 3 genauer untersucht. Es werden aus der Literatur bekannte Lo¨sungs-
algorithmen vorgestellt. Durch einige Modifikationen an den Verfahren la¨ßt sich die Lo¨sungszeit fu¨r
aus Praxissicht relevante Probleminstanzgro¨ßen deutlich verku¨rzen. Desweiteren entha¨lt das Kapitel
neue Resultate in Bezug auf die polyedrische Struktur des PESPs. Mit Hilfe dieser Ergebnisse wird ein
neues Branch-and-Cut-Verfahren zur Bearbeitung von PESP-Instanzen entwickelt, das noch einmal
eine wesentliche Beschleunigung des Lo¨sungsvorgangs ermo¨glicht.
Eine direkte Lo¨sung der gemischt-ganzzahligen linearen Programme fu¨r interessante Verkehrsnetz-
gro¨ßen mittels kommerzieller Software erwies sich aufgrund zu langer Rechenzeiten und zu hohem
Speicherbedarf – selbst bei massivem Hardwareeinsatz – als nicht mo¨glich. In Kapitel 4 wird eine
Dekompositionsidee beschrieben und sowohl in ein Schnittebenenverfahren als auch in ein Branch-
and-Bound-Verfahren integriert. Als Teilprobleme treten in jeder Iteration bzw. in jedem Knoten
PESP-a¨hnliche Probleme auf. Mit den Verfahren aus diesem Kapitel ko¨nnen in akzeptabler Zeit
Lo¨sungen von hoher, beweisbarer Qualita¨t generiert werden. Fu¨r kleinere Verkehrsnetze ist sogar eine
exakte Optimierung mo¨glich. Das Kapitel endet mit der Betrachtung eines nichtlinearen gemischt-
ganzzahligen Modells, das die Fahrplankosten noch etwas genauer berechnet. Fu¨r dieses Modell wird
ein exakter Lo¨sungsalgorithmus angegeben, der allerdings fu¨r praktische Problemgro¨ßen zu langsam
ist.
In Kapitel 5 werden Rechenergebnisse fu¨r die in dieser Arbeit vorgestellten neuen Verfahren pra¨sen-
tiert. Dazu wurden von den Eisenbahnbetreibern Deutsche Bahn AG und Nederlandse Spoorwegen
Praxisdaten zur Verfu¨gung gestellt.
Das letzte Kapitel der Arbeit entha¨lt Anregungen fu¨r die mathematische Bearbeitung sehr großer Prob-
leminstanzen. Weiterhin wird ein Ausblick auf zuku¨nftige Modelle und Methoden zur Fahrplanopti-
mierung gegeben.
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